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Preface to ”Hydration and Fluid Needs during

Physical Activity”

Dear colleagues,

We are excited to announce a Special Issue in the journal Nutrients that focuses on hydration

during physical activity. This Special Issue specifically addresses a variety of hydration topics related

to performance, health, heat exposure, safety, recovery, and physiology, as well as other factors that

are influenced when fluid balance is altered during physical activity. We have brought together

hydration experts from around the globe, who have contributed their recent data to the collection of

articles in this Special Issue. We have incorporated outside-the-box concepts, ideas, methodologies,

and questions to invigorate the discussion of this vital topic, which has such a huge impact on

hundreds of millions of laborers, soldiers, athletes, and recreationally active individuals around the

world.

Douglas J. Casa and Stavros Kavouras

Editors
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Abstract: The aim of this study was to assess the history of exertional heat illness (EHI), heat
preparation, cooling strategies, heat related symptoms, and hydration during an ultra-endurance
running event in a warm and humid environment. This survey-based study was open to all people
who participated in one of the three ultra-endurance races of the Grand Raid de la Réunion. Ambient
temperature and relative humidity were 18.6 ± 5.7 ◦C (max = 29.7 ◦C) and 74 ± 17%, respectively.
A total of 3317 runners (56% of the total eligible population) participated in the study. Overall,
78% of the runners declared a history of heat-related symptoms while training or competing, and
1.9% reported a previous diagnosis of EHI. Only 24.3% of study participants living in temperate
climates declared having trained in the heat before the races, and 45.1% of all respondents reported a
cooling strategy during the races. Three quarter of all participants declared a hydration strategy. The
planned hydration volume was 663 ± 240 mL/h. Fifty-nine percent of the runners had enriched their
food or drink with sodium during the race. The present study shows that ultra-endurance runners
have a wide variability of hydration and heat preparation strategies. Understandings of heat stress
repercussions in ultra-endurance running need to be improved by specific field research.

Keywords: hot temperature; hydration; dehydration; electrolyte balance; body temperature regula-
tion; acclimatization; ultra-endurance running; running

1. Introduction

Hot and humid ambient conditions impair prolonged exercise capacity and may favor
exertional heat illness (EHI) [1,2]. Its most severe form, exertional heat stroke (EHS), is char-
acterized by a core body temperature above 40.5 ◦C associated with central nervous system
dysfunction (delirium, convulsions, coma) [3,4]. EHS is considered the second most com-
mon cause of sport- and exercise-related sudden death, after cardiac conditions [5]. Thus,
several guidelines regarding training and competing in the heat have been published [6,7].
These guidelines are mostly based on laboratory studies [6] and are limited to running
events up to the marathon distance. In other words, they may not apply to ultra-endurance
sport, defined in the present paper as any event longer than 6 h [8,9]. In ultra-endurance
sports, the thermoregulation and hydration challenges are different compared to shorter
exercises due to the moderate intensity but prolonged duration, sometimes associated with
exotic destinations, hot or warm environments (desert, tropical climate), and with high
prevalence of digestive disorders and pathological processes in various organs such as
skeletal muscles, heart, kidneys, and immune and endocrine systems [9–11]. Because of
these specificities, the transposition of current knowledge and guidelines for road-races up
to marathon toward ultra-endurance running is hazardous [9,10,12].

Nutrients 2021, 13, 1085. https://doi.org/10.3390/nu13041085 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/nutrients1
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With the growing popularity of ultra-endurance events, attention to the unique needs
of this population becomes increasingly important [13]. Only a few studies have focused
on the influence of heat on performance [14], exercise-associated hyponatremia [15,16], or
hydration requirements [17–19] in ultra-endurance events. Areas of uncertainty remain
regarding thermoregulatory function, EHI prevalence, and health impairment during
ultra-endurance running events in warm or hot conditions [1,13,19]. Moreover, despite the
well-accepted benefits of heat acclimatization and cooling strategies before running in hot
and humid conditions [6,20], it remains unknown whether ultra-endurance runners follow
those guidelines from classical endurance activities.

Moreover, debates continue as to how endurance athletes should hydrate during
exercise, i.e., ad libitum/drinking to thirst vs. pre-programmed drinking schedule [21].
For Kenefick et al. [21], drinking to thirst is more applicable for short-duration endurance
exercise (<90 min), whereas a programmed drinking strategy should be tailored to prevent
body mass losses or gains of ± 2% during activities longer than 2 h in duration, especially if
they take place in warm or hot environments. For Hoffman et al. [12], hydration guidelines
suitable for short periods of exercise in classical endurance events are not appropriate for
ultra-endurance activities and may even cause harm. Hyperhydration can potentially cause
the serious complication of exercise associated hyponatremia, so ultra-endurance athletes
have been advised to avoid drinking beyond the dictate to thirst [12]. In addition, while
the sodium consumed with a typical race diet appears to be adequate to replace losses and
avoid salt-depletion in ultra-endurance [22,23], hydration guidelines recommend ingestion
of sodium during endurance exercise, and use of supplementation has been a common
practice among ultra-endurance athletes [24].

Given the lack of information about heat mitigation strategies in ultra-endurance
runners before a race in a tropical environment and the controversies about hydration and
sodium supplementation during endurance exercise, the aim of the current study was to
survey heat preparation, cooling strategies, and heat-related symptoms (HRS) and to focus
on hydration and sodium intake during an ultra-endurance running event in warm and
humid environment.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Design

This survey-based cross-sectional study was open to all people who participated in
one of the three races of the 2019 edition of the Grand Raid de la Réunion. A survey
was distributed before and after the race. E-versions were transmitted by the organizing
committee through a mailing-list. A hard copy of the pre-race survey was also available at
race-bib collection.

2.2. Ethics Approval

This study was approved by the Saint-Etienne University Hospital ethics committee
(#IRBN 572019/CHUSTE) and registered in ClinicalTrials.gov (#NCT04136925). The data
were collected, recorded, and stored after obtained consent from the research subjects
and were included in the register of processing activities of the Réunion Island University
Hospital Center.

2.3. Characteristics of the Races

The event was held in Réunion Island (a tropical island in the Indian Ocean) and
included three races: La Diagonale des Fous (DDF; 2900 runners, 165 km, 9576 m of positive
and negative elevation, 2019 finish time range (23:33:45–66:04:00)); Le Trail de Bourbon (TDB;
1600 runners, 111 km, 6433 m elevation, (15:34:56–41:54:16)); and La Mascareignes (MAS;
1700 runners, 65 km, 3505 m elevation, (07:43:55–20:23:19)). Environmental conditions
measured across 8 weather stations distributed along the three running courses reported
a temperature of 18.6 ± 5.7 ◦C (range: 3.6 to 29.7 ◦C), a relative humidity of 74 ± 17%
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(5 to 100%), a dew point of 13.0 ± 5.9 ◦C (−24.7 to 23.4 ◦C), and a solar radiation of
87 ± 116 ◦J/cm2 (0 to 402 ◦J/cm2).

2.4. Participants

A total of 3317 runners participated in the study, representing 56% of the total eligible
population. Sixty-nine percent (n = 2286) of study participants completed the pre-race
survey, and 62% (n = 2050) completed the post-race survey. Overall, 1763 respondents
took part in the 165-km race, 882 in the 65-km race, and 665 in the 111-km race; 83% of the
responders (both pre- and post-race survey) were finishers. The sex ratio was 5:1 for men,
and the mean age of runners was 42.2 years (representative of the starters). The climate
of residence was temperate or continental for 55% of runners, and hot (tropical or dry)
for 45% of runners. The demographic, morphological, and training characteristics of the
participants are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of study participants in the Grand Raid de la Réunion runners by total sample and according to
the race.

Variables Total La Mascareignes Le Trail De Bourbon La Diagonale Des Fous

Demographic characteristics

Sex
Men 2601 (83.2) 630 (74.5) # 498 (78.7) $ 1468 (89.5) *

Women 525 (16.8) 216 (25.5) 135 (21.3) 173 (10.5) *
Age (years) 42 (35–50) 38 (32–46) # 41 (33–50) $ 44 (38–50) *

Place of residence
Réunion Island 1605 (52.0) 596 (71.0) 420 (66.9) $ 589 (36.4) *

Metropolitan France 1310 (42.5) 208 (24.8) 179 (28.5) 923 (57.0)
Other country 171 (5.5) 35 (4.2) 29 (4.6) 107 (6.6)

Living in a tropical climate 1688 (54.4) 611 (72.7) 440 (70.1) $ 635 (39.1) *

Morphological characteristics

Men
Mass (kg) 71 (66–76) 72 (66–77) 71 (66–76) 71 (66–75)

Height (cm) 176 (172–181) 176 (172–181) 176 (172–181) 176 (172–181)
BMI (kg/m2) 22.8 (21.5–24.2) 22.9 (21.5–24.3) 22.6 (21.4–24.2) 22.7 (21.5–24.0)

Women
Mass (kg) 56 (52–61) 56 (52–62) 56 (52–62) 56 (52–60)

Height (cm) 165 (160–170) 165 (160–170) 165 (160–170) 164 (160–168)
BMI (kg/m2) 20.7 (19.6–22.0) 20.8 (19.5–22.2) 20.7 (19.3–22.2) 20.7 (19.8–21.7)

Training characteristics

Trail running experience (yr) 5 (3–10) 3 (1–6) # 5 (3–9) $ 6 (4–10) *
Number of ultra-races >60 km

ran throughout career (n) 5 (2–10) 1 (0–3) # 3 (2–7) $ 8 (4–13) *
Yearly number of ultra-races

>60 km (n/yr) 1 (0.4–1.5) 0.1 (0–0.7) # 0.9 (0.5–1.3) $ 1.3 (0.8–2.0) *

Average weekly training (over the
6-month period before the race)

Duration (h) 8 (5–10) 6 (4–8) # 7 (5–10) $ 8 (6–12) *
Distance (km) 50 (30–60) 40 (25–50) # 40 (30–50) $ 50 (40–70) *

Ascent (m) 1200 (700–2000) 1000 (500–1500) # 1000 (700–2000) $ 1500 (900–2000) *

Categorical variables are expressed as n (percentages) and quantitative variables as medians (Q1–Q3). Percentages are calculated on
the number of respondents for each variable. BMI = Body Mass Index. * Comparisons between La Diagonale des Fous (DDF) vs. La
Mascareignes (MAS), $ comparisons between DDF vs. Le Trail de Bourbon (TDB), # comparisons between MAS vs. TDB. *, $, # significant
difference after Bonferroni correction.

2.5. Survey

The pre-race survey (Supplementary S1) contained questions on demographic charac-
teristics and on trail-running and training experience, followed by specific questions on
trail-running experience in hot environments, medical history of heat symptoms and heat
illness before this race, and heat acclimatization before the race, and then by questions on
planned hydration and cooling strategies. Cooling strategy was defined as any method
used for reducing or preventing excessive heat storage during exercise. Only mid-cooling
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(i.e., cooling during the races) strategies used by runners were assessed. To help the runners
answering, the main cooling methods were provided in the questionnaire (Supplementary
S1). The post-race survey (Supplementary S2) looked at the impact of environmental con-
ditions on performance, the occurrence of HRS during the race, and questions on effective
hydration during the race. Planned hydration was asked in pre-race survey by “How
amount of fluid do you plan to drink during the race? (in mL/h)”, and effective hydration
was asked in post-race survey by “What amount of fluid did you drink during the race (in
mL/h)?” (Supplementaries S1 and S2). Data on runners (i.e., withdrawal status and finish
time) were provided by the organizing committee of the Grand Raid de la Réunion.

2.6. Statistical Analyses

Qualitative variables were expressed as numbers and percentages, and quantitative
variables were expressed as medians (Q1–Q3) or means ± SD. Univariate analyses were
performed using Pearson’s chi-squared test for categorical variables, and the Student’s t-test
or the Mann–Whitney U test for quantitative variables as appropriate. The Kruskal–Wallis
test and the Wilcoxon rank-sum test were performed to compare fluid volume consumption
between the races. The significance level was set to 5%. Bonferroni correction was applied
to multiple comparisons. All analyses were performed using Stata V13 software (StataCorp
LP, College Station, TX, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Medical History of Heat Related Illness before This Race

Before this race, 78% of participants reported a history of HRS; this value was higher in
men than women (79.9% vs. 70.2%, p < 0.001), and higher in runners living in hot climates
(HCR) than runners living in temperate climates (TCR) (80.5% vs. 75.3%, p = 0.003). A
higher prevalence of a history of muscle cramps was found in men compared to women
and in HCR compared to TCR (p < 0.001) (Table 2). A total of 44 (1.9%) runners reported
a previous diagnosis of EHI; of these, 18 (0.8%) had been hospitalized or had visited the
emergency room and 4 (0.2%) had received intensive care. A higher prevalence of heat-
related hospitalization was found in TCR compared to HCR (p = 0.021). No difference was
found according to sex (Table 2).

3.2. Heat Training and Acclimatization

About one-quarter (24.3%) of the 1033 TCR declared having trained in the heat. This
value was similar between men and women (21.8% vs. 24.8%, p = 0.427) independently
across the three races (p = 0.599). Most of these runners (98.4%) used natural heat (length
of preparation: 15 (10–30) days) while only five runners used a climatic chamber (length of
preparation: 6 (3–9.5) days). Among TCR, 56.8% declared having voluntarily scheduled
an early arrival on the island to acclimatize to local environmental conditions (outside
a holiday context), a proportion that was higher in women (65.2%) than men (55.2%,
p = 0.022). However, the time to start of the race was only 4 (3–6) days with 6.8% of runners
landing the day before the start of the race and 86.7% landing within 7 days before the race.
No significant difference in arrival times before the race was found between TCR finishers
and TCR non-finishers (4 (3–6) vs. 5 (3–6), respectively, p = 0.163).
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Table 2. Previous history of symptoms and diagnosis of heat illness in the Grand Raid de la Réunion runners by total
sample and according to sex and climate of residence.

Variables
Total

(n = 2286)
Women
(n = 410)

Men
(n = 1876)

Hot Climate
(n = 1250)

Temperate
Climate

(n = 1033)

History of heat-related symptoms 1771 (78.2) 287 (70.2) 1484 (79.9) * 997 (80.5) * 771 (75.3)

Fatigue/performance decrease 1318 (58.2) 226 (55.3) 1092 (58.8) 723 (58.4) 593 (57.9)
Muscle cramps 852 (37.6) 92 (22.5) 760 (40.9) * 551 (44.5) * 298 (29.1)

Digestive disorders 361 (15.9) 55 (13.5) 306 (16.5) 170 (13.7) * 191 (18.7)
Severe headache 98 (4.3) 25 (6.1) 73 (3.9) 65 (5.3) 33 (3.2)

Collapse 61 (2.7) 12 (2.9) 49 (2.6) 29 (2.3) 32 (3.1)
Other 24 (1.1) 6 (1.5) 18 (1.0) 12 (1.0) 12 (1.2)

History of heat illness diagnosis 43 (1.9) 4 (1.0) 39 (2.1) 20 (1.6) 23 (2.2)

Dehydration 24 (1.1) 0 24 (1.3) 9 (0.7) 15 (1.5)
Hyponatremia 3 (0.1) 2 (0.5) 1 (0.05) 0 3 (0.3)

Heat exhaustion 6 (0.3) 0 6 (0.3) 3 (0.2) 3 (0.3)
Heat stroke 14 (0.6) 2 (0.5) 12 (0.6) 6 (0.5) 8 (0.8)

Other 6 (0.3) 0 6 (0.3) 4 (0.3) 2 (0.2)

Hospitalization 18 (0.8) 4 (1.0) 14 (0.8) 5 (0.4) 13 (1.3) *

Intensive Care Unit hospitalization 4 (0.2) 1 (0.2) 3 (0.2) 1 (0.1) 3 (0.3)

Data are expressed as n (percentages). All * refer to comparisons between (1) women vs. men, or (2) runners from hot climates vs.
runners from temperate climates. Percentages are calculated on the number of respondents for each variable. * Significant difference after
Bonferroni correction.

3.3. Cooling Strategy

A cooling strategy during the race was reported by 45.1% of runners with no difference
according to sex (p = 0.107) or climate of residence (p = 0.569) (Table 3).

Table 3. Planned hydration and per-cooling strategies in the Grand Raid de la Réunion runners by total sample and
according to sex and climate of residence.

Variables
Total

(n = 2286)
Women
(n = 410)

Men
(n = 1876)

Hot Climate
(n = 1250)

Temperate
Climate

(n = 1033)

Planned cooling strategy 880 (45.1) 122 (40.8) 681 (45.9) 422 (45.8) 374 (44.4)

Stop/rest in the shade 379 (19.4) 54 (18.1) 292 (19.7) 200 (21.7) 146 (17.3)
Wet sponge 232 (11.9) 34 (11.4) 179 (12.1) 108 (11.7) 104 (12.4)

Leg immersion in cold water (creek, river) 131 (6.7) 25 (8.4) 96 (6.5) 69 (7.5) 50 (5.9)
Shower/whole body immersion 71 (3.6) 7 (2.3) 53 (3.6) 35 (3.8) 24 (2.9)

Head/neck cooling 327 (16.8) 52 (17.4) 252 (17.0) 136 (14.8) 164 (19.5)
Cooling of other body area 50 (2.3) 7 (2.3) 57 (3.8) 24 (2.6) 39 (4.6)

Cold towel 80 (4.1) 7 (2.3) 64 (4.3) 44 (4.8) 26 (3.1)
Hat, cap, etc. 239 (12.3) 36 (12.0) 184 (12.4) 86 (9.3) 131 (15.6) *
Neck collar 55 (2.8) 10 (3.3) 44 (3.0) 26 (2.8) 26 (3.1)

Ice slurry/water ingestion 33 (1.7) 6 (2.0) 24 (1.6) 24 (2.6) * 5 (0.6)
Ice vest 5 (0.3) 0 5 (0.3) 3 (0.3) 1 (0.1)
Other 23 (1.2) 2 (0.7) 18 (1.2) 12 (1.3) 8 (1.0)

Planned fluid consumption

Pure Water 1688 (75.3) 299 (74.2) 1389 (75.5) 968 (78.4) * 720 (71.4)
Sodium-enriched water 701 (31.3) 96 (23.8) 605 (32.9) * 350 (28.3) 351 (34.8) *
Homemade preparation 306 (13.6) 66 (16.4) 240 (13.0) 207 (16.8) * 99 (9.8)

Exercise drink 1341 (59.8) 222 (55.1) 1119 (60.8) 733 (59.4) 608 (60.3)
Other 416 (18.6) 80 (19.9) 336 (18.3) 242 (19.6) 174 (17.3)

Pure water alone (no other beverage) 237 (10.6) 44 (10.9) 193 (10.5) 121 (9.8) 116 (11.5)

Data are expressed as n (percentages). All * refer to comparisons between (1) women vs. men, or (2) runners from hot climates vs.
runners from temperate climates. Percentages are calculated on the number of respondents for each variable. * Significant difference after
Bonferroni correction.
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3.4. Heat Related Symptoms during the Races

The post-race survey revealed that 23.8% of runners suffered from the heat during
the race; this value was similar according to sexes (p = 0.898) but higher in HCR than
TCR (25.8% vs. 19.9%, p = 0.003). These findings were consistent across the three races. A
similar proportion of runners (20.2%) thought that the heat had negatively impacted their
performance, without reaching the level of significance between HCR and TCR (p = 0.078).
Up to 54.6% of the runners reported at least one HRS; this value was higher in men than
in women (56.5% vs. 46.8%, p = 0.002) but did not vary according to climate of residence
(p = 0.603). Runners declared the following HRS: muscle cramping (43.4%), digestive
disorder (14.3%), collapse (1.2%), and severe headache (0.9%). A detailed list of HRS
according to sex is provided in Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. Heat-related symptoms experienced during the race by Grand Raid de la Réunion runners according to sex.
* Significant difference between men and women.

3.5. Hydration

The hydration rate planned by runners was 663 ± 240 mL/h (corresponding to 9.7 ±
3.7 mL/kg/h) for the whole population (686 ± 237 mL/h for MAS vs. 640 ± 235 mL/h
for TDB vs. 661 ± 242 mL/h for DDF (p = 0.018)). This rate was 624 ± 229 mL/h for
women vs. 671 ± 241 mL/h for men (p = 0.002) (see repartition per race in Figure 2A),
and 635 ± 236 mL/h for non-finishers vs. 671 ± 240 mL/h for finishers (p = 0.009). No
differences in planned hydration volume were found according to climate of residence
(p = 0.569). More men than women planned to drink sodium-enriched water (33 vs. 24%,
p < 0.001) (Table 3). The consumption of pure water or homemade preparation was more
prevalent in HCR (p < 0.001), whereas the consumption of sodium-enriched water was
more prevalent in TCR (p < 0.001). Ten percent of runners planned to drink only pure water
during the races, namely 13.5% of MAS runners vs. 11.0% of TDB runners vs. 9.0% of DDF
runners (p = 0.013). Repartition of beverage composition extrapolated on a 1-L bottle is
illustrated in Figure 2C. Qualitative analysis of the variables “homemade preparation” and
“other kind of beverage” found that 24.0% of runners planned to add carbohydrates to their
beverage, 12.6% planned to consume sparkling beverages, and 11.9% planned to consume
soda drinks.
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Figure 2. Hydration strategies of runners of the “Grand Raid de la Réunion” 2019 edition. MAS: La Mascareignes, TDB:
Le Trail de Bourbon, DDF: La Diagonale des Fous. (A) Hydration volume in mL/h according to race and sex. * Significant
difference between men and women. (B) Planned and effective hydration volume in mL/h reported by runners according
to race. * Significant difference between planned and effective hydration volume. (C) Distribution of beverage types
extrapolated on a 1-L bottle. Data are presented in milliliters (mL) with mean ± SD.

Overall, 77.0% of runners declared having a hydration strategy; this value was higher
in HCR than TCR (79.9% vs. 74.9%, p = 0.013), but did not vary according to sex (p = 0.518).
Drinking to thirst was declared by 39.2% of runners. Other factors determining runners’
hydration were color of urines (10.9%), and maximum tolerated hydration (6.4%). The
value of hydration volume reported post-race was 61 ± 244 mL/h lower than the value
planned by the runners pre-race (p < 0.0001); this difference was consistent across the three
races (Figure 2B). According to the post-race survey, 80.3% of runners considered their
hydration to be sufficient; this value was lower in women than men (73.9% vs. 81.5%,
respectively, p = 0.002) but did not vary according to climate of residence (p = 0.301).
Moreover, 58.8% of the runners added sodium to their food or beverage during the race;
this value was higher in HCR than TCR (62.9% vs. 53.8%, p < 0.001) but did not vary
according to sex difference (p = 0.585). The proportion of runners (51.8%) who ate soup
during the race was similar between HCR and TCR.

4. Discussion

The main results of the present study are that (i) although 78% of ultra-endurance
runners had a previous history of HRS, 1.9% declared a medical history of EHI; (ii) only
one quarter of TCR reported having specifically trained in the heat, yet the prevalence
of self-declared negative impact of environmental conditions in performance (20%) and
HRS incidence (54.6%) was not higher for TCR compared to HCR; (iii) three quarter of
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all participants had a hydration strategy, with thirst representing a hydration signal for
39% of them, and 59% of runners added sodium to their food or beverage during the
race. To our knowledge, this is the first study describing the heat mitigation strategies in
ultra-endurance runners before a race in a tropical environment.

4.1. History of Heat-Related Symptoms and Exertional Heat Illness

Three-quarters of participants reported a history of HRS before this race, which is
higher than what has been reported by elite athletes (48%) and elite cyclists (57%) [25,26].
Conversely, forty-four runners (2%) of the athletes participating in the present study
reported a history of EHI, leading to hospitalization or emergency consulting in 18 (0.8%)
of them. This prevalence is lower than in previous cross-sectional study in elite athletes
(16% in road cycling [26] and 9% in athletics [25]). This relatively low EHI prevalence
in ultra-endurance running compared to other sports must be confirmed by prospective
epidemiological studies but can partially be explained by the fact that exercise intensity is
at least as important as environmental conditions for increasing core temperature [19,26].
Another explanation can be found in the “flush model” developed by Millet [27]. In his
holistic model, the author suggests that elite athletes (who are very rare in ultra-trail
pelotons) could finish the race with a lower security reserve (i.e., a reserve allowing one
to prevent physiological damage) and therefore could be more exposed to EHI in hot and
humid environments than amateur ultra-endurance runners [27]. Finally, a relative low
prevalence of EHI compared to HRS declared by runners could be related to an under-
diagnosis of the true rate of EHI [28]. Given the frequent failure to measure core body
temperature during races, it is plausible that some events could be erroneously attributed
to cardiac conditions based on incidental pathological findings, whereas heat stroke was the
real etiology. A previous study suggested that serious cardiac events were outnumbered
by heat stroke events by a factor of 10 during endurance sport [29].

4.2. Heat Training and Acclimatization

Heat acclimatization is considered as the most important countermeasure to protect
the health of athletes and to enhance their performance in hot conditions [6,30]. Ideally, the
heat acclimatization period should pass 2 weeks in order to maximize all benefits [6]. In our
study, only one-quarter of TCR reported having trained in the heat (mostly in natural envi-
ronments) before the event, with an average training duration of 15 days. This percentage
is higher than that observed in the high-performance athletes who participated in the 2015
IAAF Worlds Athletics Championships held in Beijing (15%) [25]. The comparison with the
Worlds Athletics Championships study must however be made with caution because this
study included track and field athletes for which heat acclimatization is less important [6].
Considering the repercussions of heat stress on endurance performance [14,31,32], and
given the fact that heat acclimatization can reduce the likelihood of heat illness [20], one
may wonder why so few runners in our study acclimatized before the event. We suggest
two possible explanations for this. First, this may be due a lack of awareness of the potential
risks in this population due to the scarcity of epidemiological data on the prevalence of
EHI in ultra-endurance running and to the absence of guidelines and recommendations for
ultra-endurance runners [13]. Second, ultra-endurance runners are mostly amateurs with a
limited possibility to organize training camps. In our study, 42% of the runners who had
trained in the heat before the event reported a training duration less than 14 days. Half
of our eligible population was made up of runners from metropolitan France, where the
climate is temperate (mean temperature in October 2019 was 15.1 ◦C), making optimal heat-
acclimatization difficult. The time required to achieve optimal acclimatization likely varies,
but a total period of 2 weeks has been shown to facilitate maximal adaptations [6,33,34]. In
our study, the time to start of the race was only 4 days. In the present study, no significant
difference in arrival times before the race was found between TCR finishers and TCR
non-finishers (p = 0.163).
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4.3. Cooling Strategy

While several reviews concluded that cooling can increase prolonged exercise capacity
in hot conditions [34,35], only 45% of ultra-endurance runners in our study used cooling
strategies during the race. This proportion is lower than mid-cooling strategy using
prevalence (98%) found in elite road race athletes during the Doha 2019 IAAF World
Athletics Championships [36]. In our study, runners used mostly external cooling strategies,
namely natural cooling strategies (leg (7%) or whole-body (4%) immersion in creeks or
rivers, resting in the shade (19%)) and classic strategies (wet sponge (12%), head/neck
cooling (17%), hat, cap (12%), cold towel (4%), neck collar (3%)).

4.4. Heat Related Symptoms during the Races

During the races, 24% of runners declared having suffered from the heat, and only 20%
stated that the heat had negatively impacted their performance. This relative low preva-
lence of perceived heat repercussions may be partly due to the relatively mild conditions
that prevailed during this edition of the Grand Raid de la Réunion, with temperatures not
exceeding 30 ◦C (range 3.6 to 29.7 ◦C) and humidity remaining at usual levels (75%). This
was in fact the coolest edition of the last 6 years (range 5.8–32.3 ◦C). Importantly, only 61
non-finishers answered the post-race survey (accounting for 3% of all completed post-race
survey), which contained questions on HRS during the race. Considering that the propor-
tion of non-finisher of the three races of the 2019 edition was 28%, heat repercussions during
races were most probably underestimated. In future studies, data should be collected from
the onsite medical team and from local hospitals to determine the prevalence of EHI during
the race. Up to 55% of the runners reported at least one HRS, which is surprising given that
only 20% of the runners stated that the heat had negatively impacted their performance.
The reasons are unclear. This gap may be explained by the fact that respondents reporting
symptoms were not due to the heat but to other issues (injuries, sleep deprivation, etc.),
even though the survey question was explicitly about HRS. It is also possible that runners
had symptoms but considered that it did not limit their performance (i.e., they considered
to be limited by other factors). This may be further exacerbated by declarative bias, i.e., run-
ners would appear strong and declare symptoms without mentioning it was influencing
their performance. Although only a quarter of athletes of TCR reported having trained
specifically in the heat, similar prevalence of negative impact of environmental conditions
in performance (~20%) and HRS incidence (55%) during races were declared according
to climate of residence. Moreover, a higher percentage of HCR declared having suffered
from the heat (25.8% vs. 19.9%, p = 0.003). This unexpected difference could be partly
explained by the date of the race and the importance of seasonal acclimatization. The race
took place in mid-October, just after the end of summer for the inhabitants of the northern
hemisphere, but just before the start of the hot season (November) for local residents (mean
temperature in October 2019 in Réunion Island was 22 ◦C). Although temperatures in
France were only 15 ◦C at the time of the race, the temperature in the month preceding the
events could rise to above 25 ◦C, allowing the TCR runners to repeatedly train in warm
environments. Residing in a hot climate may not confer an advantage if one has not been
yet exposed to heat for many months, i.e., has not benefited from seasonal acclimatization
of a hot season as was the case from the runners from La Réunion, i.e., the vast majority
of our HCR population [5]. This is critical, as seasonal acclimatization is important in
protecting athletes’ health when practicing in the heat. Indeed, it has been shown that the
risk of heat related collapse was higher at the beginning than the middle of the summer
when athletes had not yet acquired natural acclimatization to heat [37]. Moreover, a recent
study of analysis of heat illness in the Beach Volleyball World Tour showed that there were
more medical time-outs related to the heat during competition in Asia in the winter when
northern hemisphere players do not benefit anymore from seasonal acclimation [5].
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4.5. Hydration

Data on hydration strategies during ultra-endurance running remain scarce [13]. In
our study, 77.0% of runners declared having a hydration strategy, with a planned hydration
rate of 663 mL/h (corresponding to 9.7 ± 3.7 mL/kg/h), with a higher hydration rate in
shorter races: 686 ± 237 mL/h for MAS (65 km) vs. 640 ± 235 mL/h for TDB (111 km)
vs. 661 ± 242 mL/h for DDF (165 km) (p = 0.018). These results are in line with recent
publications in ultra-endurance running reporting a mean hydration volume of 685 [38]
and 732 mL/h [39]. Past consensus statements recommended minimizing fluid deficit;
however, debates continue as to how athletes should hydrate during exercise, i.e., ad
libitum vs. pre-programmed drinking schedule [18]. The typical hydration guidelines to
avoid more than 2% body mass loss may not apply in ultra-endurance activities [12]. In
our sample, thirst was the factor determining hydration for only 39% of runners; the other
factors were color of urine for 11% and maximum tolerated hydration for 6% of the runners.
Recent considerations of hydration concluded that ultra-endurance runners should be
cautious to avoid drinking beyond the dictate of thirst and taking in excessive sodium
during prolonged exercises [12]. Whilst hyperhydration can lead to exercise associated
hyponatremia, hypohydration during exercise in hot ambient conditions can increase the
risk of developing EHI [40]. Moreover, pronounced dehydration associated with influx
of muscle protein (myoglobin) caused by muscle damage may lead to kidney damage.
The prevalence of an acute kidney insult in ultra-marathon running is nearly 45% of
all runners [41].

A wide range of hydration strategies was observed in our population. Most runners
(75.3%) had planned to drink water; 59.8% had planned to consume exercise drinks, almost
60% had planned to consume sodium-enriched water or food, 24% had planned to consume
carbohydrate-enriched water or food, and 10% of the runners declared drinking exclusively
pure water during the race. Hydration and nutrition recommendations commonly prescribe
sodium and carbohydrate ingestion during prolonged endurance exercise in the heat [42].
However, sodium supplementation should not be aimed at replacing all losses and should
not be excessive during ultra-endurance activities, as sodium consumption in the typical
race diet of ultra-endurance runners appears to be adequate [12].

In our study, the heterogeneity of hydration practices is reflected in the extreme
diversity of products that were added to homemade preparations by runners: coffee or tea,
fruit juice, spices, milk, plants or herbs, proteins, amino acid supplements, etc. Of note,
the challenges of endurance sports include the potential for large variations in ambient
conditions during a single event, and practical considerations include the availability of
nutrition supplies at aid stations, the difficulties of ingestion during exercise, and the
interaction with gastrointestinal comfort/function [42]. Specific recommendations are
needed regarding hydration volume and drink content during ultra-endurance running
adapted to (i) individual tastes and avoidance of loss of appetence, and (ii) the practical
considerations associated with each race (autonomy or semi-autonomy).

4.6. Study Strengths and Limitations

The low rate of response to the post-race survey among non-finishers may have biased
our analysis of the effects of hot and humid conditions on ultra-endurance running. As
this study is a survey-based study, it is subject to the declarative bias of athletes. It remains
possible that despite the specify of the questions regarding HRS and HRI, some runners
attributed to heat some conditions being not heat-related. Comparisons of prevalence made
with the prevalence of other disciplines or other papers should therefore be considered
with caution due to the lack of clinical data in our study to confirm the self-assessment
of the runners. However, our study provides a relevant estimation of the burden of EHI
self-reported in ultra-endurance running, a discipline poorly investigated. Nevertheless, a
major strength of the present study is its total sample size (n = 3317) and representativeness,
as 56% of the total eligible population was included in at least one of the two surveys (pre-
and post-race surveys). Environmental conditions during the race were not extreme due to
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relatively low temperatures; since runners did not know ahead of time what environmental
conditions would be like, our findings concerning the strategies they employed (as declared
on the pre-race survey) can be considered as representative of the population.

5. Conclusions

The present study shows that ultra-endurance runners have a wide variability of
hydration and heat preparation strategies. However, although consensus recommenda-
tions on training and competing in the heat are only partially adopted by ultra-endurance
runners, prevalence of EHI remains low in ultra-endurance, probably because exercise
intensity is a more potent parameter for increasing body temperature than environmental
parameters. Being native as a resident of tropical country seems not to confer an advantage
in reducing the negative impact of heat on performance and HRS incidence if the athletes
have not been exposed to heat in the weeks preceding the race (i.e., no seasonal acclimati-
zation). In our study, 3/4 of runners declared having a hydration strategy, with a planned
hydration volume of about 650 mL/h. Thirst represented the hydration signal for 40% of
ultra-endurance runners, and 60% of them added sodium to their food or beverage. Recent
considerations recommending that ultra-endurance runners should be cautioned to avoid
drinking beyond the dictate of thirst and taking in excessive sodium during prolonged
exercises are only partially respected. Understandings of heat stress repercussions in
ultra-endurance running need to be improve by specific field research.

6. Practical Implications

• Information of the ultra-endurance runners about benefits of heat acclimatization and
cooling strategies before running in hot and humid conditions is needed.

• Prevalence of EHI remains low in ultra-endurance based on declarative evaluation
in this study. However, prospective studies with clinical assessment of EHI (core
temperature, symptoms) to better estimate the burden of heat stress in ultra-endurance
disciplines are needed.

• The importance of hydration requirements in hot and humid conditions in ultra-
endurance running needs to be kept in mind.
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Abstract: Implementing permissive dehydration (DEH) during short-term heat acclimation (HA)
may accelerate adaptations to the heat. However, HA with DEH may augment risk for acute
kidney injury (AKI). This study investigated the effect of HA with permissive DEH on time-trial
performance and markers of AKI. Fourteen moderately trained men (age and VO2max = 25 ± 0.5 yr
and 51.6 ± 1.8 mL·kg−1·min−1) were randomly assigned to DEH or euhydration (EUH). Time-trial
performance and VO2max were assessed in a temperate environment before and after 7 d of HA.
Heat acclimation consisted of 90 min of cycling in an environmental chamber (40 ◦C, 35% RH).
Neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL) and kidney injury molecule-1 (KIM-1) were
assessed pre- and post-exercise on day 1 and day 7 of HA. Following HA, VO2max did not change in
either group (p = 0.099); however, time-trial performance significantly improved (3%, p < 0.01) with
no difference between groups (p = 0.485). Compared to pre-exercise, NGAL was not significantly
different following day 1 and 7 of HA (p = 0.113) with no difference between groups (p = 0.667). There
was a significant increase in KIM-1 following day 1 and 7 of HA (p = 0.002) with no difference between
groups (p = 0.307). Heat acclimation paired with permissive DEH does not amplify improvements in
VO2max or time-trial performance in a temperate environment versus EUH and does not increase
markers of AKI.

Keywords: heat acclimation; dehydration; kidney injury; performance

1. Introduction

Heat acclimation allows athletes, military personnel, and occupational workers to
adapt to heat stress by enhancing performance and thermal tolerance to future heat ex-
posure [1,2] and reducing the risk of heat illness [3]. For example, heat acclimation sig-
nificantly increases exercise performance when exercise is performed in a hot environ-
ment [1,2]; however, it is unclear whether heat acclimation improves exercise performance
and VO2max in a cool or temperate environment [4,5]. The process of heat acclimation
involves various whole-body [6,7] and cellular changes [8] which are dependent on the
frequency, duration, and level of thermal strain of the protocol [2,9]. It is reported that
reductions in core and skin temperature typically occur by the fifth day [10,11], while
increases in sweat rate usually develop by the tenth day of heat acclimation [11,12]. In
addition, reduced heart rate and increased plasma volume (PV) occur within the first
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3–6 days of heat acclimation [10,11,13,14]. In fact, 75–80% of these whole-body physiologi-
cal changes occur within 4–7 days of heat acclimation [14–16]. However, the traditional
10–14-day timeframe implemented to elicit heat acclimation [7,17–19] may be too time
consuming and impractical to employ in non-laboratory settings [13,20]. Furthermore, it
has been suggested that implementing permissive dehydration during short-term heat
acclimation, which is defined as restricting fluid intake during exercise to a point of modest
dehydration (2–3% total body water loss), may accelerate adaptations to the heat [6].

Repeated fluid restriction during heat acclimation may expedite the onset of physiolog-
ical changes because of the interrelationship between heat strain and dehydration [21–23].
For example, permissive dehydration during five consecutive days of heat acclimation
in trained athletes increases sweat rate and electrolyte retention, expands PV, and accel-
erates cardiovascular and thermoregulatory adaptations similar to longer duration heat
acclimation [6,20,24]. Also, the implementation of a heat acclimation and permissive de-
hydration protocol significantly increased lactate threshold and power output during a
20-km time-trial (TT) [20], and improved peak power output (PPO) during a VO2max test in
a temperate environment [13,20]. However, Neal et al. [13] concluded that heat acclimation
paired with permissive dehydration did not lead to superior adaptations compared to
euhydration. Consequently, the practicality and ergogenic potential of heat acclimation
and permissive dehydration in accelerating adaptations or improving performance in a
temperate environment is less clear and warrants further investigation.

Repeated exposure to heat stress and dehydration has been suggested to result in
chronic kidney disease. Wesseling et al. [25] reported a marked prevalence of chronic
kidney disease in male outdoor workers chronically exposed to dehydration and heavy
physical exertion. In the context of endurance exercise, recent studies suggest an increase
in early markers of acute kidney injury (AKI) when exercise is repeatedly performed in hot
environments [26–28]. For example, markers of AKI such as plasma neutrophil gelatinase-
associated lipocalin (NGAL) is significantly elevated with increasing ambient and core
temperature (Tc) and in response to dehydration in firefighters [29]. Urinary NGAL is
significantly expressed in injured epithelial cells and urinary increases may indicate renal
tubular damage [30]. In addition, others have shown elevated levels of kidney injury
molecule-1 (KIM-1) during an ultra-distance run and following a marathon [31,32]. Kidney
injury molecule-1 is a glycoprotein not expressed in healthy kidneys [33] but increases in
urinary KIM-1 may indicate proximal tubule injury [34]. Despite this evidence relating to
exercise, heat exposure, and increases in markers of AKI, only a few studies have explored
the effect of heat acclimation/acclimatization on AKI [27,28,35,36]. In addition, it is not
known if heat acclimation paired with permissive dehydration may exacerbate AKI.

Thus, the purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of moderate-term heat
acclimation (7 days) with permissive dehydration on changes in exercise performance and
VO2max in a temperate environment in moderately trained men. A secondary purpose
was to assess markers of AKI following heat acclimation and permissive dehydration. It
was hypothesized that 7 days of heat acclimation paired with permissive dehydration
would improve VO2max and exercise performance in a temperate environment when
compared to euhydration; however, this protocol would have a deleterious effect on kidney
function represented by elevations in markers of AKI compared to a euhydrated state. The
results of the present study will elucidate whether heat acclimation paired with permissive
dehydration is efficacious in increasing endurance performance for individuals competing
in a temperate environment and whether it is a safe strategy in regard to markers of
kidney injury.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

Fourteen healthy, moderately trained men were randomly assigned to either the
dehydration (DEH) (n = 7) or euhydration (EUH) (n = 7) condition. All participants were
engaged in moderate-to-vigorous cycling, running, and/or resistance training an average of
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5 d/wk within the last year but were not competitive athletes. The participants completed
a health history questionnaire to determine that they were free of cardiovascular and
metabolic disease and have no current musculoskeletal injury. Written informed consent
was obtained from all participants involved in the study, and procedures were approved
by the California State University, Los Angeles Institutional Review Board (1066319-5).

2.2. Experimental Design

All testing was conducted in Los Angeles, CA during January–May (average ambient
temperature and humidity were equal to 16 ◦C and 65% RH, respectively) to ensure that
subjects were not naturally heat acclimatized. Preliminary testing consisted of completion
of a VO2max test, two familiarization 16-km TTs, and one 16-km TT in a temperate envi-
ronment (22 ◦C; 40% RH) followed by a heat-tolerance test in a hot and dry environment
(40 ◦C; 30% RH). One week after preliminary testing, subjects began the 7-d heat acclima-
tion protocol in either a EUH or DEH condition. All post-testing including assessment
of VO2max, 16-km TT, and the heat-tolerance test, was conducted following day 7 of heat
acclimation, and each trial was separated by at least 24 h. The experimental procedures are
summarized in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Experimental protocol undertaken by the participants. VO2max, maximal oxygen consump-
tion; FAM, familiarization 16-km cycling time-trial; TT, 16-km cycling time-trial; HTT, heat tolerance
test; HA, heat acclimation; urine collection and blood draw before and after the HA session.

All trials occurred at the same time of day, and training logs were completed by each
participant prior to all visits. Participants were asked to refrain from strenuous aerobic or
resistance training exercise and alcohol ingestion 24 h prior to testing. All participants were
instructed to continue their regular training regimen throughout the study, and during heat
acclimation they were asked to refrain from any additional lower-body exercise during
the seven consecutive days. Prior to all trials, participants provided a urine sample to
assess urine specific gravity (USG) (Atago 4410 Digital USG Refractometer, Atago USA Inc,
Bellevue, WA, USA) which was used to determine hydration status. If participants were
not well hydrated (USG ≥ 1.020 g/mL) upon arrival to the laboratory, they were asked to
consume 500 mL of water, followed by a second USG assessment 30 min later. Nude body
weight was assessed prior to each test after voiding using an electronic scale (Model 220,
Seca, Danville, VA, USA).

2.3. Experimental Procedures
2.3.1. Maximal Oxygen Consumption

To determine VO2max, participants cycled on an electronically-braked cycle ergometer
(Velotron DynaFit Pro, RacerMate, Spearfish, SD) at 60 W for two minutes and work rate
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increased 30 W every minute until volitional fatigue. Heart rate (HR) was monitored
continuously via telemetry (Polar Electro, model FS1, Woodbury, NY, USA), and rating
of perceived exertion (RPE) was measured every minute using a 6–20 scale [37]. Breath-
by-breath gas exchange data were continuously measured (Cosmed, Quark CPET, Rome,
Italy) and VO2max was recorded as the highest average value over any 15-s period. Ten
minutes following the incremental test, a VO2max verification test was performed at a
constant load of 105% of the peak power output achieved during the incremental VO2max
test until the subject attained volitional fatigue [38,39]. This test was used to confirm
attainment of VO2max if the verification VO2max was no more than 5.5% higher than the
incremental value [40].

2.3.2. Cycling Time-Trial

Participants completed a total of four 16-km TTs, two of which were categorized as
familiarization trials, all separated by a minimum of 24 h. The TT began with a 10-min warm-
up at 75 W followed by a 16 km TT (flat course; Velotron RacerMate 3-D Software, Quarq,
Spearfish, SD) in a temperate environment (23 ◦C; 36% RH). Two familiarization trials were
performed to minimize any learning effect. Participants were given verbal encouragement
and were aware of the distance covered throughout the TT but were blinded to total time,
power output, and HR. Heart rate and RPE were measured every 1.6 km, and water was
provided ad libitum. The intraclass correlation coefficient and coefficient of variation (CV)
for 16-km performance time were equal to 0.87% and 1.84%, respectively. The CV between
familiarization trials is similar to values reported in previous studies [19,20,41,42].

2.3.3. Heat Tolerance Test

Participants arrived at the lab after an overnight fast and ingested a standardized
breakfast (unfrosted blueberry or strawberry Pop Tart) which contained 210 kcal (5 g
fat, 37 g carbohydrate, and 2 g protein) immediately prior to entering the hot room.
Subsequently, participants cycled for 60 min in a hot and dry environment (40 ◦C, 35% RH)
at 35% PPO. Every 15 minutes, 250 mL of room temperature water (23 ◦C) was ingested to
replace fluid loss with a total of 1000 mL consumed during the heat tolerance test [6,13].
Core temperature was measured using a rectal thermistor (Model 4TH, Telly Thermometer,
Yellow Springs, OH, USA) which was inserted 8–10 cm beyond the anal sphincter. Core
temperature, HR, thermal sensation (using a 7-point scale), and RPE were recorded every
5 min. Prior to and following the heat tolerance test, USG and dry nude body were recorded
to determine hydration status and whole-body sweat rate, respectively.

2.3.4. Heat Acclimation Protocol

One week after the heat tolerance test, participants initiated the 7-d heat acclimation
protocol. Immediately prior to exercise, participants consumed the same standardized
breakfast as described above. Participants cycled on a cycle ergometer (Monark Ergomedic
828E, Varberg, Sweden) for 90 min in a hot and dry environment (40 ◦C, 35% RH). A
controlled hyperthermia protocol was implemented, and Tc was maintained within a range
of 38.5–38.7 ◦C [20]. Participants were asked to select a workload eliciting a RPE of 15
which was maintained by adjusting either resistance or cycling cadence until a Tc of 38.3 ◦C
was attained, at which point workload was adjusted by the researchers for the remainder
of the 90 min protocol to ensure that the target Tc was maintained. Participants assigned to
the EUH group consumed 1750 mL of room temperature water (23 ◦C) in 250 mL boluses
at rest and every 15 min during each heat acclimation trial [6,13]; in contrast, individuals
assigned to the permissive DEH group were not allowed to consume water during the
90 min heat acclimation bout in order to promote dehydration. Core temperature, HR,
thermal sensation, and RPE were recorded every 5 min. Upon session completion, dry
nude body weight and urine volume were recorded.
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2.3.5. Blood Sampling

Pre-and post-exercise on day 1 and 7 of heat acclimation, blood samples were drawn
from the antecubital vein after 20 min of seated rest using a sterile winged push button
needle and placed into sterile vacutainers containing 18 mg EDTA (Becton, Dickinson
and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Hematocrit (Hct) was measured in triplicate
by centrifuging three micro-hematocrit capillary tubes (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburg, PA) at
12,000 rpm for 5 min. Hematocrit was then determined by placing the centrifuged tubes into
a micro-hematocrit capillary tube reader (Lancer, Spiracrit, St. Louis, MO, USA). The Hct
was corrected by 0.96 for trapped plasma. Hemoglobin (Hb) concentration was analyzed
using the HemoCue 201+ Analyzer (Brea, CA, USA) and measured in triplicate. Plasma
volume expansion from day 1 and day 7 of heat acclimation was calculated using pre-
exercise Hct and Hb measurements [43]. A 250 μL aliquot sample of plasma was analyzed
in triplicate via freezing point depression using an osmometer (Advance Instruments, Inc.,
The Advanced Osmometer, Model, 3D3, Norwood, MA, USA).

2.3.6. Assessment of Hydration Level and Markers of Kidney Function

The urine sample was collected in sterile polypropylene tubes pre-and post-exercise on
day 1 and day 7 of heat acclimation. Urine KIM-1 (#ADI-900-226-0001, Enzo Life Sciences,
Farmingdale, NY, USA) and NGAL (#BPD-KIT-036, BioPorto Diagnostics, Needham, MA,
USA) were measured using commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays.
All measurements were performed in duplicate with intra-assay CVs of 10.8% for KIM-1
and 6.8% for NGAL, respectively.

2.4. Statistical Analyses

All data are expressed as mean ± SD and were analyzed using IBM SPSS Version
25 (Armonk, NY, USA). Independent t-tests were used to examine differences in baseline
values between groups. Normality for all variables was determined using the Shapiro-
Wilks test. To identify differences in VO2max, TT performance, power output, HR, Tc,
sweat rate, PV expansion, RPE, and thermal sensation, a repeated measures ANOVA
was used, with group (EUH vs. DEH) as the between-subjects variable and time (pre-
post) as the within-subjects variable. Similarly, a repeated measures ANOVA was used to
assess changes in USG, urine osmolality, NGAL, and KIM-1 from day 1 to day 7 of heat
acclimation. The Greenhouse-Geisser statistic was used if the assumption of sphericity was
not met. If a significant F ratio was obtained, a Tukey’s post-hoc test was used to identify
differences between means. Cohen’s d was used as a measure of effect size. Statistical
significance was set at p < 0.05. An a priori power analysis was conducted to examine the
within-subjects change in TT performance from pre-to-post-heat acclimation. A sample
size of twelve subjects (n = 6 per group) would provide sufficient power at an alpha level
of 0.05 and power of 0.80.

3. Results

3.1. Heat Acclimation

There were no differences (p > 0.05) in any parameter between groups at baseline
(Table 1). Changes in thermal strain from day 1 to day 7 of heat acclimation are shown
in Table 2. Resting HR and Tc decreased from day 1 to day 7 of heat acclimation in both
groups (p = 0.005 and p = 0.007, respectively), but there was no difference between groups
(p = 1.00). A significant main effect for time was found for sweat rate from day 1 versus
day 7 (p = 0.002) in both groups, but no interaction was observed (p = 0.293). Exercise time
to attain Tc equal to 38.5 ◦C was significantly longer by day 7 in both groups (p = 0.012)
but did not differ between groups (p = 0.157). Target Tc was well-maintained throughout
heat acclimation with no Tc differences in either group (p = 0.804). There was no significant
main effect for average HR from day 1 to day 7 (p = 0.067) and no differences were observed
between groups (p = 0.44). The EUH group lost <1% body weight during heat acclimation
from pre-post exercise on day 1 and day 7, while the DEH group lost 2.2% body weight
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on day 1 and 2.6% on day 7. Seven days of heat acclimation resulted in a significant PV
expansion (Table 2) equal to 16% in the EUH group and 9% in DEH group (p < 0.05), but
there was no difference between groups (p = 0.156). There was a significant reduction in
Hct and Hb in both groups from day 1 to day 7 of heat acclimation (p = 0.001; p < 0.001),
but no interaction between groups was observed (p = 0.277; p = 0.271).

Table 1. Physical characteristics of participants (mean ± SD).

Group Age (yr)
Body Height

(cm)
Body Weight

(kg)
VO2max

(mL × kg−1 × min−1)
VO2max

(L × min−1)

EUH 25 ± 2 174.3 ± 3.8 77.9 ± 6.7 52.9 ± 7.1 4.2 ± 0.9
DEH 26 ± 7 172.4 ± 8.8 74.1 ± 11.2 50.3 ± 8.5 3.7 ± 0.3

p-value 0.813 0.612 0.453 0.554 0.213

EUH, euhydrated; DEH, dehydrated.

Table 2. Cardiovascular and thermoregulatory changes on day 1 and day 7 of heat acclimation (mean ± SD).

Parameter
EUH DEH

Day 1 Day 7 Day 1 Day 7

Resting HR (b × min−1) 59 ± 9 54 ± 10 58 ± 7 53 ± 6
Resting Tc (◦C) 37.2 ± 0.2 37.0 ± 0.2 37.0 ± 0.3 36.9 ± 0.3

BW loss (%) −0.6 ± 0.3 −0.8 ± 0.4 −2.2 ± 0.8 −2.6 ± 0.5
Sweat rate (L × h−1) 1.78 ± 0.18 2.01 ± 0.28 1.59 ± 0.27 1.72 ± 0.28

Average HR (b × min−1) 150 ± 15 148 ± 18 150 ± 7 145 ± 5
Tc final 60 (◦C) 38.7 ± 0.2 38.6 ± 0.1 38.7 ± 0.2 38.6 ± 0.1

Time to 38.5 ◦C (min) 30 ± 5.1 34 ± 5.4 29 ± 9.4 40 ± 12.8
Hct (%) 46.7 ± 0.9 43.3 ± 2.7 44.6 ± 3.1 42.6 ± 2.9

Hb (g/dL) 15.8 ± 0.6 14.5 ± 0.9 14.9 ± 0.8 14.2 ± 0.8
PV expansion (%) 16.5 ± 12.0 9.2 ± 4.0

EUH, euhydrated; DEH, dehydrated; HR, heart rate; Tc, core temperature; BW, body weight; Hct, hematocrit; Hb, hemoglobin; PV,
plasma volume.

3.2. Heat Tolerance

Only six participants in the EUH group and six participants in the DEH group per-
formed the heat-tolerance test and the changes in physiological responses are shown
in Table 3. End-exercise HR during the heat tolerance test was significantly reduced in
both groups following 7 days of HA (p = 0.026). End-exercise HR decreased following
heat acclimation in both groups (EUH 163 ± 13 b × min−1 to 152 ± 14 b × min−1; DEH
166 ± 9 b × min−1 to 143 ± 9 b × min−1). Tukey’s post-hoc test revealed a greater reduction
in end-exercise HR in the DEH group (p = < 0.05, d = 1.75). End-Tc pre-post heat tolerance
test was significantly reduced in both groups (p = 0.007), but no interaction between groups
(p = 0.545). Both groups revealed a nonsignificant increase (5% and 6% in DEH and EUH)
in sweat rate from pre-post heat acclimation (p = 0.412), with no difference between groups
(p = 0.773).

Table 3. Physiological responses during the heat tolerance test following 7 days of heat acclimation (mean ± SD).

Parameter
EUH DEH

Pre Post Pre Post

HTTend HR (b × min−1) 163 ± 13 152 ± 14 166 ± 9 143 ± 9 †

HTTend Tc (◦C) 38.7 ± 0.4 38.4 ± 0.3 38.8 ± 0.4 38.3 ± 0.3
HTT sweat rate (L × h−1) 1.38 ± 0.11 1.47 ± 0.22 1.06 ± 0.25 1.11 ± 0.42

EUH, euhydrated; DEH, dehydrated; HTT, heat tolerance test; HR, heart rate; Tc, core temperature; † indicating a significant interaction,
p < 0.05. n = 6 in the EUH group and n = 6 in the DEH group.
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3.3. Changes in VO2max and Time-Trial Performance in Response to Heat Acclimation

There was no difference in VO2max in response to heat acclimation (p = 0.099) and no
significant interaction between groups (p = 0.491). However, there was a significant time
effect for PPO (p = 0.001), yet no differences in maximal HR (p = 0.068) or RPE (p = 0.183) in
either group following heat acclimation (Table 4). Seven days of heat acclimation led to a
3% improvement in TT performance in both groups (p < 0.01; d = 2.45, d = 3.04), but no
interaction was revealed (p = 0.485). Peak power output during the TT was not different
following 7 days of heat acclimation (p = 0.374); however, mean power output was signifi-
cantly increased in both groups (p < 0.01, d = 2.64, d = 2.79), with no interaction between
groups (p = 0.865). End-exercise HR during the TT did not change in response to heat
acclimation (p = 0.766, p = 0.147). However, average RPE during the TT was significantly
different in both groups following heat acclimation (p = 0.004), but no interaction was
revealed (p = 0.429; Table 4).

Table 4. Effect of 7 days of heat acclimation on maximal oxygen consumption and 16-km cycling time-trial performance
(mean ± SD).

Parameter
EUH DEH

Pre Post Pre Post

VO2max (mL × kg−1 × min−1) 52.9 ± 7.1 54.8 ± 6.2 50.3 ± 8.5 51.1 ± 8.2
VO2max (L × min−1) 4.2 ± 1.0 4.3 ± 0.9 3.7 ± 0.3 3.7 ± 0.3
HRmax (b × min−1) 186 ± 9 183 ± 6 184 ± 8 178 ± 8

VO2max PPO (W) 351 ± 24 372 ± 29 332 ± 25 348 ± 36
TT time (s) 1692.9 ± 57.8 1645.4 ± 53.7 1777.3 ± 63.7 1718.3 ± 51.2

TT average PO (W) 217 ± 21 233 ± 20 191 ± 16 208 ± 15
TT end HR (b × min−1) 185 ± 9 183 ± 10 180 ± 13 181 ± 9

TT average RPE 15 ± 1 16 ± 1 14 ± 1 15 ± 1

EUH, euhydrated; DEH, dehydrated; VO2max, maximal oxygen consumption; TT, 16-km cycling time-trial; HR, heart rate; PPO, peak power
output; PO, power output; RPE, rating of perceived exertion.

3.4. Markers of Dehydration and Kidney Function

One blood sample from the EUH group was missing during data analysis. Urine
specific gravity increased from pre-to-post exercise on day 1 and 7 of heat acclimation
(p = 0.011), but there was no interaction (p = 0.200). Plasma osmolality significantly
increased from pre-to-post exercise on day 1 and 7 (p = 0.009), and there was a significant
interaction between groups (p = 0.044). Tukey’s post-hoc test revealed a greater increase in
plasma osmolality in the DEH group (p < 0.05, d = 2.23; Table 5). Compared to pre-exercise,
urine NGAL was not significantly increased following day 1 and 7 of heat acclimation
(p = 0.113) and there was no significant interaction between groups (p = 0.667). However,
there was a significant increase in urine KIM-1 following day 1 and 7 of heat acclimation
(p = 0.002), but no interaction occurred (p = 0.307; Figure 2). It should be noted one
participant’s pre-exercise urine sample from the DEH group was lost during data collection.
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Table 5. Urine and kidney markers following 7 days of heat acclimation (mean ± SD).

Parameter

EUH EUH

Day 1 Day 7
Pre Post Pre Post

USG (g/mL) 1.007 ± 0.003 1.009 ± 0.004 1.005 ± 0.003 1.014 ± 0.007
Plasma osmolality (mOsm/kg) 300 ± 4 299 ± 2 298 ± 6 300 ± 3 †

Parameter

DEH DEH

Day 1 Day 7
Pre Post Pre Post

USG (g/mL) 1.006 ± 0.005 1.012 ± 0.008 1.006 ± 0.005 1.009 ± 0.007
Plasma osmolality (mOsm/kg) 301 ± 5 307 ± 6 301 ± 4 308 ± 3 †

EUH, euhydrated; DEH, dehydrated; USG, urine specific gravity; † indicating a significant interaction, p < 0.05. n = 6 for the EUH group
was assessed for plasma osmolality.

Figure 2. Individual data for kidney injury markers before and after 7 days of heat acclimation. (A) urinary neutrophil
gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL) response before and after day 1 of heat acclimation; (B) NGAL response before
and after day 7 of heat acclimation; (C) urine kidney injury molecule-1 (KIM-1) response before and after day 1 of heat
acclimation; (D) KIM-1 response before and after day 7 of heat acclimation; EUH, euhydrated; DEH, dehydrated; * indicating
a significant main effect, p < 0.05. n = 6 for the DEH group was assessed for urine NGAL and KIM-1.

4. Discussion

Heat acclimation has repeatedly been shown to induce thermoregulatory changes
which improve tolerance to exercise in a hot environment [7,24,44] However, it is unclear
whether undergoing heat acclimation with permissive dehydration is an effective approach
to increase endurance performance in a temperate environment more so than with adequate
hydration. Further, the impact of heat acclimation with permissive dehydration on markers
of AKI is unknown. Our findings suggest that (1) thermoregulatory adaptations from
7 days of heat acclimation occur independent of hydration, (2) this approach of heat
acclimation does not lead to increases in VO2max, (3) exercise performance in a temperate
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environment is increased independent of hydration, and (4) a heat acclimation protocol
associated with DEH did not increase markers of AKI.

There has been increased interest in examining the feasibility of short-term heat accli-
mation protocols [6,10,13,20,24]; however, many studies recruited well-trained participants
and only two studies employed short-term heat acclimation and permissive dehydration
in comparison to euhydration [6,13]. In the present study, we recruited moderately trained
participants who completed a 7-day controlled hyperthermia protocol. Results showed
that both groups observed a similar increase in sweat rate from day 1 to day 7 equal to
13% in the EUH group, and 8% in the DEH group. This suggests that our protocol did
provide a stimulus for sudomotor adaptation, but hydration does not mediate changes in
sweat rate. Resting HR significantly decreased in both groups following heat acclimation,
and there was a significant reduction in resting Tc by the 7th day of heat acclimation, with
no differences between groups. End-exercise HR and end-exercise Tc during the heat
tolerance test were significantly reduced after heat acclimation, which corroborates previ-
ous studies [6,10,13]. Our findings demonstrate that 7 days of exercise in the heat result
in cardiovascular and thermoregulatory adaptations, as shown in other studies [6,10,13];
however, permissive dehydration did not result in greater improvements in comparison to
euhydration, supporting previous findings in well-trained participants [13].

As a result of exercising in the heat, participants in the DEH group lost ~2.4% of body
weight on day 1 and day 7 of heat acclimation, which supports prior findings [13,20,45],
and plasma osmolality significantly increased following permissive dehydration. This level
of dehydration significantly increases electrolyte and water retention [46], which may lead
to greater thermoregulatory and cardiovascular adaptations following heat acclimation
and improved fluid balance in comparison to euhydration [6]. However, participants
were dehydrated for a minimal duration during exercise and this did not induce superior
changes in resting and exercise HR or Tc, PV expansion, or improvements in exercise
performance. Pethick et al., [47] reported that a 1.5–2% BW loss for 10 h during 5 days
of heat acclimation did not further expand PV or improve TT performance. Additionally,
Travers et al., [48] concluded that maintaining euhydration during heat acclimation reduced
skin temperature and enhanced sweat rate and TT performance in the heat when compared
to dehydration (~3% BW loss). Thus, dehydration during heat acclimation may not enhance
heat adaptations or performance outcomes.

Permissive dehydration during short-term heat acclimation has been shown to acceler-
ate physiological adaptations in trained participants due to increased electrolyte retention,
PV expansion, and reducing cardiovascular and thermal strain [6,20]. However, our find-
ings support data from Neal et al. [13] who showed that permissive dehydration does
not further augment changes in HR, Tc, or sweat rate during heat acclimation or further
improve VO2max or exercise performance in a temperate environment. One explanation
for this result is that maintaining high cardiorespiratory fitness reduces the physiological
strain imposed by mild hypohydration [22] and it is apparent that trained individuals
will require greater fluid regulatory strain than individuals who are less fit [49]. Our
participants had a lower VO2max (~51.6 mL × kg−1 × min−1) than participants in previous
studies (~58.5 mL × kg−1 × min−1) [6,13], and permissive dehydration did not induce
different responses compared to euhydration. However, PPO during the VO2max test and
mean power output during the 16-km TT were significantly higher in both the EUH and
DEH group, but the mechanism leading to this improvement is unclear as VO2max did not
improve in either group.

Our data show that VO2max did not change after 7 days of heat acclimation de-
spite a significant PV expansion, but PPO was increased on average by 19 W, similar to
Neal et al. [20] in response to heat acclimation and permissive dehydration. This result
contrasts with data from Lorenzo et al. [7] who demonstrated that a 6.5% (200 mL) increase
in PV resulted with a 5% increase in VO2max after 10 days of exercising in the heat at 50%
of VO2max. Our data corroborate other studies showing no effect of heat acclimation on
VO2max in either group even in the presence of PV expansion [13,50,51]. Karlsen et al. [50]
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reported a PV expansion of 15% (559 mL) following 2 weeks of heat acclimatization and a
12% expansion (503 mL) in the control group; however, there were no changes in VO2max
tested in a cool environment. Similarly, Keiser et al. [51] reported a PV expansion equal to
6% (201 mL) in participants who were heat acclimated with no change in the control group.
Yet, these authors [51] revealed no change in VO2max or TT performance in a temperate
environment in either group. It is evident that any expected benefit from an expanded PV is
most likely compensated by hemodilution [52] which we showed in the form of reductions
in Hb and Hct that may have led to no change in VO2max following heat acclimation.

Both groups exhibited similar improvements in cycling performance and mean power
output in a temperate environment following heat acclimation. A previous study [7]
revealed similar improvements in cycling performance in both a hot and cool environment
in response to 10 days of heat acclimation. Nevertheless, in trained cyclists undergoing a
5-day heat protocol also instituting dehydration, results showed no improvement in 20-km
TT performance in a temperate environment following heat acclimation [20]; however,
no control group was used. Improvements in temperate TT performance following heat
acclimation are believed to be due to a reduction in exercising HR and Tc at any given
intensity throughout exercise [53–55]. In addition, we observed a significant increase in
sweat rate during heat acclimation in both groups and this is likely to have contributed
to enhanced evaporative cooling, resulting in improved blood flow to skeletal muscle
and likely improved exercise performance in a temperate environment [56]. Although
this was not measured in our study, another possible reason for the improvement in
temperate cycling performance could be a reduction in muscle glycogen utilization during
exercise following heat acclimation [57]. In response to heat stress, skeletal muscle cellular
adaptations might occur which may increase mitochondrial biogenesis [58] resulting in
enhanced oxidative capacity that may induce improvements in cycling performance. In
summary, our data suggest that cycling performance in a temperate environment lasting
approximately 25–30 min can be increased through 7 days of heat acclimation, and this
adaptation is unaffected by hydration state.

Many studies [27,28,32,35,36,59] have consistently demonstrated increases in AKI
markers with an acute bout of exercise completed in the heat or with dehydration. In the
present study, there was a significant increase in plasma osmolality in the DEH group
pre- and post-heat acclimation on day 1 and 7, but no difference in urine NGAL in either
group. A significant increase in urine KIM-1 was observed in both groups from pre-
to post-exercise on days 1 and 7 of heat acclimation, but no difference between groups.
Although the elevations in these AKI biomarkers have been proposed to indicate intrinsic
renal damage, it seems that the mild dehydration (~2.4% body weight loss) and heat strain
(Tc = 38.5 ◦C) implemented in the present study were insufficient to consistently increase
markers of AKI. A previous study examining firefighters [29] showed that the change
in NGAL is mediated by the magnitude of increase in Tc and the degree of dehydration
during exercise in the heat. In the present study, the elevation in Tc was similar between the
groups, but body water loss was higher in the DEH group compared to EUH. It is plausible
that this moderate dehydration (~2.4% body weight loss) did not result in significant
renal ischemia and glomerular dysfunction. In addition, levels of KIM-1 increased pre-to
post-exercise on day 1 and day 7 and this response occurred regardless of hydration. An
increase in KIM-1 indicates proximal tubule injury and perhaps is more sensitive to AKI
in the context of exercise than NGAL. Using creatinine and glomerular filtration rate as
markers of AKI, Pryor et al. [28] demonstrated that 6 days of heat acclimation in healthy
participants led to a reduction in the number of participants classified with AKI, but overall
kidney function remained impaired. Although these two markers are frequently used in
clinical settings, the observed increase may not always be indicative of kidney injury in
healthy individuals exposed to mild dehydration and heat strain.

A limitation of this study is that we did not have a control group and only recruited
male participants. Men and women differ in their thermoregulatory responses during
exercise in the heat; therefore, the results of this study may not be generalizable to women.
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It is possible that because our participants were moderately fit, the 7-day heat acclimation
protocol may have resulted in a training effect independent of the heat stimulus; however,
we observed no changes in VO2max after heat acclimation and we made sure that the
participants documented and maintained their current exercise regimen throughout the
study. Also, any change in VO2max in our study was strengthened by using a verification
test which confirmed VO2max attainment before and after heat acclimation. It is possible
that a learning effect may lead to increased cycling performance following heat acclimation.
However, we implemented two familiarization trials prior to heat acclimation, which
ensured that any learning effect would have been eliminated. The present study only
examined two AKI markers; thus, the study could be strengthened by assessing markers of
kidney function such as creatinine and calculated glomerular filtration rate.

5. Conclusions

Our results suggest that 7 days of heat acclimation does not improve VO2max in
moderately trained participants, yet endurance performance was significantly increased;
thus, heat acclimation with permissive dehydration did not provide an additional stimulus
for improving performance in a temperate environment. Moreover, heat acclimation
increased KIM-1, but dehydration did not further increase markers of AKI. Maintaining
hydration during exercise in the heat is important, but an increased risk of AKI may not
be as prevalent for individuals who experience mild dehydration during exercise in the
heat. Future research should continue to explore the incidence of kidney injury in larger
groups during acute and chronic exercise in the heat with dehydration as well as examine
sex differences and other kidney and inflammatory markers such as serum creatinine,
glomerular filtration rate, cytokines, and cortisol.
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Abstract: Background: Thirst has been used as an indicator of dehydration; however, as a perception,
we hypothesized that it could be affected by received information related to fluid losses. The
purpose of this study was to identify whether awareness of water loss can impact thirst perception
during exercise in the heat. Methods: Eleven males participated in two sessions in random order,
receiving true or false information about their fluid losses every 30 min. Thirst perception (TP), actual
dehydration, stomach fullness, and heat perception were measured every 30 min during intermittent
exercise until dehydrated by ~4% body mass (BM). Post exercise, they ingested water ad libitum
for 30 min. Results: Pre-exercise BM, TP, and hydration status were not different between sessions
(p > 0.05). As dehydration progressed during exercise, TP increased significantly (p = 0.001), but
it was the same for both sessions (p = 0.447). Post-exercise water ingestion was almost identical
(p = 0.949) in the two sessions. Conclusion: In this study, thirst was a good indicator of fluid needs
during exercise in the heat when no fluid was ingested, regardless of receiving true or false water
loss information.

Keywords: voluntary fluid intake; dehydration; thirst perception

1. Introduction

Hydration is a factor to take into consideration for health and performance during
prolonged exercise, especially in the heat, when fluid replacement of sweat losses is relevant.
Thirst has been widely studied as a mechanism of hydration control during exercise, but
whether it is good enough to maintain euhydration is still controversial [1–4].

Previous studies have shown that thirst perception is strongly associated with actual
fluid deficits during exercise, provided no fluid ingestion is allowed [5,6]. Manipulation
of thirst perception has been studied to see how it can affect performance [7,8], using
protocols to control thirst through saline infusions and mouth rinsing. Other behaviors
and perceptions may be modified by external variables, such as publicity, noise, and
vibrations. The so-called Hawthorne effect [9], as an example, is normally understood to
describe how the behavior of workers—or patients—is modified when they become aware
of being observed. Thirst may be easily affected by environmental conditions, fatigue,
and especially by drinking [2]. Studies have clearly shown that the major issue with
thirst-driven intake is a rapid decrease of the desire to drink after fluid ingestion, even
when people replace less than 60% of what they lose [5,10]. We do not know, however,
whether thirst perception can be intentionally modified by providing information or
whether humans will change their perceptions of thirst just because they know how much
their fluid losses are. Thirst perception, and its corresponding behavior, drinking, may be
susceptible to change depending on awareness of fluid losses.

Therefore, the aim of the study was to identify whether thirst perception (TP) can be
affected by awareness of fluid losses incurred during exercise in the heat.
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2. Materials and Methods

The current investigation used a double-blind, cross-over design to determine whether
thirst perception (TP) can be affected by receiving information about fluid losses during
exercise in the heat. Subjects completed two randomly assigned sessions. Experimental
testing procedures required subjects to exercise in the heat until they dehydrated by ~4%
BM. Subjects were asked to report using the thirst perception scale every 30 min from the
onset of exercise until they reached the target level of dehydration, and then to drink as
much as they wanted for 30 min.

2.1. Subjects

Eleven apparently healthy, physically active males participated in the study. The
sample size of the study was determined from previous studies that were similar in
design [10,11]. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects involved in the study. The
protocol was approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee.

2.2. Procedures

In one session, subjects received real information (RI) about their fluid losses, and
in the other session they received information corresponding to 60% of their real fluid
losses (false information, FI), which is close to the average voluntary drinking reported
in other studies [10,11]; sessions were randomly assigned. Each participant arrived in the
laboratory after overnight fasting, performed the baseline procedures, exercised in the heat,
and rehydrated ad libitum. At different points during the protocol, self-reported measures
were obtained for thirst, fullness, and heat perception.

On testing days, participants reported to the laboratory and voided their bladders
completely. Urine was collected and analyzed with a refractometer for urine-specific
gravity (manual refractometer ATAGO® model URC-Ne, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan, with a
spectrum of 1.000 to 1.050). Urine osmolality (Uosm) was also measured via freezing point
depression (Advanced Instruments 3250 osmometer; Norwood, MA, USA). Nude baseline
body weight was measured to the nearest 10 g (e-Accura® scale, model DSB921, Qingpu,
Shanghai, China).

Self-reported thirst was recorded with a visual analog scale. The scale consisted of a
continuous 100 mm line with a mark on the left end indicating “not at all,” and on the right
“extremely,” corresponding to the question, “How thirsty do you feel?” Perceived heat
sensation was measured with an analog scale from “1: incredibly cold” to “8: incredibly
hot.” Finally, for the feeling of fullness, the question was: “How full do you feel?” Scoring
between 1 (not at all) and 5 (very, very) was used. This group of scales had been used in
previous studies [10,11].

Baseline measurements were taken for both sessions upon arrival to the laboratory.
These consisted in nude body weight, urine-specific gravity, urine osmolality, and percep-
tions of thirst, heat, and fullness. Participants were asked to use the same clothing for both
sessions.

Each participant ingested a standardized breakfast after baseline measurements
(750 kilocalories: 24.6% fat, 20.7% protein, and 54.7% carbohydrates; 250 mL of fluid;
1500 mg sodium). After resting for thirty minutes, baseline measurements were taken, and
the exercise session started.

In both sessions, each participant exercised intermittently (30 min bicycle/30 min
treadmill, at 70–80% HRmax) in the heat (WBGT = 28.8 ± 0.1 ◦C and 28.9 ± 0.3 ◦C, for
RI and FI, respectively; T = 32.5 ± 0.7 and H = 73 ± 3 for RI, and T = 32.2 ± 1.1 and
H = 70 ± 3 for FI), to a target dehydration equivalent to 4% body mass (BM). Subjects were
weighed every 30 min to monitor their fluid losses; after every weighing, subjects received
information according to the session. Thirst perception was measured every 15 min after
they received information. Water ingestion during exercise was not allowed. Heat stress
was monitored with a Questemp36® monitor (3M, Oconomowoc, WI, USA).
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To achieve the double-blind design of the study, an assistant was responsible for mon-
itoring body weight and providing the information about weight losses to the participants;
he did not know the objective of the study. This assistant measured body weights and
passed the information on to the researchers outside the chamber, who performed the
calculations of weight loss that had to be communicated to the participants. The partici-
pants were weighed naked behind a curtain; therefore, the scale display was not visible to
them. This ensured that they could only obtain information from the assistant. Both the
participant and the assistant in the chamber were informed of the real aim of the study
upon completion.

Upon exercise termination, participants were instructed to drink as much as they
needed from previously weighed bottles for 30 min. Water intake was measured with an
OHAUS® Compact Scales, model CS2000 (Parsippany, NJ, USA) food scale. Urine-specific
gravity (USG) and osmolality (Uosm), fullness, heat sensation, and thirst perception (TP)
were measured pre- and post-exercise, and post-rehydration.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Mean and standard deviation were used for descriptive statistics. Normality was
checked for all variables. A t-test was performed to identify differences between sessions
for each variable (body mass, USG, Uosm, thirst, WBGT, fullness, and heat sensation).
One-way analyses of variance were performed to see differences over time for each variable
(urine osmolality, thirst, heat sensation, and fullness). Where ANOVA showed a statistically
significant main effect, Tukey’s post hoc tests were performed to compare time differences.

3. Results

Participants were 23.0 ± 3.0 years old, 1.75 ± 0.07 m tall, and weighed (upon arrival)
76.7 ± 4.9 kg. Pre-exercise conditions were the same for both sessions; see Table 1.

Table 1. Pre-exercise conditions for each session.

Variable Real Information (RI) False Information (FI) t p

Body Mass (kg) 77.1 ± 4.9 77.1 ± 5.0 −0.389 0.706
USG (a.u) 1.017 ± 0.007 1.017 ± 0.007 0.135 0.895

Uosm (mmol·kg−1) 654.3 ± 296.4 663.2 ± 297.4 0.279 0.786
Thirst perception (mm) 12.8 ± 10.8 14.1 ± 7.5 −1.38 0.199

WBGT (◦C) 28.8 ± 0.1 28.9 ± 0.3 −0.814 0.461
Fullness 2.9 ± 1.0 2.9 ± 0.5 −1.27 0.232

Heat sensation 3.8 ± 1.0 3.7 ± 1.0 1.02 0.860

Participants exercised for 110.0 ± 24.8 or 115.0 ± 22.3 min (t = −1.27; p = 0.232) during
the RI and FI sessions, respectively, and achieved body mass losses of 2.98 ± 0.37 kg
and 2.93 ± 0.33 kg, respectively, representing actual dehydration of 3.88 ± 0.43% and
3.81 ± 0.38% (t = −0.30; p = 0.756), respectively. Subjects ingested the same amounts of
water at the ends of the sessions (1220 ± 249 mL and 1228 ± 422 mL; t = −0.66, p = 0.949).
At the end of the rehydration period, hypohydration was still equivalent to 2.50 ± 0.48%
or 2.48 ± 0.68% of pre-exercise body mass, respectively.

Figure 1 shows urine osmolality between conditions over time, pre-exercise (RI:
654.3 ± 296.4 and FI: 663.2 ± 297.4), post-exercise (RI: 630.1 ± 295.5 and FI: 579.1 ± 279.3),
and after rehydration (RI: 695.2 ± 259.5 and FI: 665.9 ± 288.5). Uosm was not different
between sessions (f = 0.134; p = 0.722), and there was no difference over time (f = 0.65;
p = 0.804) and no interaction (f = 0.243; p = 0.633) either.
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Figure 1. Urine osmolatity values (mean ± s.d): no difference between sessions (p = 0.722) or over
time (p = 0.804). PRE = pre-exercise. POST = post-exercise. REHY = upon completion of rehydration.

A strong and significant association was found between the perception of thirst and
the percentage of dehydration in both sessions (r = 0.992 and r = 0.979, p < 0.05, for RI and
FI, respectively)

Thirst perception showed no difference between sessions (F = 0.661; p = 0.447). There
was a difference over time (F = 44.6; p = 0.001) pre-exercise, but no interaction (F = 0.382;
p = 0.559). Percentages of dehydration did not differ between sessions (t = −0.30; p = 0.756).
Fullness showed no differences between sessions (F = 3.74; p = 0.205), nor over time
(F = 3.74; p = 0.304). Meanwhile, sensation of heat did not differ between sessions (F = 0.982;
p = 0.360) or over time (F = 2.88; p = 0.140). See Figure 2A–D.
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Figure 2. Values shown are mean ± s.d. (A) Thirst perception shows no difference between sessions (p = 0.447).
There is a difference over time (p = 0.001) for pre-exercise, but no interaction (p = 0.559). (B) Percentage of de-
hydration did not differ between sessions (t = −0.30; p = 0.756). (C) Fullness: no differences between sessions
(p = 0.205), nor over time (p = 0.304). (D) Heat sensation did not differ between sessions (p = 0.360) or over time
(p = 0.140). By design, not all subjects finished at the same time: at 120 min, n = 9; at 150 min, n = 2; at REHY n =
11. Real: real information trial. False: false information trial, equivalent to 60% of actual water loss.
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4. Discussion

The aim of the study was to identify whether thirst perception (TP) can be affected
by awareness of fluid losses during exercise in the heat. The main finding of this study
was that thirst perception during exercise in the heat was not influenced by true or false
information about fluid losses. After exercise, subjects drank one-third of their losses
(≈1.2 L), a large volume for 30 min of rehydration, independently of the information they
received. Thirst perception was markedly reduced at this point.

This study design differs from others because we manipulated thirst through the
information of fluid losses of the subjects, contrary to others that manipulated thirst with
saline infusions, mouth rinsing, or small quantities of water [7]. We also focused only
on thirst perception during exercise and not on performance, which was done by other
studies [5,12–14]. This could be relevant because an important proportion of the physically
active population may be relying on thirst to drive their hydration, while not caring much
about performance. Athletes, who care about performance, represent a small percentage of
the population. This study confirms that thirst perception can detect dehydration and it
will go higher as the level of dehydration increases during exercise in the heat (Figure 2A,B).
However, as has been shown in other studies, this association between thirst perception
and hydration needs quickly deteriorates as soon as subjects drink some fluid [5,6,10,12,15].
In our case, after 30 min of ad libitum rehydration, TP was markedly reduced, but the fluid
deficit remained high. This behavior of thirst perception has been reported in previous
studies [7,10,11]. Others have shown that thirst decreases rapidly as soon as liquid is
ingested, long before the fluid lost during exercise has been replenished [2,7,8]. In the
present study, thirst perception was evaluated at the end of the protocol, 30 min after
finishing exercise. Unfortunately, the protocol used in the present study was focused on
thirst responses during exercise, and post-exercise fluid intake and TP were only recorded
once over those 30 min. We acknowledge that it would have been interesting to follow TP
for a longer period, to complement the information on reduced ad libitum water intake
reported by others [2,5,7].

Even when WBGT and exercise intensity were high, thirst perception between sessions
was the same and had the same behavior over time, regardless of receiving true or false
information about fluid loss, reflecting the percentage of dehydration [10] (see Figure 2A,B).
It should be noticed that in this study, drinking during exercise was not allowed. We expect
that this behavior will change when drinking or mouth rinsing is allowed, as others have
shown [10,16]. Possibly, knowing that drinking would not be possible until the end of
exercise could alter thirst perception, but this was a necessary element in the study design.

Thirst perception is widely used as a reference for hydration needs, especially in
physically active persons (not necessarily athletes). Moreover, thirst could be used as a
parameter as long as no liquid is ingested during exercise [7,10]. From this particular
study, it may be added that internal signals such as increases in plasma osmolality or
decreases in plasma volume [13,17] seem to be adequate to reflect dehydration in the
absence of drinking, despite inaccurate external information that a person may receive
about his hydration status. However, this does not mean that thirst perception should be
recommended as a hydration strategy during exercise, due to its limitations whenever
fluid is ingested [7,10]. As a hydration strategy during exercise, a pre-established protocol
seems to be a better alternative.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, thirst perception (TP) was not affected by receiving information about
fluid losses during exercise in the heat in the absence of drinking. This might suggest
that awareness of fluid losses during exercise cannot override the dehydration-induced
hypothalamic signal for thirst.
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Abstract: Hypohydration increases physiological strain and reduces physical and technical soccer
performance, but there are limited data on how fluid balance responses change between different
types of sessions in professional players. This study investigated sweat and fluid/carbohydrate
intake responses in elite male professional soccer players training at low and high intensities in
cool and hot environments. Fluid/sodium (Na+) losses and ad-libitum carbohydrate/fluid intake
of fourteen elite male soccer players were measured on four occasions: cool (wet bulb globe tem-
perature (WBGT): 15 ± 7 ◦C, 66 ± 6% relative humidity (RH)) low intensity (rating of perceived
exertion (RPE) 2–4, m·min−1 40–46) (CL); cool high intensity (RPE 6–8, m·min−1 82–86) (CH); hot
(29 ± 1 ◦C, 52 ± 7% RH) low intensity (HL); hot high intensity (HH). Exercise involved 65 ± 5 min
of soccer-specific training. Before and after exercise, players were weighed in minimal clothing.
During training, players had ad libitum access to carbohydrate beverages and water. Sweat [Na+]
(mmol·L−1), which was measured by absorbent patches positioned on the thigh, was no different
between conditions, CL: 35 ± 9, CH: 38 ± 8, HL: 34 ± 70.17, HH: 38 ± 8 (p = 0.475). Exercise
intensity and environmental condition significantly influenced sweat rates (L·h−1), CL: 0.55 ± 0.20,
CH: 0.98 ± 0.21, HL: 0.81 ± 0.17, HH: 1.43 ± 0.23 (p =0.001), and percentage dehydration (p < 0.001).
Fluid intake was significantly associated with sweat rate (p = 0.019), with no players experienc-
ing hypohydration > 2% of pre-exercise body mass. Carbohydrate intake varied between players
(range 0–38 g·h−1), with no difference between conditions. These descriptive data gathered on elite
professional players highlight the variation in the hydration status, sweat rate, sweat Na+ losses,
and carbohydrate intake in response to training in cool and hot environments and at low and high
exercise intensities.

Keywords: hydration; fluid; carbohydrate; professional; soccer

1. Introduction

The consequences of high-intensity intermittent running include an elevation in core
temperature (39–40 ◦C) [1] and a gradual depletion of endogenous carbohydrates [2]. The
subsequent thermoregulatory responses include an increased skin blood flow and the
onset of sweating to allow evaporative heat loss [3]. A depletion of muscle glycogen and
elevations in core temperature during exercise can be associated with fatigue, which, in
soccer, may manifest as a reduction in overall distance covered and reduction in high-
intensity running [4,5].
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Despite fluid availability, soccer players have been reported to experience net fluid
deficits during exercise because of fluid lost through sweat. Hypohydration has been
reported to increase physiological strain [3] and is associated with reduced physical [6] and
technical soccer performance [7], although not all studies report this [8]. Fluid losses vary
greatly among elite soccer players, even in response to the same exercise conditions [9].
Furthermore, fluid losses are highly influenced by the environment [10,11] and exercise
intensity [12]. Elite players’ sweat rates have been reported to be lower (1.13 ± 0.30 L·h−1,
0.71–1.77 L·h−1) when training in cool temperatures (5 ± 1 ◦C), in comparison with hot
conditions (37 ± 3 ◦C) (1.46 ± 0.24 L·h−1, 1.12–2.09 L·h−1) [11]. Nevertheless, levels of
hypohydration are still evident when training in cool environments (1.62 ± 0.55%, range
0.87%–2.55%) [10]. This is because training intensity will continue to help determine the
level of metabolic heat production and corresponding sweat response [13].

Studies investigating fluid balance in professional soccer players have reported volun-
tary fluid intake to be highly varied among players on the same team and influenced by
the environmental conditions. Maughan et al. (2005) tabulated results from five studies
that investigated fluid loss and intake of elite male soccer players at temperatures ranging
from 5 to 32 ◦C. Ad-libitum fluid intake ranged from 0.42 to 1.40 L [10].

Less information is available on carbohydrate intake during soccer training and
matches. This is of interest because the routine ingestion of carbohydrates provided in
combination with fluid, typically via carbohydrate–electrolyte beverages, has been reported
to delay fatigue and positively influence various aspects of soccer-specific performance [14].
In addition, practicing carbohydrate intake during exercise of similar “match” intensities
may help the player better tolerate carbohydrate ingestion during competition [15]. In
a study assessing the overall energy intake and energy expenditure of professional soc-
cer players, carbohydrate intake during training was reported to be significantly lower
(3.1 ± 4.4 g·h−1) in comparison with a competitive match (32.3 ± 21.9 g·h−1) [16]. Al-
though carbohydrate intake during training was collected on multiple days, the training
intensity was consistently low (< 48 m·min−1). Therefore, to date, it has not been reported
if professional players adjust their carbohydrate intake to an increase in training intensity.

Finally, post exercise, the ingestion of fluid and replenishment of electrolytes is re-
quired for rapid rehydration [17]. Sweat [Na+] has been reported in separate groups of
professional players in both cool [10] and hot conditions [11] and at different intensities [12].
However, since these earlier studies, performance parameters in professional soccer have
become more intense [18] and technologies have been developed to rapidly quantify sweat
[Na+] [19].

Thus, the aim of the present study was to investigate the sweat response, ab-libitum
fluid, and carbohydrate intake of the same group of elite male professional soccer players
during training at low and high exercise intensities performed in cool and hot environments.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Participants

Thirty elite professional soccer players participated in the present study. Five players
did not return to the club following the first test and 11 players were unavailable on two
of the four test days. Therefore, 14 male first-team players of Futbol Club (FC) Barcelona
(Spanish first division; La Liga) completed this study. All players completed a health screen-
ing questionnaire and provided written informed consent to participate after the details of
the study had been explained. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee
of Loughborough University, U.K. (R16-P133). All players were professional, accustomed
to training and/or match durations of between 60 and 120 min 3–6 times per week. The
physical characteristics of the players were age: 24 ± 4 years; body mass: 75.2 ± 6.2 kg;
stature 180.9 ± 7.1 cm; V̇O2max: 57.9 ± 3.8 mL·kg BM·min−1 (V̇O2max assessments were
performed in July).
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2.2. Experimental Design

The measurements were made on four separate training days during the competitive
season. The study design was observational and thus the results are descriptive only of
those training days on which the tests were completed. Training began at approximately
11.00 a.m. and lasted 65 ± 5 min. Each training session was completed outside on a grass
pitch in dry conditions. Environmental temperature and relative humidity were recorded
(Kesteral 4500, Nielsen-Kellerman, Pennsylvania, USA) at the beginning and at 15-min
intervals during training. The training was that which was normally conducted by the
players at that time of the season, with no interference from the research team. Furthermore,
players were free-living with no research-requested dietary controls.

All players participated in the same training sessions. The training intensity was
classified by a global positioning satellite system (STATSport, 10 Hz Viper [20]). In addition,
at the cessation of training, players were asked to rate “how hard” the training session
was on a 1–10 rating of perceived exertion (RPE) scale [21]. For the purpose of the present
study, ratings of 1–5 were indicative of low intensity and ratings of 6–10 were indicative of
high intensity (Table 1).

Table 1. Global positioning satellite parameters and player rating of perceived exertion (RPE) for
training intensity classification. High speed running defined as > 14 km·h−1 < 20 km·h−1. Sprint
defined as > 20 km·h−1.

Parameter
Intensity

Low High

Rating of Perceived Exertion 2–4 6–8

Total distance (m) 2509–2593 4889–4949

m·min−1 40–46 82–86

High Speed Running (m) 33–35 191–232

Number of Sprints 2–3 10–12

Data were collected under the following conditions classified by wet bulb globe
temperature (WBGT): cool (14 ± 7 ◦C, 67 ± 7% relative humidity (RH)) low intensity
(CL); cool (14 ± 8 ◦C, 69 ± 7 RH) high intensity (CH); hot (28 ± 1 ◦C, 55 ± 9 RH) low
intensity (HL); hot (28 ± 2 ◦C, 55 ± 10 RH) high intensity (HH) [22]. Testing in the two
hot conditions was completed in Barcelona, Spain (July). Testing in the cool high intensity
condition was completed in the United Kingdom (July) and the cool low intensity condition
was completed in Barcelona, Spain (January) of the same competitive season. The testing
schedule was dictated by players’ availability during the pre-season and winter break
schedule. Players self-selected the clothing worn on each testing occasion. Outfield players
wore a training shirt, shorts, soccer socks, and soccer boots in hot conditions. In the cool
conditions, players also wore base layers that covered limbs and torso, and neck scarves.
During the training sessions, all players had free access to water and a 6% carbohydrate–
electrolyte beverage (Gatorade Thirst Quencher, PepsiCo Ltd.) in individually labelled
drinks bottles, but drinking was limited to during coach-allocated “drinks breaks”.

2.3. Assessment of Fluid Balance

A pre-exercise urine sample was collected from all players 30–60 min prior to exercise.
These samples were analysed for urine specific gravity (USG) (Atago 3730 Pen-Pro Dip-
Style Digital Refractometer, Washington, USA) to provide an indication of pre-training
hydration status. Hydration status was classified as follows: < 1.020 euhydrated, 1.021–
1.024 minimally hypohydrated, > 1.024 hypohydrated [23]. Containers were allocated
to each player to collect any urine passed during practice. In the hour before training,
players were encouraged to void their bladder before body mass (kg) was recorded in
minimal clothing. Sweat loss was calculated from the change in body mass collected after
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exercise, following the correction for fluid intake and any urine/stool loss [24]. Relatively
small changes in mass due to substrate oxidation and other sources of water loss were
ignored [25].

2.4. Assessment of Sweat [Na+]

Full details of the sweat collection protocol have been described in detail by Baker and
colleagues (2014). In summary, sweat patches (Tegaderm + Pad, 3M, Loughborough, UK)
were applied to specific landmarks on the surface of the thigh and back (in case no sample
was available from the thigh). In all 14 players across all four conditions, the thigh patch
was used with no exceptions. The sweat samples were analysed with a compact wireless
analyser that uses ion-selective electrode technology to derive measures of [Na+] (Horiba
B-722) [19]. Regional sweat [Na+] was normalised to whole-body concentrations [26].
Sodium chloride losses per hour of exercise were calculated from the sweat [Na+] and
individual sweat rate [24].

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Data are reported as mean and standard deviation (mean, s), with the range of data
given in parentheses. All data were analysed using Minitab software package (version 17;
Minitab Inc, State College, PA, USA). A Shapiro–Wilk test was used to determine normality
of distribution. All variables (sweat rate, percentage dehydration, sweat [Na+], sodium
chloride loss, fluid intake, and carbohydrate intake) were checked for homoscedasticity
using the Levene test, and analysed using a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA), and with Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) pairwise comparison
when a significant main effect was identified. A Pearson Correlation Coefficient was used
to determine the strength of the relationship between USG and sweat rate, and sweat rate
and fluid intake. Statistical significance was declared when p < 0.05.

3. Results

The players’ physical performance during the training sessions was classified as low or
high-intensity exercise by the parameters listed in Table 1. Pre-exercise body mass was not
different between trials 75.2 ± 6.2 kg (67.1–86.0 kg) (p > 0.05). Three of the 14 players (21%)
(four players (29%) in the HL trial) had urine specific gravity indicative of “euhydration”
prior to each trial. The majority of players, 57%, 64%, 57%, and 50%, had urine specific
gravity indicative of “hypohydration” prior to the CL, CH, HL, and HH trials, respectively.

The fluid balance variables for the four exercise conditions were normally distributed
(Shapiro–Wilk test, p = 0.328) and are reported in Table 2. Levene tests were run on each
dataset, comparing all four levels to check for equality of variance. As p > 0.05 for every
test, we can assume that variances are equal across groups. No urine was produced by
players during the training sessions. For each trial, there were three drinks breaks per
hour of exercise. The duration of each drinks break was 90 ± 30 s. The mean and range
of carbohydrate intake are reported in Table 2. The frequency of players ingesting 0 g of
carbohydrate was n = 2 for the CL trial, n = 4 in the CH trial, n = 1 for the HL trial, and n = 2
in the HH trial. Three of the 14 players showed consistency in their choice of beverage,
opting for no carbohydrate in two to three of the four trials. Nine of the 14 players ingested
carbohydrates during all exercise conditions.
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Table 2. The mean ± s and (range) of variables recorded before and during each training session in response to exercise at
low and high exercise intensities in cool and hot conditions. Predicted whole-body sweat [Na+], predicted whole-body
sweat Na+ losses, and assumed sodium chloride losses during exercise. The loss of sodium chloride is calculated on the
assumption that all Na+ loss is sodium chloride [27]. a = significantly different from Cool Low, b = significantly different
from Cool High, c = significantly different from Hot Low.

Condition

Cool Hot

Intensity Low High Low High F p

Urine Specific Gravity 1.024 ± 0.005 1.023 ± 0.004 1.023 ± 0.006 1.025 ± 0.005 (3,52) = 0.35 0.786

(1.016–1.032) (1.014–1.028) (1.011–1.033) (1.017–1.034)

Sweat rate (L·h−1) 0.55 ± 0.20 0.98 ± 0.21 a 0.81 ± 0.17 a 1.43 ± 0.23 abc (3,52) = 46.37 0.001

(0.20–0.85) (0.67–1.50) (0.50–1.20) (1.10–1.81)

Fluid intake (mL·h−1) 394 ±160 505 ± 265 572 ± 214 663 ± 229 a (3,52) = 3.68 0.018

(184–719) (220–1058) (308–898) (266–933)

Carbohydrate intake (g·h−1) 12 ± 9 11 ± 11 15 ± 12 15 ± 14 (3,52) = 0.57 0.637

(0–37) (0–32) (0–36) (0–50)

Sweat [Na+] (mmol·L−1) 35 ± 9 38 ± 8 34 ± 7 38 ± 8 (3,52) = 0.85 0.475

(21–54) (26–48) (24–45) (22–53)

Sweat Na+ loss (mmol·h−1) 19 ± 9 38 ± 13 a 28 ± 9 a 54 ± 15 abc (3,52) = 22.98 0.001

(7–36) (19–68) (13–52) (33–81)

NaCl loss (g·h−1) 1.1 ± 0.5 2.2 ± 0.8 a 1.6 ± 0.5 a 3.2 ± 0.9 abc (3,52) = 22.98 0.001

(0.4–2.1) (1.1–3.9) (0.8–3.0) (1.9–4.8)

There was no association between pre-exercise urine specific gravity and sweat rate
(r = 0.065, r2 = 0.004, p > 0.05). The relationship between sweat rate (L·h−1) and the vol-
ume of drink consumed (mL·h−1) during all training sessions was significant (p = 0.019)
(Figure 1). The respective sodium chloride losses during exercise and carbohydrate intake
are reported in Table 2. The distribution and central tendency of player percentage dehy-
dration are displayed in Figure 2 and player sweat [Na+] is displayed in Figure 3. Mean
sweat [Na+] did not change significantly over the four testing occasions. The individual
change in sweat [Na+] over the four trials was 10 ± 10 mmol·L−1 (3.6–16.7 mmol·L−1).

Figure 1. The relationship between sweat rate (L·h−1) and the volume of drink consumed (mL·h−1)
during all training sessions was significant (p= 0.019, r = 0.31, r2 = 0.098).
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Figure 2. The percentage of hypohydration experienced by players in response to exercise at low
and high exercise intensities in cool and hot conditions. The mean (•), median (-), interquartile
range box (middle 50% of the data), and upper and lower error bars representing the upper and
lower 25% of the distribution, respectively, are displayed. a = significantly different from Cool Low,
c = significantly different from Hot Low. * indicates outlier in results.

Figure 3. Predicted whole-body sweat sodium concentration (mmol·L−1; from thigh sweat [Na+])
during exercise at low and high exercise intensities in cool and hot conditions. The mean (x), median
(-), interquartile range box (middle 50% of the data), and upper and lower error bars representing the
range. No significant difference between trials (p > 0.05).
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4. Discussion

The aim of the present study was to investigate the fluid balance and carbohydrate
intake of elite professional male soccer players in response to exercise at different intensities
and in different environmental conditions. Consistent with the literature in this population,
all players experienced a reduction in body mass over the duration of the training sessions.
However, the novel findings of the present study were: (1) players adequately adjusted
ad-libitum fluid intake to prevent hypohydration greater than 2% of pre-exercise body
mass; (2) carbohydrate ingestion was no different between conditions, with a large range
in the rate of ingestion between individual players; and (3) thigh sweat [Na+] was not
different across conditions.

In the present study, sweat rates were similar to those reported in the soccer literature
(1.0–2.2 L·h−1) [9,28]. Furthermore, the change in sweat rate across conditions was similar
to those previously reported in hot (~35 ◦C) (1.48 ± 0.36 L·h−1) [11] and cool environments
(5 ◦C) (1.13 ± 0.30 L·h−1) [10] and in response to an increase in exercise intensity [12].
However, the present study is the first to show this pattern of responses in the same group
of elite professional players in the same competitive season. Interestingly, a player’s level of
hypohydration during the cool high intensity condition was not significantly different from
high intensity exercise in the heat. Our observations would suggest that, beyond exercise
intensity, this may be a consequence of players wearing more clothing in response to the
cold environment. Hypohydration ensues when multiple layers of clothing increase sweat
rates [29], combined with reduced fluid intake when exercising in cool environments [10].

In contrast to previous studies, no player experienced hypohydration > 2% of pre-
exercise body mass values [9,12]. This observation may be due to the shorter duration of
exercise in the present study (~60 min), to that reported previously (100 min) [9]. Fluid loss
is of interest in professional soccer because acute hypohydration has been reported to lead
to decrements in both physical and technical performance [7]. The typical threshold for
hypohydration to impact exercise performance is reported as 2% of pre-exercise values [30].
However, this assumes a pre-exercise hydration status of “euhydration”. The urine specific
gravity data suggest that this was not always the case. In professional soccer, pre-exercise
hypohydration as indicated by urine concentration is common [25,31]. Consequently,
it is likely that the resulting fluid balance data underestimate the extent of subsequent
hypohydration that occurs during exercise. Interestingly, recent evidence suggests that
routine exposure to hypohydration, potentially such as that resulting from day-to-day
training in soccer, may alleviate some performance detriments [32]. Whilst the limitations of
urine specific gravity as a “hydration assessment” are recognised, more invasive measures,
such as measuring plasma osmolality, were not possible in the present study [33]. Despite
potential “familiarisation” to hypohydration, it is important to note that performance
remains “optimised” by commencing exercise euhydrated [32]. Thus, care should be taken
that players are not simply accustomed to hypohydration. To achieve this, appropriate
rehydration strategies are recommended between exercise sessions [17]. In addition, daily
changes in body mass, thirst, and urine USG may be collected to track changes in players’
hydration status [34].

The mean carbohydrate intake was approximately 15 g·h−1 and remained unchanged
between exercise occasions (Table 2). The guidelines for carbohydrate intake for exercise
durations of 60–70 min, especially during training as in the present study, are a “grey area”
in sports nutrition. Specifically, the most recent The American College of Sports Medicine(
ACSM) position recommends “small amounts of carbohydrate including mouth rinse”
for exercise durations of 45–75 min, and 30–60 g of carbohydrate per hour for durations
of 1–2.5 h, “including stop and start” sports [23]. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest
that most players met the minimum recommendation (i.e., small amounts), especially
as the players were fed, and that exercise durations were closer to 1 h than to 2.5 h.
The requirement for carbohydrate ingestion during exercise depends upon the demands
and duration of the exercise and the goal of the individual player [35]. Thus, during
low-intensity sessions, in cool environments, there may be little benefit of carbohydrate
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ingestion. Furthermore, some aerobic adaptation may be augmented by abstaining from
carbohydrate ingestion before and during exercise [36]. Conversely, carbohydrate ingestion
is associated with improved physical and technical performance in soccer [37]. Thus, it
is advised that players practice ingesting those volumes and quantities associated with
improved performance [15]. Glycogen stores will be depleted during 60 min of soccer
activity [5] and the rate of glycogen use is elevated when playing in hot environments [38].
Nevertheless, there is no evidence that increasing the quantity of carbohydrate ingested (to
quantities recommended for exercise durations > 3 h, 90 g carbohydrate h−1) would result
in further physical and technical performance benefits [23,39].

Previous studies have reported sweat [Na+] and subsequent sodium chloride losses in
different squads of professional male players in response to single training sessions [10,11].
Duffield et al. (2012) reported that sweat [Na+] of the same squad of professional players
increased in response to higher exercise intensities. This finding was consistent with
laboratory-based investigations that report a proportional increase in forearm sweat [Na+]
as sweat rate is increased [40]. This is because at higher sweat rates Na+ secretion increases
proportionally faster than the rate at which Na+ can be reabsorbed along the distal duct
of the sweat gland [35]. In the present study, only four of the 16 players’ sweat [Na+]
changed sufficiently to re-classify their values from low (< 36 mmol·L−1) to moderate
(36–58 mmol·L−1) [41]. One possible reason for the discrepancy between our results
and previous studies could be differences in the site of sweat collection. The study by
Duffield and colleagues collected sweat from the scapula, whereas in the present study
it was collected from the thigh. In a recent laboratory study, sweat rate and sweat [Na+]
significantly increased on several upper body regions (including the scapula and forearm)
in response to increased exercise intensity, but there were no changes on the lower body
(thigh and calf) [42]. Of course, this is difficult to confirm in the present study without
concomitant local sweat rates on the thigh or data from additional anatomical regions.
Future field research measuring sweat [Na+] from several upper and lower body sites
is needed. Nevertheless, sodium chloride loss significantly increased in the heat and at
higher intensities because of the increased sweat rate. Thus, the results of the present study
support previous recommendations that re-hydration strategies be modified to the exercise
intensity, environmental condition, and individual player [12,28].

4.1. Limitations, Strengths, and Future Research

The present study was descriptive and thus several limitations are acknowledged.
First, the final assessment was completed 5 months after the first tests completed in July. It
is unknown if the players’ acclimation and/or physical status changed over this duration,
which may have influenced both the sweat rate and sweat [Na+] response to exercise.
Second, the analysis of sweat did not include potassium concentration, which would have
been preferential as a quality control for sweat samples [43]. Despite this, best practices of
sweat collection (clean skin, avoided patch saturation, gloves, etc.) described by Baker [43]
were followed, so that we have confidence in our analysis. Other factors reported to
influence sweat [Na+] such as hormones [44] and diet [45] were not recorded or controlled
for prior to testing, due to the nature of field/descriptive studies. Another limitation of the
present study was that fluid intake was only assessed during exercise. The pre-training spot
USG measure did not allow for the complete understanding of the players’ hydration status
before training. Assessing first morning USG, 24-h urine volumes, and/or 24-h fluid intake
prior to training would provide insight into the influence of baseline hydration on sweat
rates and sweat [Na+]. Finally, as some (n = 3) players ingested no carbohydrate during
exercise, future studies could investigate how alternative sources of carbohydrate (i.e., gels,
bars, chews) may influence the ad-libitum carbohydrate intake of players. This would be
relevant during high-intensity training sessions and prolonged pre-season training, and to
encourage practicing match day nutrition.
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4.2. Practical Applications

This study shows that observations such as the variability in sweat rate and sweat
[Na+] made in sub-elite soccer populations also apply to professional players. This study
is evidence that it is possible to gather hydration-related data on elite players without
disruption to normal training or competitive schedules. Furthermore, the results of the
present study suggest that sweat [Na+] does not change over time or between different
sessions. Therefore, this kind of sweat [Na+] analysis, often the expensive and technically
time-consuming part of the process, may be completed on a single occasion. The sweat
[Na+] can then be applied to sweat rates, which are more easily measured on multiple
occasions. However, further studies are required to confirm this applies over the entirety
of the season.

5. Conclusions

These descriptive data gathered on elite professional players highlight the variation
in the hydration status, sweat rate, sweat Na+ loss, and carbohydrate intake in response
to training in cool and hot environments and at low and high exercise intensities. Thus,
these data support recommendations that fluid and carbohydrate intake strategies should
be specific to the individual and exercise occasion.
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Abstract: Aim: The purpose of this study was to evaluate hydration status, fluid intake, sweat
rate, and sweat sodium concentration in recreational tropical native runners. Methods: A total of
102 males and 64 females participated in this study. Participants ran at their self-selected pace for
30–100 min. Age, environmental conditions, running profiles, sweat rates, and sweat sodium data
were recorded. Differences in age, running duration, distance and pace, and physiological changes
between sexes were analysed. A p-value cut-off of 0.05 depicted statistical significance. Results:
Males had lower relative fluid intake (6 ± 6 vs. 8 ± 7 mL·kg−1·h−1, p < 0.05) and greater relative
fluid balance deficit (−13 ± 8 mL·kg−1·h−1 vs. −8 ± 7 mL·kg−1·h−1, p < 0.05) than females. Males
had higher whole-body sweat rates (1.3 ± 0.5 L·h−1 vs. 0.9 ± 0.3 L·h−1, p < 0.05) than females.
Mean rates of sweat sodium loss (54 ± 27 vs. 39 ± 22 mmol·h−1) were higher in males than females
(p < 0.05). Conclusions: The sweat profile and composition in tropical native runners are similar to
reported values in the literature. The current fluid replacement guidelines pertaining to volume and
electrolyte replacement are applicable to tropical native runners.

Keywords: recreational running; tropical climate; sweat electrolyte; fluid replacement; hydration plan

1. Introduction

Sweat evaporation is important for the dissipation of metabolic heat production, which
may increase ten- to twenty-fold during exercise [1]. In hot environments, evaporative
sweat cooling is the main avenue of heat loss, preventing rapid rises of core body tempera-
ture [2–5]. Hypohydration, experienced as a result of sweat loss, increases physiological
strain and perception of effort, which can decrease endurance exercise performance [6,7].
In addition, sweat loss during exercise can also result in electrolyte imbalance such as
hyponatremia. Thus, it is important to replace electrolyte losses as part of the rehydration
process after exercise [3,8,9].
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Running is a common form of exercise as it can be easily performed and does not
require any specialised equipment. There are an estimated five to eight million individuals
participating in running events globally. A 50% increase in participation in running has
been tracked over the last decade. This growth has, in part, been driven by increased
participation in Asia [10]. In tropical warm, high humidity environments, the evaporation
of sweat may be compromised, leading to lower rates of body heat dissipation [11]. Thus,
it is reasonable to suggest that appropriate hydration may be even more important for
endurance running when in tropical Asian countries.

An athlete’s sweat rate and sweat electrolyte concentration vary depending on indi-
vidual characteristics, type and intensity of exercise, clothing, equipment worn as well
as environmental conditions [12–20]. Therefore, the assessment of individual sweat rate
and sweat electrolytes losses for specific exercise and environmental conditions is rec-
ommended to create individualised hydration strategies. This approach may reduce the
risk of heat illness and optimise performance [21]. Despite the individuality in the re-
sponse to dehydration, current guidelines advise limiting fluid deficits to no more than
2% body mass loss during exercise to avoid compromised cognitive function and aero-
bic exercise performances [21]. Further decrements in performance are associated with
increasing levels of hypohydration (3–10%), particularly in hot weather typical in tropical
climates [12,22]. Individualised drinking plans may also reduce the risk of over-drinking
and exercise-associated hyponatremia [23–28].

Tropical natives are likely to be more heat-acclimatised than athletes who live in
temperate or cool environments. Heat-acclimatised individuals have thermoregulatory
adaptations such as lowered core body temperature, lowered heart rate, earlier onset
of sweating and higher sweat rate [29–31]. Although variable, mean sweat sodium con-
centrations ([Na+]) are reported to be approximately 50 mmol·L−1 [32]. To the authors’
knowledge, there are limited data on sweat rate and sweat composition of tropical native
athletes, which may impact on hydration strategies during and after exercise in this popu-
lation. Knowledge of sweat responses and sweat composition of tropical native athletes
will allow us to understand if consensus recommendations on hydration are also relevant
to heat-acclimatised athletes.

Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to evaluate the hydration status, fluid
intake, sweat rate, and sweat [Na+] in recreational tropical native runners.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Design and Participants

This study adopted an observational cohort study design. A total of 102 males and
64 females were recruited to participate in this study. All measurements were made on a
single day of practice sessions in various running groups. Ethics approval was obtained
from the Centre of Ethical Reinforcement for Human Research, Mahidol University (MU-
CIRB 2018/208.2311 and protocol no. 2018/198.0910). All participants provided written
informed consent before participation.

2.2. Experimental Protocol

Resting heart rate, blood pressure and aural temperature were measured before and
after running. Heart rate and blood pressure were measured using an upper arm blood
pressure monitor (BM 28, Beurer GmbH, Ulm, Germany). Aural temperature was mea-
sured using an ear thermometer (FT 78, Beurer GmbH, Ulm, Germany). Participants with
high resting blood pressure and/or high resting aural temperature (systolic blood pres-
sure >180 mmHg and/or diastolic blood pressure >110 mmHg and/or aural temperature
>38 ◦C) were excluded from the study.

Six running sessions were completed on separate days. Each session involved a
warm-up of 10–15 min, followed by 30–70 min of running, and ended with 10–15 min
of cool-down. Participants ran at their individual pace, with most participants running
at a light to moderate intensity. Two running sessions were conducted in the morning,
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between 6 a.m. and 8 a.m., while four running sessions were conducted in the evening,
between 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. The first five running sessions were conducted at Lumphini
Park, Bangkok, Thailand while the sixth running session was conducted in a park within
Mahidol University, Nakhon Pathom, Thailand. All six sessions were held in a public park
with a 2.5 km running track. A water station was provided. Runners consumed plain water
(Aquafina, PepsiCo, Harrison, NY, USA) ad libitum from individual water bottles. Water
bottles were weighed before and after each running session to record the volume of fluid
intake during running.

Before each running session, all participants voided their bladders. Mid-stream urine
samples were collected to measure urine specific gravity (USG). Pre-exercise body mass
was measured using a bench scale (N.V. Mettler-Toledo S.A., Zaventem, Belgium) while
minimally clothed (T-shirts, shorts or tights, and without shoes), and recorded to the
nearest 0.10 kg. For participants who needed to urinate during the run, body mass was
measured before and after the excretion to estimate urine output. To collect sweat, the right
or left forearm was cleaned with an alcohol pad (3M, Minneapolis, MN, USA), rinsed with
distilled water, and dried with electrolyte-free gauze. An absorbent patch (9 cm × 10 cm)
(3M™ Tegaderm™ + Pad Film Dressing with Non-Adherent Pad, 3M, Minneapolis, MN,
USA) was then applied to the mid-forearm [33].

After each running session, the participants towel-dried themselves and post-exercise
body mass was measured. The same bench scale was used and participants wore the same
attire as during the pre-exercise body mass assessment. The absorbent patch was then
removed from the forearm, placed in the barrel of a plastic syringe using clean forceps and
squeezed with a plunger to collect sweat. Sweat samples were analysed for sweat [Na+]
and sweat potassium concentration ([K+]).

2.3. Measurement of Environmental Conditions

Ambient temperature and relative humidity were measured and recorded at 10-min
intervals using a data logger (QUESTemp◦34, 3M, Minneapolis, MN, USA) during each
running session, and the mean value was calculated.

2.4. Urine Specific Gravity (USG)

USG from mid-stream urine samples were measured using a hand-held refractometer
(PAL-10S, ATAGO®, Saitama, Japan). USG was assessed in duplicates and the average
value was used for recording. USG was used an indicator of hydration status, with USG
>1.020 indicating hypohydration and USG >1.030 indicating severe hypohydration [34].

2.5. Whole-Body Sweat Loss (WBSL) and Whole-Body Sweat Rate (WBSR)

WBSL and WBSR were calculated using Equations (1) and (2) respectively:

WBSL (L) = (Pre-exercise body mass (kg) − Post-exercise body mass (kg)) + Fluid intake (L) − Urine output (L), (1)

WBSR (L·h−1) = WBSL (L)/Exercise duration (h). (2)

2.6. Whole-Body Sweat Sodium Concentration

Sweat [Na+] and sweat [K+] were analysed via ion-selective electrode (ISE) technology
using Na+ (LAQUAtwin Na-11, HORIBA Advanced Techno Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) and K+

analysers (LAQUAtwin K-11, HORIBA Advanced Techno Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan). Whole-
body sweat [Na+] (mmol·L−1) and whole-body sweat Na+ loss (mmol) were calculated
using Equations (3) and (4) respectively [33]:

Predicted whole-body sweat [Na+] (mmol·L−1) = 0.57 (forearm sweat Na+) + 11.05, (3)

Whole-body sweat Na+ loss (mmol) = WBSL (L) ∗ Predicted whole-body sweat [Na+] (mmol·L−1). (4)
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Sweat [Na+] were classified into three groups: low ([Na+] <30 mmol·L−1), mod-
erate ([Na+] = 30–60 mmol·L−1), and high ([Na+] >60 mmol·L−1) [35,36]. Addition-
ally, 12 samples were randomly selected and analysed using the gold standard high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) method (Dionex ICS-5000, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA).

2.7. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics version 19.0 (IBM, Ar-
monk, NY, USA). Descriptive data were generally expressed as mean ± standard deviation
(SD). All biochemical data were log-transformed to reduce non-uniformity of error. The
data were back transformed before being expressed as parametric mean ± SD. Normality
was determined using the Shapiro–Wilk test. Differences in age, running characteris-
tics, body mass loss, fluid intake, and net fluid balance between males and female run-
ners were analysed using independent t-test. Pearson correlation coefficient was used
to analyse the correlation between parameters, including the correlation of whole-body
sweat [Na+] between ISE and HPLC methods. Correlation coefficients were interpreted
based on the following thresholds: r ≤ 0.35 = weak, 0.36 ≤ r ≤ 0.67 = moderate, and
0.68 ≤ r ≤ 1.0 = strong [37]. For all analyses, a p-value of < 0.05 was considered significant.

3. Results

3.1. Number of Subjects and Environmental Conditions for Each Running Session

There were 166 participants in total (102 males and 64 females). The number of
participants for each running session is shown in Table 1, together with the mean am-
bient temperature and mean relative humidity. The mean (range) ambient tempera-
ture and relative humidity across the six running sessions were 29.6 (28.0–31.5) ◦C and
70 (55–87)% respectively.

Table 1. Time of day, time, environmental conditions and number of participants during each running session.

Session Time of Day Time Mean Ambient
Temperature (◦C)

Mean Relative
Humidity (%)

Participants

Male Female

1 Morning 7.00 a.m. to 8.00 a.m. 28.5 75 9 6
2 Morning 6.00 a.m. to 8.00 a.m. 30 86 10 4
3 Evening 7.00 p.m. to 8.00 p.m. 29.5 63 16 8
4 Evening 7.00 p.m. to 8.00 p.m. 28 87 31 13
5 Evening 7.00 p.m. to 8.00 p.m. 29.8 56 12 12
6 Evening 5.00 p.m. to 6.00 p.m. 31.5 55 24 21

3.2. Participants’ Age, Running Profile, and Body Mass Change across Running

Participants were aged between 21–68 years with running experience ranging from
6 months to more than 10 years. All runners were native to Thailand and had been within
the country for 6 months, exercising in hot and humid environments, prior to the trial. The
running durations of all participants during the running sessions were between 30–100 min.
Male runners ran a further mean distance and at a faster mean pace than female runners
(p < 0.05) (Table 2). However, the mean running duration did not differ between sexes.
Both mean WBSL and mean WBSR among the male runners were greater than among the
female runners (p < 0.05) (Table 2). While six male and four female runners had >2% body
mass loss after the running session, percentage body mass loss did not differ between sexes
(p > 0.05) (Table 2).
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Table 2. Mean age, running profile, body mass change, sweat rate, and fluid intake of male and
female runners across all running sessions. Data are presented as mean ± SD (range).

Male (n = 102) Female (n = 64)

Age (years) 36 ± 9
(21–68)

34 ± 9
(22–62)

Running duration (min) 43.7 ± 14.8
(33–97)

43.6 ± 13.6
(43–100)

Running distance (km) 6.4 ± 1.1
(2.5–12.5)

5.3 ± 1.1 *
(2.5–10)

Running pace (min·km−1)
6.8 ± 3.7
(3.5–10.0)

8.2 ± 3.9 *
(4.3–11.0)

Pre-running body mass (kg) 70.8 ± 10.6
(46.9–99.7)

56.7 ± 9.7 *
(42.3–93.2)

Post-running body mass (kg) 70.2 ± 10.6
(46.6–99.0)

56.4 ± 9.6 *
(42.3–92.8)

Percentage body mass loss (%) 1.3 ± 0.5
(0.2–3.6)

1.2 ± 0.5
(0.1–3.7)

Whole-body sweat loss
(WBSL) (L)

0.9 ± 0.3
(0.2–2.6)

0.6 ± 0.3 *
(0.1–1.9)

Whole-body sweat rate
(WBSR) (L·h−1)

1.3 ± 0.5
(0.2–3.8)

0.9 ± 0.3 *
(0.1–2.2)

Fluid intake (L) 0.3 ± 0.3
(0–1.1)

0.3 ± 0.2
(0–1.1)

* p < 0.05, compared to male participants.

3.3. Urine Specific Gravity

USG data were absent from 18 male and four female runners due to insufficient urine
samples. Mean USG of runners who ran in the morning and evening were 1.015 ± 0.008 and
1.013 ± 0.007, respectively. There was no difference between the mean USG of runners from
the morning and evening sessions (p > 0.05). The number of hypohydrated participants
(USG > 1.020) did not differ between the morning or evening running session (p > 0.05).
However, a greater percentage of participants were hypohydrated (USG > 1.020) before the
run when the running session was conducted in the morning (28%) than in the evening
(15%) (Table 3). A greater number of runners were severely hypohydrated (USG > 1.030)
before the run when the session was conducted in the morning (4%) than in the evening
(1%). In addition, when the running session was conducted in the morning, there is a
moderate positive correlation between pre-exercise USG and fluid intake (p < 0.05, r = 0.42),
and a moderate negative correlation between pre-exercise USG of male runners and WBSL
(p < 0.05, r = −0.54).

Table 3. Level of dehydration between sexes (male vs. female) and time of day of running session
(morning vs. evening) based on pre-exercise urine specific gravity (USG).

Time of Day of
Session

Sex
Urine Specific Gravity (USG)

≤1.020 >1.020 >1.030

Morning
Male 11 (69%) 4 (31%) 1 (6%)

Female 7 (78%) 2 (22%) 0 (0%)
Total 18 (72%) 6 (28%) 1 (4%)

Evening
Male 59 (85%) 10 (15%) 1 (1%)

Female 43 (84%) 8 (16%) 0 (0%)
Total 102 (85%) 18 (15%) 1 (1%)

3.4. Relative Sweat Loss and Fluid Intake during Running

Mean WBSR during recreational running was higher in males than females (p < 0.05)
(Table 2). Sweat loss relative to body mass was calculated and differences between sexes
were compared. Males had higher sweat loss relative to body mass than female runners
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(19 ± 8 vs. 16 ± 6 mL·kg−1·h−1, p < 0.05) (Figure 1). With regards to fluid intake during
running, 15 of the 102 male runners (14.7%) did not drink any water during the run.
However, only two of the 64 female runners (3.1%) did not drink any water during the
run. Mean ad libitum fluid intake during running in males and females did not differ
between sexes (p > 0.05) (Table 2). However, male runners had a lower fluid intake relative
to body mass than female runners (6 ± 6 vs. 8 ± 7 mL·kg−1·h−1, p < 0.05) (Figure 1).
Therefore, males had a greater negative fluid balance relative to body mass than female
runners (−13 ± 8 mL·kg−1·h−1 or −67.4% vs. −8 ± 7 mL·kg−1·h−1 or −48.9%, p < 0.05)
(Figure 1). Furthermore, running pace and sweat rate were found to have a moderate
negative correlation (r = −0.47, p < 0.01).

Figure 1. Relative sweat loss, fluid intake, and net fluid balance (mL·kg−1·h−1) between sexes. Data
are presented as mean ± SD. * p < 0.05, compared to male participants.

3.5. Sweat Sodium and Potassium Concentration

Sweat data were absent from five male and 15 female participants due to insufficient
volume of sweat sample. Figure 2A presents the distribution of sweat [Na+] among the
remaining 97 males and 49 female runners. Sweat [Na+] did not correlate with sweat rate,
USG, fluid intake, or running distance or pace (p > 0.05). A strong positive correlation
was observed between sweat [Na+] measured using ISE method and HPLC (p < 0.001,
r = 0.994) (Figure 3). Mean rate of sweat Na+ loss (54 ± 27 vs. 39 ± 22 mmol·h−1) was
higher in males than females (both p < 0.05) (Figure 2B) but no difference was observed in
whole-body sweat [Na+] losses between sexes (p > 0.05). The majority of runners’ sweat
[Na+] were classified as moderate (male: 76%; female: 51%). High sweat [Na+] was least
prevalent as it was only observed in 8% and 16% of male and female runners respectively.
Mean sweat [K+] did not differ between the male (3.9 ± 1.1 mmol·L−1) and female runners
(3.5 ± 0.7 mmol·L−1) (p > 0.05).
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Figure 2. (A) Distribution of whole-body sweat Na+ concentration (mmol·L−1) among 97 male and
49 female participants; (B) rate of sweat Na+ loss (mmol·h−1) compared between male and female
runners. Data are presented as mean ± SD. * p < 0.05, compared to male participants.

Figure 3. Relationship between sweat Na+ concentration measured by ion-selective electrode (ISE)
and high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) methods.
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4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to evaluate the hydration status, fluid intake, sweat rate, and
sweat [Na+] in recreational tropical native runners. Consistent with previous studies, WBSR
ranged between 0.3–2.5 L·h−1, with male runners having higher WBSR and WBSL relative
to body mass than female runners. Fluid intake was lower in male runners compared to
females, who consumed more fluid relative to body mass than males. Predicted whole-body
sweat [Na+] did not vary between sexes and did not correlate with any other parameters.
However, males had a higher sweat Na+ loss and rate of sweat Na+ loss as compared to
female tropical native runners.

The mean WBSR (male: 1.3 ± 0.5 L·h−1 and female: 0.9 ± 0.3 L·h−1) for tropical native
runners was similar to those reported previously in American runners involving 275 male
and 52 female adult endurance athletes (male: 1.4 ± 0.4 L·h−1 and female: 1.1 ± 0.6 L·h−1)
(16). Relative WBSL was also comparable to experienced marathon runners in a 16-km race
(18.7 ± 7.9 vs. 21.6 ± 5.1 mL·kg−1·h−1), albeit the race being performed in an environment
with cooler ambient temperature but similar relative humidity (29.6 ± 1.2 ◦C, 70 ± 15%
vs. 20.5 ± 0.7 ◦C, 76.6 ± 1.7%) [38]. These similar observations, despite differences
in environmental conditions, could be caused by the effects of heat acclimatisation in
experienced athletes [39]. Experienced athletes have thermoregulatory adaptations which
include increased sudomotor function associated with acclimatisation [39].

The mean WBSR observed during our study is lower compared to another study
involving male runners in a half-marathon, despite similar environmental conditions
(1.3 ± 0.5 vs. 1.5 ± 0.3 L·h−1) [40]. A reason for this observation is likely to be differences
in exercise intensity. The running pace in the present study was slower than that performed
in the half-marathon (6.8 vs. 5.6 min·km−1). Both laboratory and field-based studies have
reported the relationship between exercise intensity and sweat rate in various exercise
types such as running, cycling, and football training [41,42]. However, it is important to
note that despite the slower running speed, the relative intensity of exercise may have
been similar between the two groups. Speculatively, runners completing a half-marathon
distance would have a greater maximal aerobic capacity and faster submaximal running
velocities compared to tropical native recreational runners. However, the relative intensity
of the runs was not measured and hence, was a limitation of the present study.

Our study found that male runners had a higher WBSR than female runners, and that
sweat loss relative to body mass was lower in female than male runners. Males generally
have a higher sweat rate than females due to larger body size, musculature and higher
metabolic rate [43]. The sex of the runner also plays a role in the peripheral control of sweat
rate via the number of activated sweat glands (ASGs) and sweat gland output (SGO) [44].
While females have a higher number of ASGs than males during the early follicular phase,
their sweat rate in dry and/or humid environments is still lower than males [45]. This
may be related to SGO, as previous studies have reported lower SGO in females compared
to males during passive heat stress [46]. Moreover, previous evidence on the difference
in thermoregulatory adaptation mechanisms revealed that after training, males can only
enhance SGO while females can enhance both SGO and ASGs. While trained athletes
usually have a higher sweat rate than untrained athletes due to the thermoregulatory
adaptations, sweat responses at the same exercise intensity showed that trained males still
have higher sweat rates than trained females [44]. Thus, sex can play a role in determining
fluid loss through sweat.

To support performance and reduce the risk of heat illness, the American College of
Sports Medicine Position Stand advises to avoid body mass loss of >2% from pre-exercise
body mass during exercise [12]. In this study, six male and four female runners experienced
>2% body mass loss after the run. Consistent with previous research during a marathon
race, the mean ad libitum fluid intake did not differ between male and female runners [47].
However, when expressed relative to body mass, fluid intake was higher in female runners
compared to their male counterparts. As a result, we also observed that female runners
experienced less negative net fluid balance relative to body mass. This could be due to the
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lower pre- and post-exercise body mass of female runners as compared to males. However,
there remained a large range (−46–15 mL·kg−1·h−1) in net fluid balance after exercise in
both males and females. This observation would suggest that runners should understand
their individual fluid intake requirements to prevent excessive hypohydration, link levels
of hypohydration with running performance, and reduce the risk of accumulating body
mass through fluid intake during exercise [25]. It is important to note that, due to the
nature of the field study, it was not possible to measure body mass in the ideal conditions
(i.e., nude body mass) or weigh individual running attires after the run. Based on previous
studies, a fully soaked running attire weighs approximately 0.26 kg [48,49]. Although
accounting for a trapped sweat volume of 0.26 L or lower would not affect our overall
conclusions, this is an acknowledged limitation of the present study.

Predicted whole-body sweat [Na+] did not differ between sexes. However, male
runners had higher mean rate of Na+ loss than female runners. The likely reason for
these observations is the higher mean WBSR and WBSL relative to body mass in males
than females [50]. This indicates that runners who sweat more are at a greater risk of
losing more Na+ than runners who sweat less. The predicted whole-body sweat [Na+] of
tropical native runners ranged between 11–80 mmol·L−1. These values are similar to a
previous study in runners completing a marathon (7–95 mmol·L−1 [36]), albeit at a lower
mean ambient temperature (24.4 ± 3.6 ◦C) and mean relative humidity (28 ± 5%). Our
findings are also comparable to the sweat [Na+] data collected from 506 athletes across
various sports (12.6–104.8 mmol·L−1) [16]. Asian populations have higher dietary Na+

intake across all ages as compared to those from other parts of the world [51,52]. While the
World Health Organisation recommends that sodium intake should not exceed 2 g/day,
most Southeast Asian countries consume more than the recommended amount [53]. For
example, the average sodium intake in Thailand is 3–5 g per day and the average sodium
intake in Singapore is 3–4 g per day [53]. As high Na+ intake has been shown to increase
sweat [Na+] [54], the higher predicted whole-body sweat [Na+] in the present study may
have been expected. The analysis of sweat [K+] in the present provided a quality control
for the analysis of sweat samples [15]. Therefore, we have confidence in the sweat [Na+]
values. A possible explanation for the similarity in sweat [Na+] might be the effects of heat
acclimatisation, which has been shown to reduce sweat sodium [55,56]. However, dietary
intake and its associated Na+ intake were not measured, and this is a limitation of the
present study. Thus, it is not possible to ascertain if acclimatisation counteracted the impact
of high Na+ intake on sweat [Na+]. Given the inter-individual variability of predicted
whole-body sweat [Na+] and that no correlation to age, exercise intensity, exercise duration
or sweat rate was found, the results support recommendation of individualised fluid and
electrolyte replacement strategies.

Runners were more likely to be hypohydrated before the morning run compared to the
evening. It is recommended that participants should slowly drink approximately 5–10 mL
per kg of their body mass at least 2 h before exercising to allow for fluid absorption and
achieve euhydration [22]. The finding in the present study could be attributed to insufficient
time to drink appropriate volumes of fluid and the ingestion of food in the morning. The
moderate positive correlation between pre-exercise USG and fluid intake, and moderate
negative correlation between pre-exercise USG and WBSL suggest that hypohydration
may impair thermoregulatory function, which increases the risk of heat illness in hot
climates [57]. This is of interest as endurance running events such as marathons typically
begin early in the morning. Since achieving euhydration before exercise can reduce the risk
of heat illnesses [9,12], runners are encouraged to adjust their pre-race wake-up time to
ensure they can meet pre-exercise hydration guidelines when running in tropical climates.

Practical Implications and Future Directions

This study showed that the range of sweat rates and sweat [Na+] of tropical native
runners were similar to that reported previously in hydration literatures. Therefore, indi-
vidual fluid recommendations also apply to tropical native runners. Future studies should
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aim to analyse the runners’ dietary Na+ intake to understand the impact on the sweat Na+

losses. Finally, the data in the present study were collected during recreational running.
Understanding the impact of hydration strategies before and during exercise on running
performance in competitive tropical native runners is required. Correspondingly, these
studies can ascertain if the threshold of hypohydration tolerance, i.e., 2% body mass loss
on exercise performance, also applies to tropical native athletes.

5. Conclusions

These descriptive data gathered on recreational tropical native runners revealed the
individual variability in hydration status, fluid intake, sweat rate, and sweat Na+ loss
during exercise. Female runners experienced less negative net fluid balance compared to
males due to greater fluid intake per body mass and lower sweat loss. Whole-body sweat
[Na+] also varied between individuals independent of sex.
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Abstract: Although it is recognized that dehydration and acidification of the body may reduce the
exercise capacity, it remains unclear whether the qualitative and quantitative shares of certain ions
in the drinks used by players during the same exertion may affect the indicators of their water–
electrolyte and acid–base balance. This question was the main purpose of the publication. The
research was carried out on female field hockey players (n = 14) throughout three specialized training
sessions, during which the players received randomly assigned fluids of different osmolarity and
minerals contents. The water–electrolyte and acid–base balance of the players was assessed on
the basis of biochemical blood and urine indicators immediately before and after each training
session. There were statistically significant differences in the values of all examined indicators for
changes before and after exercise, while the differences between the consumed drinks with different
osmolarities were found for plasma osmolality, and concentrations of sodium and potassium ions
and aldosterone. Therefore, it can be assumed that the degree of mineralization of the consumed
water did not have a very significant impact on the indicators of water–electrolyte and acid–base
balance in blood and urine.

Keywords: hydration status; water–electrolyte balance; acid–base balance; fluids osmolarity; team
sports; nutrition; women in sport

1. Introduction

Field hockey is a team sport practiced by women and men, both on a recreational
and professional level [1]. At the elite level, field hockey players cover between 3.4 km
and 9.5 km during training and competition depending on their position on the pitch [2,3],
with 55% being low-intensity efforts (standing, walking), 38% moderate intensity (jogging,
running), and the remaining 7% being high-intensity efforts (fast running, sprinting) [4].
Physical activity increases the body’s internal temperature [5]. Compensating mecha-
nisms, especially increased sweat production [6], cause a loss of water and the electrolytes
contained in it [7]. Moreover, acidic compounds formed during exercise simultaneously
contribute to disturbances in the acid–base balance [8,9], reducing sports performance,
especially muscle endurance [10] or cognitive functions [11]. It is therefore important to
control and, if necessary, replenish fluids of an appropriate qualitative and quantitative
profile before or during exercise. The transport of fluids into the bloodstream and tissues
depends, inter alia, on the speed at which they leave the stomach and on the effectiveness
of their absorption in the small intestine. The above depends on the volume of fluid
consumed, the content of energetic substances such as glucose in the fluid, and the concen-
tration gradient on both sides of the intestinal barrier. Thus, the transport of water from
the intestines into the bloodstream and tissues is greater for hypotonic than hypertonic
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drinks, since the latter support the movement of water from the tissues into the lumen
of the gastrointestinal tract [12]. On the other hand, the ingestion of low-mineral water
(hypotonic solutions) reduces plasma osmolality, which stimulates urine production and
may increase dehydration [13,14].

The regulation of the concentration of sodium and potassium ion levels in the body
depends on the renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system (RAA). Aldosterone inhibits the
excretion of sodium in the urine, increasing the loss of potassium ions from body fluids.
In addition, this hormone is secreted as a result of an increase in the concentration of
hydrogen ions in the blood accompanying exercise [15]. Such an excess of hydrogen ions
is excreted in the urine, and the speed of this process depends on the amount of urine
excreted.

The volume of fluids consumed by humans is regulated not only by physiological
factors, but also by subjective ones, whereby the taste attractiveness of liquids may prove to
be an important factor in the hydration process, especially taking into account the volumes
consumed by players [16]. In the case of water, its tastiness is influenced by an increase
in the proportion of sodium ions, which stimulates physiological thirst and thus leads to
better hydration [13]. Therefore, isotonic fluids most effectively compensate for water and
electrolyte losses caused by physical exercise, while providing additional energy [17].

It has been hypothesized that consuming beverages with a higher osmolarity and/or
content of minerals lead to a more favorable water–electrolyte and acid–base balance com-
pared to the intake of low-mineralized water. To verify this hypothesis, taking into account
the intensity and duration of training, ambient conditions and the athlete’s individual
physiological profile, during the standard training of female field hockey players, was the
main purpose of the research. In the publication, the authors also set themselves the goal
of describing changes in the water–electrolyte and acid–base balance indicators in terms of
adapting the bodies of female field hockey players to standard training loads.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Approach

The levels of biochemical and hematological indicators in female field hockey play-
ers were assessed during three specialized training sessions, during which the players
randomly received fluids of different osmolarities. The water–electrolyte and acid–base
balance was assessed on the basis of blood and urine indicators, which were obtained
immediately before and after each training session.

2.2. Participants

The research included 14 players training in field hockey, members of the women’s
national team and women’s junior team. Players participated in training sessions five
times per week. The weekly training time was, on average, 6.5 ± 1.0 h. Training was
complemented with 1 match per week during the three weeks of the research period. The
weekly framework of the training program is presented below:

Monday—active recovery training + static stretching
Tuesday—technical/tactical training session + interval run
Wednesday—technical/tactical training session (research measurements)
Thursday—training game/small side games
Friday—individual gym session
Saturday—free/passive recovery
Sunday—Polish League competition

Goalkeepers were excluded from the research due to the different nature of the effort
they performed.

The average training experience of the female competitors was 12.5 ± 2.9 years.
They were non-smokers, as evidenced by the mean contents of carboxyhemoglobin in the
blood of female hockey players, amounting to 0.9% ± 0.2%. For 22 h before the tests, the
contestants did not perform any intense physical effort. An hour before each test date,
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they ate a standard meal (porridge in milk with banana), the caloric content of which
corresponded to 10% of the daily food ration of each of the competitors. Additionally, the
competitors were not allowed to eat any food during the whole training.

The anthropometric data of the players were determined on the basis of measurements
made before the start of each training session (Table 1). Their height and weight were
measured using a medical scale WPT60/150 OW (Radwag®, Radom, Poland), while the
waist circumference was measured using a tailor’s tape measure. The mass of urine
excreted was determined by comparing body mass immediately after exercise and body
mass after urination (Figure 1).

Table 1. Somatic and physiological characteristics of female field hockey players (n = 14).

Characteristics
Low-Mineralized Water High-Mineralized Water Isotonic Drink

p Value
X ± SD 95% CI X ± SD 95% CI X ± SD 95% CI

Age (years) 21.9 ± 2.3 (20.6–23.2) 21.9 ± 2.3 (20.6–23.2) 21.9 ± 2.3 (20.6–23.2) 1.000
Body height (m) 1.70 ± 0.06 (1.67–1.74) 1.70 ± 0.06 (1.67–1.74) 1.70 ± 0.06 (1.67–1.74) 1.000
Body mass (kg) 65.3 ± 5.4 (62.2–68.4) 65.4 ± 5.4 (62.2–68.5) 65.2 ± 5.0 (62.3–68.1) 0.712

WHtR 42.9 ± 1.4 (42.1–43.7) 43.0 ± 1.4 (42.1–43.8) 42.9 ± 1.4 (42.1–43.7) 0.906
HR mean (bpm) 151.7 ± 3.0 (149.9–153.4) 152.0 ± 4.3 (149.5–154.5) 151.6 ± 2.1 (150.4–152.9) 0.962
Fluid intake (ml) 543.9 ± 270.0 (388.0–699.8) 535.7 ± 180.2 (431.7–639.8) 503.6 ± 224.7 (373.9–633.3) 0.800

Urine mass excreted
after training (g) 157.1 ± 70.4 (116.5–197.8) 135.0 ± 104.6 (74.6–195.4) 115.7 ± 72.8 (73.7–157.8) 0.404

WHtR: waist-to-height ratio; HR: heart rate; X: average; SD: standard deviation; CI: confidence interval.

 

Figure 1. Flow chart of the study design.

2.3. Ethics Approval

The research related to human use complied with all relevant national regulations
and institutional policies, has followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and has
been approved by the Bioethical Committee of the Poznan University of Medical Sciences
(Approval No.: 140/15).

Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in the study.
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2.4. Biochemical Analyses

The material for the research was capillary blood obtained from the fingertip of the
non-dominant hand of the players, before and after the standard training unit. Blood was
collected according to the applicable procedures, from the finger of the non-dominant hand
using a Medlance® Red lancet-spike (HTL-Zone, Berlin, Germany) with a 1.5 mm blade
and 2.0 mm penetration depth. In addition, each of the contestants was asked to submit a
urine sample before and after training.

In blood collected from a heparinized capillary (65 μL), the concentration of elec-
trolytes (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Cl−, HCO3

−), lactate, plasma osmolality and pH, and standard
base excess (BE), were determined using a gasometric analyzer (ABL90 FLEX, Radiome-
ter, Copenhagen, Denmark). Additionally, 300 μL of capillary blood was collected in a
Microvette® CB 300 tube (Sarstedt, Nümbrect, Germany) containing K2-EDTA (EDTA
dipotassium salt) as an anticoagulant for hematocrit determination on a hematology reader
(Mythic®18, Orphèe, Geneva, Switzerland). Another 300 μL of capillary blood was collected
in a Microvette® CB 300 Z tube (Sarstedt, Nümbrect, Germany) with a clotting activator, in
which the concentration of aldosterone was determined using an ELISA kit (DRG MedTek,
Warsaw, Poland; Cat No. EIA-5298) and magnesium using the colorimetric method (Mg;
Cormay, Łomianki, Poland; Cat No. 2-229). The absorbance readings were taken on a
multi-detection microplate ELISA reader (Synergy 2 SIAFRT, BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA).
Urine-specific gravity and pH were determined on a urine strip analyzer (URYXXON®

Relax, Macherey-Nagel, Düeren, Germany).

2.5. Specialized Training

The three test dates were carried out at weekly intervals, in November and December
2016, in the hall, each time from 6:00 to 7:30 p.m. Each time, the contestants were ran-
domly assigned to groups consuming fluids with different osmolality levels in a manner
ensuring the consumption of each of the drinks (Figure 1). The competitors had free
access to the randomly drawn fluid during each of the 1.5 h training sessions (Table 2) and
decided on both the time and amount of intake (Table 1). The composition of the liquids,
given by the producers on the packaging, is presented in Table 3, and the osmolarity
of these beverages was adopted based on the available literature: low-mineralized wa-
ter ~20 (mOsm/kg water), highly mineralized water ~88 (mOsm/kg water), and isotonic
drink ~279 (mOsm/kg water) [18].

During each training session, the air temperature and humidity were measured using
data loggers located in the four corners of the pitch in the hall (EBI 310 TH, Ingolstadt,
Germany). These indicators were not statistically significantly different on individual
study dates.

Table 2. Framework training unit plan.

Training Group Women’s National Team and Women’s Junior Team

Training duration 90 min

Venue Indoor Hall 40 m × 20 m

Training objective
Preparation for indoor championship events according to the calendar of

the European Field Hockey Federation

Warm-up

Warm-up incl. dynamic stretching + acceleration and speed drills—15 min
Hockey-specific warm-up: various forms of passing and receiving the ball in motion (without the

participation of a defender); shorter and longer passes, also with the use of a boards—5 min
Scoring exercises (different zones of the shooting circle)—5 min

Training

Numerical advantage training—2 vs. 1 and 3 vs. 2/defensive organization in the numerical
superiority of the opponent; cooperation with the goalkeeper—20 min

Tactical cooperation in even numbers situation—3 vs. 3 on the side sector of the pitch (left and right
board) with an emphasis on the transition phase (transition from defending to attacking)—15 min

Build-up in 5 vs 4 superiority—4 × 3 min + 1 min break after every 3 min
5 vs. 4 game—2 × 5 min (change of teams after 5 min)
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Table 3. The mineral composition of the fluids, specified by the manufacturer, consumed by female field hockey players
during training.

Mineral
Low-Mineralized Water High-Mineralized Water Isotonic Drink + Low-Mineralized Water

(mg/L)

Ca2+ 48.10 319.00 288.10
Na+ 2.10 111.00 702.10

Mg2+ 6.68 47.90 126.68
K+ 1.20 49.50 261.20

HCO3
− 166.30 1639.00 166.30

SO4
2− 10.29 30.00 10.29

Cl− 5.60 2.70 245.60
F− 0.06 0.30 0.06

Total minerals 240.33 2199.40 1800.33
Glucose 0.00 0.00 52,600.00

All of the players participated in the training throughout its duration. At that time,
their heart rate (HR) was monitored using the Polar Team2 PRO Heart Rate Monitoring
System (Kempele, Finland) (Table 1). In all competitors, apart from the indicators measured
in blood and urine, body mass and the amount of fluids consumed were also monitored
before and after training. The complete study scheme is presented in Figure 1.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Data are presented using the mean and standard deviation (X ± SD) and the confi-
dence interval for the mean (95% CI). The values of the studied indices were statistically
analyzed, and the variables were checked for normal distribution using the Shapiro–Wilk
test. In order to compare the pre-training and post-training results obtained between the
three study dates, repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for
normally distributed data, and Friedman ANOVA for indices without normal distribution.
In order to compare the differences between the examined indices before and after training,
the t-test for dependent samples was used for data with a normal distribution on individual
test dates, and the Wilcoxon pair order test for data without normal distribution. Effect
sizes (d) were calculated using means and standard deviations. To determine the effect
size, Cohen’s criteria were used [19], which say that values ≥ 0.2 and <0.5 are consid-
ered “small”, ≥0.5 and <0.8 “medium”, and ≥0.8 “large”. The level of significance was
set at p < 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed using a computer statistical package
STATISTICA v13.1 (StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA).

3. Results

The resting values of the biochemical blood and urine indices of the players on
the three study dates did not differ significantly from one another, which proves the
homogeneity of the group in terms of the determined indicators. On the other hand, post-
exercise differences between individual test terms were found. They concerned plasma
osmolality, and the concentration of sodium and potassium ions and aldosterone (Table 4).

The comparison of the values of the examined indicators measured before and after
exercise also showed statistically significant differences. They were related to all beverages
(low-mineralized water, high-mineralized water, and isotonic drinks) and the indicators
determined after their consumption: body mass, hematocrit value, concentration of calcium
ions, aldosterone, bicarbonate ions, standard base excess, lactate and urine pH. In the case
of consuming water, both low- and high-mineralized, differences in values before and after
training were also observed for urine-specific gravity, potassium ion concentration and
blood pH. However, the indicators that changed only when consuming isotonic drinks
were plasma osmolality, and the concentrations of sodium and chloride ions (Table 4).
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Table 4. Average values of the tested biochemical indicators of blood and urine in the examined persons after consuming
beverages with different osmolarity levels (n = 14).

Indicator Beverages Pre-Exercise Post-Exercise p Value (Pre
vs. Post)

Effect Size

p Value for ANOVA
(Post-Exercise

Differences between
Beverages)

Body mass
(kg)

Low 65.3 ± 5.4 65.1 ± 5.4 0.002 0.04
0.706High 65.4 ± 5.4 65.2 ± 5.5 0.001 0.03

Isotonic 65.2 ± 5.0 65.0 ± 5.0 <0.001 0.04
Water Balance

Hematocrit
(l/L)

Low 0.377 ± 0.017 0.366 ± 0.021 0.048 0.56
0.212High 0.372 ± 0.020 0.360 ± 0.023 <0.001 0.59

Isotonic 0.367 ± 0.020 0.353 ± 0.021 <0.001 0.71

Urine specific
gravity (g/L)

Low 1.013 ± 0.006 1.019 ± 0.008 0.001 0.82
0.108High 1.014 ± 0.006 1.023 ± 0.009 0.006 1.15

Isotonic 1.016 ± 0.009 1.019 ± 0.007 0.068
Plasma

osmolality
(mOsm/kg)

Low 291.5 ± 2.1 290.1 ± 3.6 0.155
<0.001 aHigh 291.6 ± 2.5 290.1 ± 3.6 0.077

Isotonic 290.1 ± 2.9 285.3 ± 2.6 0.001 1.73
Electrolyte Balance

Sodium ions
(mmol/L)

Low 143 ± 1 142 ± 2 0.111
0.005 aHigh 143 ± 1 142 ± 2 0.179

Isotonic 142 ± 2 140 ± 1 <0.001 1.51

Potassium
ions (mmol/L)

Low 4.4 ± 0.4 4.1 ± 0.4 0.024 0.66
0.022 bHigh 4.3 ± 0.3 3.9 ± 0.3 <0.001 1.39

Isotonic 4.5 ± 0.4 4.3 ± 0.3 0.075

Calcium ions
(mmol/L)

Low 1.21 ± 0.03 1.19 ± 0.03 0.031 0.76
0.624High 1.20 ± 0.02 1.18 ± 0.04 0.030 0.60

Isotonic 1.22 ± 0.03 1.19 ± 0.03 <0.001 1.06

Chloride ions
(mmol/L)

Low 109 ± 1 108 ± 2 0.418
0.357High 108 ± 2 107 ± 2 0.292

Isotonic 109 ± 2 107 ± 2 <0.001 0.80

Magnesium
(mmol/L)

Low 0.89 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.03 0.730
0.789High 0.89 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.02 0.431

Isotonic 0.89 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.02 0.272

Aldosterone
(pmol/L)

Low 125.8 ± 45.4 411.8 ± 184.0 0.001 2.13
0.005 aHigh 117.0 ± 53.9 424.2 ± 107.5 <0.001 3.61

Isotonic 112.2 ± 28.4 270.2 ± 104.6 <0.001 2.06
Acid–Base Balance

Bicarbonate
ions (mmol/L)

Low 24.1 ± 1.6 22.4 ± 1.3 <0.001 1.13
0.683High 24.7 ± 2.1 22.8 ± 1.5 0.005 1.05

Isotonic 24.3 ± 1.4 22.3 ± 2.0 <0.001 1.16

Standard base
excess

(mmol/L)

Low −0.1 ± 1.3 −2.6 ± 1.8 <0.001 1.63
0.645High 0.9 ± 1.7 −2.1 ± 2.0 <0.001 1.61

Isotonic 0.1 ± 1.7 −2.8 ± 2.8 <0.001 1.26

Blood pH
Low 7.40 ± 0.03 7.39 ± 0.03 0.024 0.45

0.926High 7.41 ± 0.02 7.39 ± 0.03 0.012 0.82
Isotonic 7.40 ± 0.03 7.39 ± 0.03 0.102

Urine pH
Low 6.2 ± 0.7 5.4 ± 0.6 0.002 1.31

0.313High 6.2 ± 0.7 5.6 ± 0.6 0.005 0.89
Isotonic 6.0 ± 0.7 5.5 ± 0.6 0.018 0.81

Lactate
(mmol/L)

Low 1.3 ± 0.4 5.8 ± 1.7 0.001 3.64
0.807High 1.3 ± 0.3 5.9 ± 2.6 0.001 2.54

Isotonic 1.4 ± 0.4 5.9 ± 2.5 0.001 2.55

Low—low-mineralized water, High—high-mineralized water, Isotonic—sport drink; a—the average values for isotonic drinks are lower
than for both waters; b—the average value for isotonic water is higher than for high-mineralized water.
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4. Discussion

This is the first time that such extensive research describing post-training changes in
water–electrolyte and acid–base balance in female field hockey players has been presented.
Few publications have so far described the effects of fluids with heterogeneous mineral
composition and different osmolarity on biochemical blood and urine parameters, adopted
by the athletes, especially in women. Therefore, the authors decided to investigate this topic,
including in the scope of their research a much wider range of indicators characterizing the
water–electrolyte and acid–base balance than in other studies.

The values of the examined indicators, determined before and after the training unit,
were in line with the ranges given in previous publications on the impact of exercise on
the body. They describe post-exercise reductions in a number of indicators, including
body mass [20,21], hematocrit value [22], osmolality [23], the concentration of sodium [21],
potassium [24], calcium ions [24,25], magnesium [26], bicarbonate ions [24,27,28], standard
base excess [8,28] and blood pH [27–29]. An increase in the value after exercise, in our
own studies, was observed for urine-specific gravity [30], and the concentrations of aldos-
terone [31,32] and lactate [24,27–29]. However, there are no publications with results that
can be related to the data on post-exercise blood chloride concentration and urine pH value
in the presented study. It can therefore be assumed that the post-training changes found in
the studied female field hockey players do not differ from the data found in other sports
disciplines, such as beach volleyball [20], rugby [21,23,27], football [22,24], soccer [29], and
basketball [25,30], as well as in swimming exercise [26] and in healthy untrained people
after exercise on a treadmill [8] or an ergocyclometer [31,32]. Moreover, changes in the
tested biochemical indices in the blood and urine are the result of physical exertion and the
accompanying dehydration of the body.

The main question of the research, however, concerned the effect of the osmolarity of
the fluids consumed by the athletes during exercise. The proposed arrangement of tests and
assays performed for blood and urine biochemical indices made it possible to determine
the hydration level of the players before the start of training, which was statistically the
same at all times. Additionally, the monitoring of air temperature and humidity ensured
that the ambient conditions did not affect the results of the experiment. The average values
of air temperature in individual periods were, respectively, 20.9 ± 0.1 vs. 21.0 ± 0.1 vs.
20.8 ± 0.1, and air humidity was 52.5 ± 0.6 vs. 51.0 ± 0.8 vs. 52.0 ± 0.8. Moreover, the
players, despite independently making decisions about the amount of fluids consumed
during training, adopted a similar volume of experimental drinks on all test dates (Table 1).
The above is also visible in the similar mass of urine output after training (Table 1). Such
a lack of differences in the amount of urine output, up to 1 h after training, despite the
use of fluids with different osmolarity levels, was recently demonstrated by Pence and
Bloomer [33]. Their observations also show that drinking water increases urine output 2 to
4 h after drinking it, compared to drinks with a higher content of electrolytes.

The only statistically significant differences between liquids of different osmolarity
levels were observed between biochemical markers after drinking water (regardless of
the content of minerals in it) and isotonic drinks. These differences are expressed using
indicators describing the water–electrolyte balance, such as plasma osmolality, the con-
centration of sodium and potassium ions, and aldosterone. No statistical differences were
observed in the indicators characterizing the acid–base balance. The consumption of an
isotonic drink that is rich in sodium caused the smallest increase in the concentration of
aldosterone, which is responsible for the reabsorption of this element in the renal tubules,
increasing the excretion of potassium ions in the urine [34,35]. As a consequence, the
greatest post-exercise reduction in sodium ions and the lowest potassium ions were ob-
served, which also translated into the highest reduction in blood osmolality. Moreover, the
concentration of potassium ions measured post-exercise decreased the most in the plasma
of players in the case of high-mineralized water, where the highest increase in aldosterone
concentration was also noted (Table 4). The small number of publications on this issue
and the heterogeneity of the data included therein do not favor a detailed analysis of the
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issue, especially in the absence of relevant data characterizing players in team games. The
ambiguity of the results (Table 5) indicates the need for a more complete study of this issue.
All authors analyzing plasma osmolality [36–38] and sodium and potassium ions [36,37]
blood concentration after consuming fluids with different contents of minerals did not
show a statistically significant difference between these fluids. This is in contrast to our
research, wherein an isotonic drink was shown to decrease plasma osmolality and blood
sodium ions concentration simultaneously, increasing the blood concentration of potassium
more effectively than the analyzed waters. Among the publications presented in Table 5,
only Powers et al. [36] examined the effect of the used fluids on the blood hydrogen ions’
concentration. Although in our research we did not analyze the concentration of these
ions, we did determine the pH values, which are coherent. Powers et al. [36] showed that
the consumption of beverages containing electrolytes (EP, GP) more effectively stabilizes
the concentration of hydrogen ions in the blood than liquids without electrolytes (NEP),
especially during exercise. In our study, we did not observe any differences in the acid–base
balance indicators determined in blood and urine, regardless of the used fluids. Due to the
fact that we have the opportunity to compare our results only with one study [36], we are
not able to clearly explain the reasons for the differences. This requires research involving
a larger number of participants, as well as efforts (training loads) of varying intensity.

Table 5. Summary of publications on the impacts of drinks with different (indicated by the authors of the studies) osmolarity
levels on the biochemical and hematological indicators of people subjected to exercise tests.

Authors
(Sport Discipline)

(Kind of Effort)
Sex

The Types of Beverages
Tested Biochemical Indicators

No Significant Differences Significant Differences

Powers et al. [36]
(cyclists; n = 9)

(exercises with a constant load on
a bicycle ergometer until fatigue)

Men

Non-electrolyte placebo (NEP)
(31 mOsm/kg)

Heart rate, plasma osmolality,
concentration of lactate,

potassium, calcium, sodium,
and chloride in blood

The concentration of hydrogen
ions in the blood was significantly

lower after 30 min of exercise
while using GP and EP compared

to NEP

Electrolyte placebo
drink without carbohydrate (EP)

(48 mOsm/kg)
Glucose polymer

drink containing electrolytes (GP)
(231 mOsm/kg)

Gisolfi et al. [37]
(wytrenowani; n = 7)

(85 min 60%–65% VO2ma
xcycle ergometer)
5 Men, 2 Women

Water
(1 ± 0.3 mOsm/kg)

Osmolarity, sodium and
potassium ions in plasma

There are no statistically
significant differences

Hypertonic
(197 ± 2 mOsm/kg)

Isotonic
(295 ± 6 mOsm/kg)

Hypotonic
(414 ± 2 mOsm/kg)

Suzuki et al. [38]
(cyclists; n = 6)

(cycling at 60% VO2peak for 90
min in the hot conditions)

Men

Plain water
(no data)

Plasma osmolality,
lactate concentration

There are no statistically
significant differences

Hypotonic sports drink
(193 mOsm/kg)

Isotonic sports drink
(317 mOsm/kg)

Łagowska et al. [39]
(rowers; n = 11)

(80 min of exercises on a rowing
ergometer)

Men

Commercially available
sports drink

(258 mOsm/kg) Lactate concentration,
hematocrit

There are no statistically
significant differencesNatural carbohydrate

electrolyte drink
(402 mOsm/kg)

Our work
(field hockey; n = 14)
(90-min training unit)

Women

Low-mineralized water
(~20 mOsm/kg) HR, hematocrit, concentration of

lactate, calcium, chloride and
bicarbonate ions, magnesium,

standard base excess, blood and
urine pH, and urine-specific

gravity

Consumption of an isotonic drink
caused the smallest increase in the
concentration of aldosterone and
potassium ions, and the greatest

post-exercise reduction in sodium
ions and blood osmolality

High-mineralized water
(~88 mOsm/kg)

Isotonic drink
(~279 mOsm/kg)

VO2max: maximal oxygen uptake; VO2peak: peak oxygen uptake.

However, our own research shows that the amount of fluids, but not the quality, is of
greater importance for maintaining the correct water–electrolyte and acid–base balance.
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Our study has some limitations, which include the lack of the consideration of ions in
the urine and sweat. Analyses of the 24 h diet diaries before the performed tests were also
not undertaken.

The essential point of this manuscript is that the research topic is related to the deter-
mination of the effect of fluids with different minerals contents on the water–electrolyte
and acid–base balances. The available literature on this topic does not have homogeneous
results and specific recommendations for hydration strategies in various sports disciplines,
including field hockey. It was also the first time that such a wide range of blood and urine
biochemical parameters was used. The benefit of this study is that the measurements were
carried out in real training conditions, and not directly in isolated laboratory tests.

In the future, in order to more accurately assess the aim set in the study, we plan to
repeat the research, increasing the number of female players, including testing players
from other team games.

5. Conclusions

Based on a review of the available literature, we found that field hockey does not differ
from other sports in terms of the biochemical blood and urine indicators characterizing the
post-training changes of players.

The osmolarity of consumed fluids does not significantly affect the indicators of the
water–electrolyte balance and acid–base balance during exercise. Such an effect is only
noticeable after consuming an isotonic drink, manifesting itself in greater changes in the
concentration of aldosterone, sodium and potassium ions and plasma osmolality than
in the case of hypotonic drinks. Furthermore, the degree of mineralization of the water
consumed by female field hockey players did not affect the indicators of water–electrolyte
and acid–base balance in the blood and urine.

Isotonic drinks, unlike hypotonic drinks, most likely stabilize the RAA system during
training, which ensures the best hydration as defined by plasma osmolality.

The wide spectrum of commercially available sports drinks and waters used by
athletes raises the question of selecting those liquids that stabilize the water–electrolyte
and acid–base balances. Moreover, they should positively affect the exercise capacity of
athletes. The information contained in this publication discusses this issue in terms of the
different osmolarity levels of beverages, making the applied knowledge useful for both
players and coaches.
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Abstract: During endurance exercise, two problems arise from disturbed fluid–electrolyte balance:
dehydration and overhydration. The former involves water and sodium losses in sweat and urine
that are incompletely replaced, whereas the latter involves excessive consumption and retention of
dilute fluids. When experienced at low levels, both dehydration and overhydration have minor or no
performance effects and symptoms of illness, but when experienced at moderate-to-severe levels they
degrade exercise performance and/or may lead to hydration-related illnesses including hyponatremia
(low serum sodium concentration). Therefore, the present review article presents (a) relevant research
observations and consensus statements of professional organizations, (b) 5 rehydration methods in
which pre-race planning ranges from no advanced action to determination of sweat rate during a
field simulation, and (c) 9 rehydration recommendations that are relevant to endurance activities.
With this information, each athlete can select the rehydration method that best allows her/him to
achieve a hydration middle ground between dehydration and overhydration, to optimize physical
performance, and reduce the risk of illness.

Keywords: thirst; drinking; sweat; sodium; hyponatremia; overhydration; dehydration; marathon; triathlon

1. Introduction

The essential components of central nervous system maintenance of body water volume
and concentration include perceptions, behavior, nervous system responses, and the release
of hormones (vasopressin, AVP; angiotensin II; atrial natriuretic peptide; apelin) [1–4]. Per-
turbations of whole-body water volume and concentration are monitored by the brain,
the resulting thirst and oropharyngeal sensations modulate drinking, and neuroendocrine
responses regulate water and electrolyte excretion or retention by the kidneys [1]. Dur-
ing typical daily activities that do not include exercise, these complex interactions act to
maintain total body water volume and serum concentration within 1–3% of baseline each
day [5–7]. However, the relative influence of these processes varies with different life activ-
ities [8]. Table 1 explains that, during sedentary daily pursuits in a mild environment, renal
responses and thirst are the primary homeostatic regulators. During prolonged endurance
exercise at low intensities (5–24 h duration), renal responses and thirst have minor-to-large
effects on water regulation. As the duration of exercise increases, sweat losses become a
major factor in whole-body water balance [9], regardless of the volume of fluid consumed.

This review article considers endurance exercise from the perspectives of body water
and electrolyte balance, the negative effects that substantial fluid–electrolyte disturbances
(i.e., both water loss and gain) have on competitive performance and health, and ways
that endurance athletes can minimize performance decrements and mitigate the risk of
exercise-associated illness. This is important because an endurance athlete can lose as
much as 11–12% (7.8–8.5 kg) of body weight in the form of water, during a 12.3-h Ironman
triathlon in a cool environment (3.8-km swim, 180-km bike, 42.2-km run) [10]. This also
is important because day-long walking or hiking in a desert environment can result in
extreme body mass losses of 14–18% when fluids are unavailable or restricted (Figure 1).
Conversely, excessive fluid intake (i.e., water retention) can result in a body mass gain of
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more than 10% (7.8 kg) in 12.7 h while competing in an ultraendurance triathlon (ambient
temperature, Tamb, 20.5 ◦C) [11]. These vastly different changes of body mass represent
the primary problem and focus of this review paper: how to maintain a rehydration middle
ground during prolonged exercise that reliably reduces the risk of illness by avoiding
overhydration, and maintains exercise performance by avoiding significant dehydration.

Table 1. The relative effects of thirst, drinking, and physiological responses on fluid-electrolyte balance during ordinary
daily activities and endurance exercise.

Activity
Thirst &
Drinking
Behavior

Sweat Gland
Secretion of

Hypotonic Fluid

Kidney
Regulation of Water &

Electrolytes

Neuroendocrine
Homeostatic
Responses a

Effects on Water
& Electrolyte Balance

Sedentary daily
activities (16 h) Basal b Negligible Basal b Basal b

CNS responses are
sufficient to maintain water

and electrolyte
homeostasis

Brief exercise (5–30 min) at
moderate-to-high

intensity
Minor Minor-to-moderate Minor Minor, brief Water and electrolyte losses

are minor

Endurance exercise
(0.5–5 h) at low-to-high

intensity
Minor-to-large Moderate-to-large Minor-to-moderate Minor-to-large,

prolonged

Moderate-to-large
turnover c due to sweating

and drinking

Ultraendurance exercise
(5–24 h) at

low-to-moderate intensity
Moderate-to-large Large Moderate-to-large Large, prolonged

Water and electrolyte losses
in sweat and urine exceed

24 h dietary intake

CNS, central nervous system (i.e., brain and spinal cord); TBW, total body water. a, CNS effects involving nerves and hormones that regulate
whole-body water volume and concentration, blood volume/pressure/osmolality, and thirst (see [9] for a review of this topic). b, a standard
low level maintenance of whole-body fluid-electrolyte balance with small turnover (intake versus loss) and minor perturbations. c, turnover
refers to the sum of gains and losses of water and electrolytes.

Figure 1. Signs and symptoms of dehydration in men who walked in the desert without drinking. The symbol which appears
to the left of each sign or symptom identifies the approximate water deficit of its first report. Based on information from [12].

2. Problem: Water and Salt Losses during Endurance Exercise

Most ultraendurance competitors do not meet their fluid needs during competi-
tion [13], due primarily to three factors that interact to influence sweat volume and body
mass during prolonged exercise [14]. The first of these factors is exercise intensity. Table 2
presents whole-body water balance measurements of 32 cyclists who completed a 164-km
event in the state of Texas, USA during the month of August [15]. Cyclists have been
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grouped on the basis of time to complete 164 km: 9.6, 6.3, and 4.8 h. The total volume
of sweat lost by these groups were similar (range of 7000–7200 g), demonstrating that
the higher exercise intensities of groups 4.8 and 6.3 stimulated a greater sweat rate per
hour (p < 0.01 to 0.0001) than that of group 9.6. Exercise intensity also affected body mass
proportionally. The body mass change values for cyclist groups 9.6, 6.3, and 4.8 (columns
2–4, row 11) were −1800, −2300, and −2750 g. The second factor is exercise duration.
As shown in Table 2, slower cyclists may be on the course at least twice as long as faster
competitors. Not surprisingly, similar body mass losses occur commonly (Figure 2) during
ultra-running, ultra-cycling, and ultra-triathlon events [16]. Environmental temperature
represents a third factor that influences body water balance. During 42.2 km marathon
running, mild ambient conditions of 7, 10–12, and 20 ◦C resulted in mean sweat rates of
0.81, 0.96, and 1.52 L/h, respectively [17]. In addition, researchers measured the sweat rates
of athletes in a laboratory building (29 ◦C, 51% relative humidity; running and cycling
protocols), a mobile laboratory (29 ◦C, 65% rh), or field environment (25 ◦C, 55% rh) [18].
The majority of these athletes competed in team/skill sports (n = 1022) and individual
endurance sports (n = 255). The highest average sweat rates were observed in the sports
of American football (1.51 L/h) and Endurance Sports (1.28 L/h), whereas the lowest
occurred in baseball (0.83 L/h) and soccer (0.94 L/h).

Table 2. Characteristics of three groups of cyclists who completed a 164 km summer road cycling event in 4.8–9.6 h (modified
from [15]). No drinking instructions or experimental interventions were involved.

Variables
Average Exercise Duration (h) a

9.6 6.3 4.8

Pre-event body mass b (kg) 81.90 82.05 82.55
Number of male cyclists 11 11 10
Ground speed (km/h) 17.2 d 26.6 d 34.0 d

Rating of perceived exertion at finish c 16 16 16
ad libitum total fluid intake e (g) +6100 +4500 +3900 f

Rate of fluid intake (g/h) +635 +715 +810
Sweat secreted g (g) −7700 −7150 −7000

Sweat rate (g/h) −800 d −1135 −1460
Urine excreted g (g) −1300 −550 −450 d

Solid food mass consumed e (g) +423 +355 +350
Body mass change b (g) −1800 −2300 −2750
Body mass change (%) −2.0 −2.9 −3.4

Note: values are means or medians; negative values represent reduced mass or loss of fluid from the body; air temperature ranged from
24.4 ◦C (08:00 h) to 41.1 ◦C (15:00 h); for the purposes of this table, 1 g = 1 mL and 1 kg = 1 L. a, cyclist groups 9.6 and 6.3 voluntarily
stopped at 3 roadside aid stations for research measurements, elimination, drinking, and eating. Group 4.8 rode as part of a 5-h pace
team and did not stop during the entire event. b, measured with a calibrated floor scale (±100 g). c, using a printed 6 (very, very light)
to 20 (very, very hard) point perceptual rating scale [19]. d, significantly different from all other groups (p = 0.01 to 0.0001). e, based on
cyclist diet records and confirmed by interviews. f, significantly different from group 9.6 (p = 0.04). g, detailed methods are described in the
original publication [15].

Representing extreme points of reference, the following individual sweat rate values
have been observed. First, an elite marathon runner (age, 26 y; height, 185 cm; body mass,
66.9 kg) produced 3.7 L of sweat per h during the 1984 Los Angeles Summer Olympics
marathon (24–28 ◦C Tamb; time to complete 42.2-km race, 2 h 14.3 min; body mass change,
5.43 kg, −8.1%) [21]. Second, a runner (age, 30 y; height, 185 cm; body mass, 91.8 kg)
who had experienced heatstroke twice previously was observed to have a sweat loss of
4.1 L during a 70-min laboratory race simulation (25 ◦C) [22]. Third, the sweat rate of a
male tennis player (age, 26 y; height, 197 cm; body mass, 91.4 kg) was 4.3 L/h during a
60 min laboratory simulation (36.1 ◦C; brisk walking and jogging on a treadmill) [23]. The
sweat sodium losses (i.e., calculated by multiplying the measured sweat volume times
the sweat sodium concentration) during the two simulations were 5930 and 7610 mg Na+,
respectively. Additionally, as noted above, extreme body mass losses of −11 to −12% were
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experienced by competitors in an Ironman triathlon that required an average of 12.3 h
to complete [10].

Figure 2. The relationship between body weight change (%) and serum Na+ after 4.0–13.3 h of exercise (n = 2135) as
modified from [20]. Solid circles (•) represent asymptomatic marathon runners and Ironman triathletes. Open circles (�)
depict athletes with severe symptoms including hyponatremic encephalopathy (central nervous system dysfunction due to
brain swelling). Horizontal zone abbreviations: >RR, serum Na+ concentration above resting normal; RR, the laboratory
reference range for healthy adults (green horizontal boundaries); HB, biochemical hyponatremia which involves few or no
symptoms; HSYM, symptomatic hyponatremia. Symbols A–M were overlaid by the present author (see details below in
Section 3.2.1). Gray highlighted symbols depict individuals with fluid intake rates of ≤700 mL/h and body mass losses of
0.1 to 2.6%. Yellow highlighted squares indicate exertional hyponatremia cases (each n = 1) with fluid intake rates ranging
from 733–2061 L/h and body mass increases of +0.1 to +5.0%. Reprinted via the PNAS Open Access option from [20].

2.1. Effects of Dehydration on Endurance Exercise Performance

The negative influences of dehydration on exercise performance are recognized by
professional sports medicine organizations [24–27] and sport governing bodies [28] in
position statements regarding rehydration, exertional heat illness, and physical perfor-
mance. Although the precise water deficit at which performance decrements occurs is
difficult to determine because of inter-individual differences, there is overall consensus
in the literature that dehydration of −2 to −4% represents the range in which endurance
exercise performance declines [24–26,28–31]. This effect is illustrated in Figure 3, which
presents a performance analysis of 34 published studies involving dehydration; a body
water deficit of 1–3% was less likely to impair endurance exercise performance significantly
(p < 0.05) than dehydration of 4–7% [32]. These 60 statistical comparisons involved outdoor
track running, trail running, outdoor road cycling, indoor treadmill running, indoor rowing
ergometry, and indoor cycle ergometry.
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Figure 3. The effects of dehydration on exercise performance. Fractions represent the number of
statistically significant (p < 0.05) observations out of the number at each level of body mass loss.
Across all dehydration levels, 68% of comparisons indicated impairment. Reprinted from [32] via the
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/
4.0/) accessed on 2 March 2021.

It also is relevant that controlled field studies have reported statistically significant
decrements of endurance exercise performance at lower levels of dehydration (−1.0 to
−2.2%). These controlled protocols evaluated running competitions at (a) three distances
on an outdoor all-weather track [33] and (b) an outdoor cycling hill-climbing performance
competition [34]. Similar performance decrements were reported for two indoor cycling
simulations [35,36] when dehydration ranged from 1.0–1.8%.

Decrements of outdoor cycling performance which occur at ≤4% body mass loss
have been disputed in one meta-analysis [37] which evaluated 5 research articles (13 effect
estimates). However, virtually all researchers agree that moderate-to-severe dehydration
(e.g., 4–7% versus 1–2% body mass loss; Figure 3) results in greater physiologic strain and
decreased aerobic exercise performance [24,26,29,30,32,38–41].

Physiologists agree that dehydration-induced aerobic performance decrements are
greater in hot versus cool environments [24,29,41,42], due to greater thermal and cardiovas-
cular strain (i.e., increased skin temperature and blood flow, greater plasma volume loss,
decreased cardiac output) that becomes physiologically impactful in the dehydration range
of 2–4% of body mass [43,44]. In terms of associated physiological effects, a summary of
8 relevant publications [29] noted that a 4–5% dehydration level reduced maximal oxygen
consumption (VO2max) more in a hot environment (−9 to −27% when Tamb ≥ 30 ◦C) than
in a cool or mild environment (−3 to −7% when Tamb was 15–26 ◦C). The consequences of
this dehydration included a shorter exercise time to exhaustion, an obligatory reduction in
exercise intensity, or both.

2.2. Effects of Dehydration on Symptomatology and Illness

The classic desert field observations of Adolph and colleagues [12] during the mid-
1940s were among the first descriptions of exercise-induced dehydration that approached
and exceeded 10% body mass loss. Although Adolph’s systematic observations of dehy-
drated soldiers walking in the desert (Tamb > 37 ◦C) were not subject to statistical analyses,
they provide a thorough description of the detrimental health effects of prolonged de-
hydration. Figure 1 presents a summary of the signs and symptoms that were reported
when dehydration exceeded 2%. The following Section 2.2.1 through Section 2.2.3 describe
disorders that result from water and salt deficiencies.
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2.2.1. Exercise Associated Collapse

A patient classification and care matrix, developed after years of treating runners in the
medical tent of the Twin Cities Marathon, Minnesota, USA [45] facilitates clinical decision
making and expedites the transition of distressed runners through a field medical facility
near the finish line. Treatment of exercise-associated collapse centers on fluid replacement
and body cooling or warming if needed. For suspected dehydration after the marathon,
oral fluid replacement is preferred (e.g., water, fluid-electrolyte beverage, or 200–300 mL of
salty soup bouillon to aid fluid retention). Intravenous fluid is necessary when casualties
are unable to tolerate oral intake, and when there are clinical indications of severe volume
depletion or ongoing fluid losses from vomiting or diarrhea. During medical treatment, to
avoid adding water to a runner who already is overhydrated, exertional hyponatremia (see
Section 3.2) is ruled out before intravenous fluid administration by assessing the serum
Na+ concentration of runners who finish after 4 h [45].

2.2.2. Exertional Heat Illnesses

Water and salt losses in sweat have implications for the health of athletes who ex-
ercise in hot environments. Water and sodium deficits are recognized as predisposing
factors for exertional heat stroke [46–48], exertional heat cramps [49], and exertional heat
exhaustion [43,50]. Regarding the latter illness, research has shown that (a) mild exercise
(40–50%VO2max) in hot environments (34–39 ◦C) does not induce heat exhaustion unless a
significant fluid-electrolyte loss and cardiovascular strain exist; (b) a moderate but cumula-
tive dehydration across 3 days can result in exertional heat exhaustion [51,52]; and (c) 85%
of heat exhaustion patients who presented at a deep metalliferous mine infirmary exhibited
a urine specific gravity of 1.020–1.040, indicating mild-to-severe dehydration [53].

2.2.3. Kidney Dysfunction and Renal Stress

Failure of the kidneys to perform essential functions (i.e., the clinical disorder named
acute renal failure) is possible but uncommon during marathon footraces of 42.2 km and
dehydration less than 4% of body mass [54]. However, both immediate (during and post-
race) and delayed effects (i.e., 1–5 d after the event) of dehydration have been reported as
abnormal values for urine flow rate, osmolar clearance, creatinine clearance, and protein in
the renal filtration apparatus [54]. When no renal dysfunction is observed, considerable
renal concentrating stress is possible. For example, 11 out of 33 cyclists who finished a
summer 164 km ultraendurance event exhibited marked urine concentration, verified with
specific gravity > 1.030 [55].

3. Problem: Overhydration during Endurance Exercise

3.1. Hyperhydration and Exercise Performance

No evidence suggests that deliberate pre-exercise consumption of excess pure water
has an ergogenic effect on exercise performance [24,56]. Glycerol, however, often is ingested
prior to exercise (e.g., 1.2 g/kg body mass with a volume of fluid equal to 26 mL/kg body
mass) to hyperhydrate athletes by increasing water retention and plasma volume while
decreasing urine volume [57]. This act delays reaching a level of dehydration that degrades
exercise performance. Research results are not conclusive, in that studies have shown both an
ergogenic effect and no effect on exercise performance [58,59]. However, one caveat should
be noted. As glycerol dilutes both intracellular and extracellular fluids prior to exercise, it
may predispose athletes to low serum Na+ as described in the next paragraph, especially if
aggressive drinking occurs during exercise. A similar predisposition to low serum Na+ has
been reported for deliberate overhydration with water and dilute fluids [24,60,61].

3.2. Exertional Hyponatremia (EHN): A Potential Medical Emergency

When overhydration during exercise dilutes blood, an osmotic pressure gradient
causes water to move into cells. The resulting cell swelling can result in EHN, one of
the few illnesses that is potentially fatal to otherwise healthy athletes during exercise.
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Recognizable symptoms appear in most athletes at a serum concentration of approximately
130–135 mmol Na+/L [26,62] and include lightheadedness, dizziness, nausea, puffiness
(e.g., hands and feet), and body weight gain from baseline [63]. The majority of athletes
whose serum Na+ is below 130 mmol/L (Figure 2) experience symptoms; these may
include headache, vomiting, frothy sputum, difficulty breathing, pulmonary edema (i.e.,
fluid accumulation with swelling), and altered mental status such as confusion or seizure
that results from cerebral edema [10,64].

The signs and symptoms of EHN do not necessarily correlate with the serum Na+ in
the range shown in Table 3 (≥130 mmol Na+/L). The total symptoms score (column 10),
rated with a validated Environmental Symptoms Questionnaire [65], was not related to
the change of serum Na+ (column 5). Indeed, the self-rated symptoms of hyponatremic
cyclists LC and AM (serum Na+ of 130 mmol/L) ranked among the lowest in this subject
sample [66]. Thus, the severity of symptoms and not the absolute value of serum Na+

concentration guide the course of medical treatment [63].

Table 3. Athlete physiological and perceptual responses during a summer road cycling event (7.1–10.9 h duration). Data are
rank-ordered on the basis of serum Na+ change (column 5). Modified from [66] with unpublished data added.

Cyclists
Total Fluid

Intake (L) a,b

Total Fluid
Intake

(ml/kg) a,b

Sodium Intake
(mg) a,b

Change of
Serum Na+

(mmol/L) a

Pre-Event
Body Mass

(kg)

Body Mass
Change (%) a

Urine
Specific

Gravity at
Finish Line

Rating of
Thirst at

Finish Line c

Environmental
Symptoms

Questionnaire
d Total Score
at Finish Line

A 3.7 42 356 +6 88.6 −4.6 1.021 4 13
B 5.3 75 194 +4 71.0 +1.4 1.024 8 10
C 3.0 48 328 +3 61.8 −4.2 1.030 6 11
D 4.7 62 149 +1 75.2 −1.2 1.026 8 27
E 10.9 139 1166 +1 78.5 −1.5 1.020 7 25
F 4.6 54 124 −1 85.5 +0.1 1.021 6 21
G 4.1 50 261 −2 82.0 −1.8 1.030 5 13
H 3.4 41 263 −2 82.9 −0.1 1.023 4 11
I 9.5 103 823 −2 91.8 −4.6 1.034 6 25
J 9.6 124 1259 −3 77.2 −1.9 1.016 4 17
K 10.5 101 1182 −3 104.7 +1.0 1.026 5 21
L 9.2 109 1601 −6 84.7 +1.1 1.003 5 12

LC e 13.7 191 1179 −11 72.0 +4.3 1.003 2 4
AM e 14.7 189 3292 −11 77.5 +0.1 1.010 2 11

a, during the 164-km ride; b, consumed in water, beverages, sport drinks, solid foods, bars, gels, tablets, capsules; c, a visual rating scale
presented thirst levels of increasing intensity, ranging from 1(not thirsty) to 9 (very, very thirsty); d, see reference [65]; e, cyclists LC and AM
experienced exertional hyponatremia, both with a serum Na+ of 130 mmol/L.

Table 3 includes data regarding two recreational cyclists (LC and AM) who began
a summer 164-km event (Tamb, 34 ± 5 ◦C) with normal serum electrolytes but finished
the ride with a serum sodium concentration of 130 mmol/L, indicative of mild EHN. The
data of 12 other finishers (A–L, column 1) are presented to allow comparisons. Although
they did not ride together, both cyclists consumed a large and similar relative volume of
fluid (191 and 189 mL/kg), experienced an identical 11 mmol/L decrease of serum sodium,
and reported low thirst sensations. However, one (LC) gained 3.1 kg (+4.3% of body mass)
during 8.9 h of exercise (i.e., suggesting a dilutional effect) and the other (AM) maintained
body mass (+0.1 kg, +0.1%, 10.6 h), suggesting that no excess fluid was retained. Thus,
Table 3 suggests a complex, individualized EHN etiology [66].

After exercise, fluids should be consumed judiciously because symptoms of EHN
may develop hours after excess fluid consumption, as described in two published case
reports. The first involved a 21-year old man who had aggressively consumed water and
gained 5.25 kg of body weight during 5 h of treadmill exercise in a hot environment [61].
He was asymptomatic until he experienced nausea and malaise late that evening, and
was transferred to a nearby hospital with a serum Na+ of 122 mmol/L. After a night of
observation, fluid restriction, and large urine output, he was released at 11:00 a.m. the
next morning without symptoms. A more serious EHN case with delayed symptom onset
involved a 49-year old runner who finished a 42.2 km marathon in 4 h 22 min then boarded
an airline flight to return home [67]. Approximately 5 h after he finished the race, he became
ill and experienced a grand mal seizure in the aisle of the cabin. The pilots diverted the
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aircraft to a nearby city for an emergency landing. The runner was transported to a hospital,
where he experienced two additional seizures while unconscious with a serum Na+ of
129 mmol/L. A chest x-ray indicated pulmonary edema and a brain scan revealed cerebral
edema; he also was diagnosed with renal insufficiency and liver damage. During the
ensuing 18 months, this runner learned that he was unable to mentally process information
that had previously been routine, and he was unable to perform his professional duties.

3.2.1. Predisposing Factors for EHN

Exercise duration greater than 4 h, high sweat rate, high sweat Na+, and small body
size have been identified as predisposing factors for EHN [63,68–70]. Table 4 allows
consideration of other risk factors; data are rank-ordered on the basis of final serum Na+

(column 5). As the severity of EHN increased (i.e., moving from top to bottom as serum
Na+ decreased), both body mass change (column 6) and the rate of fluid intake (column 8)
trended toward increasing. The individuals and groups in Table 4 (labeled A through M
in column 1) also are depicted in Figure 2, allowing comparisons to a large data base of
marathon runners and Ironman triathletes. The open symbols (�) in Figure 2 represent
individuals who sought medical care for symptomatic EHN.

Table 4. Factors that influence exertional hyponatremia. Letters in column 1 refer to the symbols embedded in Figure 2.

Symbols in
Figure 2

Men Women
Scenario (Ambient
Temperature, ◦C)

Final Serum
Na+

(mmol/L)

Body Mass
Change (%)

Exercise
Duration (h)

Rate of
Fluid Intake

(ml/h)

Mean Initial
Body Mass

(kg)
Source

Background
data points

a a 11 endurance events a See Figure 3 See Figure 3 b b b [20]

A 42 164 km cycling (34.4) 141 −0.8 9.1 649 85.9 [55]
B 31 164 km cycling (24.4–39.5) 141 −1.4 9.0 700 85.4 [66]
C 6 164 km cycling (34.4) 140 −0.1 9.0 520 67.3 [55]
D 50 100 km run (15.6–21.7) 138 −2.6 12.2 600 74.9 [71]
E 7 Treadmill walk (41.0) c 136 −0.1 4.0 c 640 77.9 [61]
F 5 44 km trail run (15–34) 131 −2.2 9.3 290 d 81.9 [72]

G 1 Ironman triathlon
(21.0) e,f 131 +0.9 13.3 733 57.5 [73]

H 1 164 km cycling (24.4–39.5) g 130 +4.3 8.9 1,500 72.0 [66]

I 1 Ironman triathlon
(21.0) e,f 130 +2.5 12.0 764 59.0 [73]

J 1 164 km cycling (24.4–39.5) g 130 +0.1 10.6 1,400 77.5 [66]
K 2 5 Ironman triathlon e 128 −0.5 12.3 b 62.5 [74]
L 1 Treadmill walk (41.0) c 122 +4.0 4.0 c 2,061 h 82.2 [61]
M 1 Ironman triathlon e 116 +5.0 14.0 1,642 b [75]

Note: values are means or medians (columns 5–9) when the number of subjects is ≥ 2. a, 3 Ironman triathlons, 6 marathon footraces
(42.2 km), a 109 km cycling tour, and a 160 km footrace (2,135 athletes); b, not reported; c, 5.6 km/h, 5% grade, 30 min walking and
30 min seated rest per hour; d, runners were allowed to drink and eat only fluids and food provided by the race organizing committee, at
11 intermediate checkpoint stations, positioned every 3–5 km; they did not drink when thirsty or ad libitum; e, triathlon stages were 3.8 km
swim, 180 km cycle, 42.2 km run; f, this athlete stopped during the cycling stage due to hyponatremic illness; g, identical to cyclists LC and
AM in Table 4 (column 1); h, this individual purposefully overhydrated.

A few athletes possess a “perfect storm” of characteristics in which a high sweat
rate (e.g., 2.0–3.0 L/h) coexists with a high sweat sodium concentration (e.g., 40–80 mmol
Na+/L; 2.3–4.6 g NaCl/L). These athletes may be identified by white salt deposits on
a shirt, jersey, or shorts. Due to their relatively large sodium loss in sweat, they are at
increased risk of developing EHN. In a hypothetical calculation, Hiller [68] noted that
an Ironman triathlete with a sweat rate of 1.5 L/h could lose 36 g of NaCl (14,040 mg of
sodium) in 12 h. This observation is supported by the mathematical prediction model
of Montain et al. [76], which demonstrates that a high sweat sodium concentration is an
important etiological factor.

3.2.2. EHN Etiologies

Multiple EHN origins have been described [20,61,66,67,71], and consensus regarding
a single etiology is difficult to reach because some cases reportedly involve hyponatremia
with body mass gain (i.e., hypervolemic hyponatremia, water retention that exceeds sweat
and urine losses) [10,77–79], whereas other EHN cases involve hyponatremia with body
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mass loss due to partially replaced sweat water and sodium losses (hypovolemic hypona-
tremia) [10,68,77,80]. Importantly, a 2015 consensus document noted that all known EHN
fatalities to that date had involved overconsumption of dilute fluids [63].

3.2.3. EHN Cases Involve Variable Vasopressin Responses

Vasopressin (antidiuretic hormone) is the body’s principal water-regulating hormone.
It functions to maintain body water balance, in conjunction with thirst, by regulating
serum osmolality within narrow limits [81]. Although dehydration with elevated serum
osmolality is the primary stimulus for the release of vasopressin from the pituitary, non-
osmotic factors also are known, including plasma volume decrease, hypoglycemia, nausea,
and vomiting [82].

In an unknown percentage of EHN cases, serum vasopressin increases abnormally
during overhydration, facilitating water retention. This inappropriately high serum vaso-
pressin also stimulates sodium excretion by the kidneys, reducing serum Na+. As vaso-
pressin has a brief half-life and laboratory analysis is technically difficult, this hormone
rarely is analyzed in cases of EHN. Nevertheless, this condition was verified during a
marathon field study [83] in which 43% of runners with a serum Na+ < 130 mmol/L ex-
hibited inappropriately high serum vasopressin levels (range, 3–17 pg/mL), and during a
case of symptomatic EHN that developed during a laboratory investigation [61]. A notable
exception to these reports occurred among 7 symptomatic Ironman triathletes [74] who
finished 12 h of exercise with a median body weight loss of 0.5%, post-exercise plasma
Na+ of 128 mmol/L, and a post-exercise plasma vasopressin concentration of 1.6 pmol/L;
these values represented symptomatic EHN with a low serum vasopressin concentration.
A control group of 11 asymptomatic triathletes exhibited the following comparison values:
body weight loss of 3.9%, plasma Na+ of 141 mmol/L, and a plasma vasopressin concen-
tration of 4.6 pmol/L; these levels represented a typical hormonal response to moderate
dehydration. These variable vasopressin responses illustrate why it is difficult to attain
consensus regarding the role of arginine vasopressin in EHN.

A coherent explanation for variable vasopressin responses was published by Hew-
Butler [82]. Her review article distinguished intense (brief, >90% of maximal oxygen
consumption), steady state (sustained at 40–60% of maximal oxygen uptake), and pro-
longed endurance (>1 h) exercise. During the former, an obvious and statistically significant
increase of plasma vasopressin occurs that exceeds the expected increase due to increased
plasma osmolality. Steady state exercise also generally stimulates a statistically significant
vasopressin increase. During prolonged competitive endurance exercise, a similar vaso-
pressin increase occurs, with or without significant increases of serum Na+ or osmolality;
this elevation persisted for 2 h after a 24 h competitive track race and for 31 h after a 38 km
non-competitive run. In all of these exercise types, it appears that published vasopressin
responses are difficult to interpret because of differences in exercise intensity [82].

3.2.4. Evidence for an EHN Drinking Rate Threshold

A previous analysis of 6 groups of runners and triathletes reported that no case of
symptomatic EHN occurred (serum sodium < 130 mmol/L during continuous exercise
that lasted 3.2–12.3 h) among 270 athletes who consumed less than 750 mL of fluid per
hour [67]. In addition, case reports of two female ultradistance triathletes [73] observed
that their post-race hyponatremia (130 and 131 mmol Na+/L) was accompanied by weight
gain (0.5 and 1.5 kg). They consumed fluids during competition at a rate of 730 and
760 mL/h. Figure 2 also supports this drinking rate threshold for the onset of EHN, in
that all yellow highlighted square symbols represent individuals who consumed fluids
at a rate > 700 mL/h, and gained weight during their respective exercise bouts. These
individuals are clustered in the lower left quadrant of Figure 2, among symptomatic athletes
(open symbols, �). These observations suggest that endurance athletes who consume
fluids at a rate < 700 mL/h have a decreased risk of EHN. This theoretical 700 mL/h fluid
consumption rate threshold is consistent with the 400 to 800 mL/h recommendations of
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both the International Marathon Medical Directors Association [84], the American College
of Sports Medicine [24], and a mathematical model that was designed to clarify the etiology
of EHN [76].

3.2.5. Does Sodium Intake Counteract a Low Serum Na+?

It is widely recognized that salt (sodium chloride, NaCl) capsules are consumed
during triathlons and marathons. Exploring this trend within endurance sports, Hoffman
& Stuempfle [80] reported that 90–96% of runners consumed sodium supplements during
a 161-km ultramarathon footrace because they believed that it prevented muscle cramps
and hyponatremia. However, there is little evidence to support this belief. For example,
Table 3 shows that cyclists J, K, L, LC and AM consumed the largest amounts of sodium but
experienced the greatest decrease of serum Na+, whereas cyclists A, B, C and D consumed
small amounts of sodium and experienced an increased serum Na+ [61]. Therefore, sodium
consumption did not prevent EHN from occurring in cyclists LC and AM, and low sodium
intake by other cyclists was not associated with EHN. Similar conclusions have been
published regarding ultramarathon competitors by Speedy et al. [85], Hew-Butler et al. [86],
Hoffman and Stuempfle [80], and Hoffman and Myers [87].

Two controlled laboratory studies also have quantified the effects of sodium consump-
tion on serum Na+. The first provided 3911 mg of sodium during 6 h of exercise in a 34 ◦C
environment [88], and the second provided 1409 mg sodium during 3 h of exercise at
30 ◦C [89]. Post-exercise measurements detected a mean serum Na+ increase of 3 mmol/L
(i.e., supplemented versus control experiments) in both studies, indicating that sodium
supplementation had a minor influence on serum Na+ levels.

4. The Complexity of Thirst and Drinking

Thirst prompts seeking and consuming water, and is measured with a subjective
rating scale. Drinking behavior is distinct from thirst, is measured as the volume of
fluid consumed, and may involve fluid selection on the basis of preferred or required
characteristics (i.e., temperature, palatability, ingredients, energy content) [90].

During sedentary daily activities (i.e., producing a small 24-h water turnover), the
perception of thirst, the act of drinking, renal regulation of water and electrolytes, and neu-
roendocrine responses (Table 1) adequately regulate total body water volume and serum
concentration within 1–3% of each individual’s baseline, from one day to the next [5–7].
During prolonged endurance exercise, however, the relationship between perception of
thirst and whole-body fluid–electrolyte balance can be distorted by physiological chal-
lenges [32,91] such as sizeable water and sodium losses in sweat, movement of water
between the intracellular and extracellular spaces, or plasma volume depletion [6].

4.1. Multiple Factors Influence Drinking during Endurance Exercise

Figure 4 presents several factors that influence thirst and drinking behavior, each
of which is monitored and regulated continuously by the central nervous system. Thus,
the phrase dynamic complexity applies to the vast, integrated, brain-wide network of
nerve circuits and brain regions that regulate thirst, drinking, body water volume, and
fluid concentration [92]. The findings of two recent human studies [93,94] suggest that
thirst is one of multiple conscious perceptions and subconscious autonomic responses
(Figure 4) that evolve simultaneously during dehydration and rehydration to influence
drinking behavior. Simply stated, the internal motivation to consume water is influenced
by multiple factors that reinforce the perception of thirst.
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Figure 4. Influences on thirst and drinking behavior during endurance exercise. All factors in this
diagram are perceived, monitored, and/or regulated by the brain.

As dehydration concentrates extracellular fluid, plasma osmolality (Posm) is rec-
ognized as the primary factor that stimulates thirst [2,81,95]. However, as shown in
Figure 5, the Posm threshold at which thirst is perceived varies greatly across individuals
(range, 274–293 mOsm/kg) and may be lower than the range of laboratory reference values
for Posm (285–295 mOsm/kg) [96]. The data in Figure 5 were compiled from 5 published
human studies; the shape of this frequency distribution implies that the thirst threshold
is a multifactorial (polygenic) characteristic [97]. Although inter-individual differences of
the Posm threshold for thirst have not been studied during exercise, Figure 5 suggests that
the level of dehydration (i.e., increased Posm) that initiates drinking during exercise might
differ considerably among athletes.

Figure 5. Frequency distribution of the plasma osmolality (Posm) threshold for the onset of thirst.
The horizontal gray bar delineates the laboratory reference range of Posm values (285–295 mOsm/kg)
for healthy adults. Reprinted under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribu-
tion (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/) accessed on 2 March 2021.
Modified from [97].
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4.2. Inter-Individual Differences

Figure 6 illustrates six factors that influence the change of body mass and serum
Na+. Interactions of these factors with inherited characteristics and endurance training
regimens produce great differences among athletes. In Figure 2, for example, if a male
athlete experienced a body mass change of only—0.5% (0.35 kg) during a 13 h Ironman
triathlon, his serum Na+ could range from 119 (symptomatic EHN) to 157 mmol/L (severe
hypernatremia). Conversely, if a male athlete finished with a serum Na+ of 140 mmol/L (i.e.,
in the center of the reference range for healthy adults), his body weight change could range
from +5.5% (+3.9 kg) to −12.5% (−8.8 kg). These large serum Na+ and body mass ranges
represent the effects of numerous perceptual, behavioral, hereditary and fluid-electrolyte
variables (Figures 4–6), but are influenced mostly by the total volume of sweat produced
(e.g., 15.6 L/13 h at a sweat rate of 1.2 L/h) and the total volume of fluid consumed (e.g.,
9.1 L/13 h at a drinking rate of 700 mL/h).

Figure 6. Factors that influence the relationship between body weight gain/loss and serum Na+ during endurance exercise.
The largest effects on whole body fluid–electrolyte balance are the volume of sweat lost and the volume of fluid consumed.
Notes: a, water and low-sodium fluids promote dilution of body fluids; b, physical training and heat acclimatization increase
sweat rate and decrease sweat sodium concentration; c, urine production decreases during exercise; d, increased dietary
sodium encourages water retention but affects only a minor increase of serum Na+.

Large inter-individual differences also exist among elite runners. Fluid intake rates
were determined for 10 men who placed 1st or 2nd (range of finish times, 2:03:59 to 2:10:55)
during prestigious city marathons [98]. Each runner’s drinking behavior was recorded on
videotape and fluid intake was estimated by multiplying drinking time by 45.2 mL/s (i.e.,
a value determined by laboratory drinking simulations). Half of these runners consumed
fluids at rates that ranged from 30–300 mL/h (73–631 mL total), whereas the rate of
fluid intake of the other 5 elite runners ranged from 420–1040 mL/h (886–2205 mL total).
Clearly, these data indicate that elite marathon runners (a) ingest fluid at rates that span a
wide range during competition (30–1040 mL/h), and (b) some individuals greatly exceed
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the proposed drinking rate threshold at which symptomatic EHN appears (700 mL/h),
described above in Section 3.2.4.

4.3. Personal Beliefs and Sources of Rehydration Information

Personal beliefs about drinking may predispose an athlete to EHN, according to the
findings of two case reports. The first [66] involved cyclists LC and AM in Table 3 (who also
are designated as athletes H and J in Table 4). Their urine specific gravity measurements on
Day-1 (LC, 1.006; AM, 1.004; 31 control cyclists, 1.017) and the morning of the road ride (LC,
1.003; AM, 1.005; controls, 1.019) indicated that both had overhydrated before prolonged
exercise. The authors suggested that their pre-event hydration behavior, coupled with
high rates of fluid intake during the ride (LC, 1500 mL/h; AM, 1400 mL/h), resulted in
both cyclists experiencing asymptomatic EHN. The second publication [61] involved a
controlled case report of EHN (serum Na+, 122 mmol/L) observed during 5 h of intermittent
treadmill walking in a hot environment (Tamb, 41 ◦C). A physically fit, 21 year-old male
began exercise with blood values (serum Na+, 134 mmol/L; osmolality, 282 mOsm/kg)
slightly below the laboratory reference ranges for healthy males, because he had voluntarily
overhydrated throughout the previous day. Overhydration prior to exercise is known to
lower serum Na+ and therefore increase the risk of dilutional hyponatremia if fluids are
aggressively consumed during exercise [24]. This man acknowledged that his pre-exercise
overhydrated state, and his high rate of fluid intake during exercise (2061 mL/h; 10.31 L
total), were purposeful. He believed that drinking a large volume of water would decrease
his risk of exertional heat exhaustion and heatstroke.

To understand the factors that guide drinking behavior, Winger and colleagues [99]
surveyed 106 female and 97 male runners who had competed in road races (average
experience, 13.0 and 8.3 y, respectively) at distances ranging from 5 to 42.2 km. Seven
years later, Wilson [100] surveyed 223 female and 199 male marathon runners (average
number completed by both groups, 4). Both studies focused on runner perceptions of
fluid replacement, their beliefs about rehydration during exercise, and drinking behaviors.
Winger et al. [99] observed that the most important influences on the drinking behavior of
runners were: trial and error/personal history, recommendations from running groups or
clubs, and advice from friends; sport drink companies were the least influential sources of
information. Among marathon runners, Wilson [100] reported that the following sources
of information were considered to be the most reliable: social media, print magazines,
a personal trainer, and a fellow runner; scientific journals, dietitians/nutritionists, and
running coaches were rated as the least reliable sources of information.

4.4. Unique Characteristics of Competitive Events

Distinctive aspects of different sporting events also can influence an athlete’s rate of
fluid intake; three examples follow. First, the possibility of inhaling water when respiratory
ventilation rate is high (e.g., 120–155 L/min), and potentially having to stop to clear both
lungs [21], may deter runners from drinking. Second, whereas fluid intake during endurance
footraces is generally limited to the number of aid stations along a race course or a water
bottle in hand, cyclists can consume fluids whenever desired because containers are attached
to the bicycle frame or held in jersey pockets. Third, during the water stage of a triathlon,
endurance swimmers have no access to fluids except the water they inadvertently consume
during competition. These factors explain, in part, the consistent observation that endurance
competitors replace ≤ 50% of sweat losses when allowed liquids ad libitum [101–103].

5. Rehydration Options

Table 5 describes five approaches to rehydration that endurance athletes employ:
drink when thirsty, ad libitum drinking, individualized planned drinking, drink nothing,
and drink as much as possible. In the following paragraphs, these approaches will be
named options 1 through 5. The percentage of athletes who employ each option during
endurance exercise is unknown.
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Table 5. Five options for rehydration during endurance exercise.

Description Objective/Rationale
Relevant

Publications

1. Drink when thirsty. Fluid intake occurs only
when thirst is sensed.

Primary focus: to prevent exertional hyponatremia. Secondary goal: to
prevent a level of dehydration that impairs exercise performance.

Proponents of this method assert that increased extracellular concentration
triggers thirst to naturally protect athletes from the negative consequences

of both fluid excess and severe dehydration. However, no randomized,
controlled study confirms that drinking when thirsty successfully prevents
exertional hyponatremia. Rationale: drinking when thirsty preserves serum

Na+ and osmolality within the normal laboratory reference range.

[55,84,104–110]

2. Ad libitum drinking. Consuming fluid whenever
and in whatever volume desired, without specific

focus on thirst.

Primary focus: to prevent exertional hyponatremia. Secondary goal: to
prevent a level of dehydration that impairs exercise performance. Ad

libitum drinking often is viewed as being identical to drinking when thirsty
(above), however it is subtly different. See text for details.

[6,55,101,110,111]

3. Individualized planned drinking. This involves
drinking a predetermined fluid volume that is

determined by measuring sweat rate.

Primary focus: to prevent excessive dehydration that impairs exercise
performance and to prevent exertional hyponatremia. Secondary goals: to
decrease the risk of heat illness (heat exhaustion, heat stroke), and reduce

cardiovascular/thermoregulatory strain associated with dehydration.
Rationale: because there is considerable inter-individual variability of sweat

rate and sweat electrolyte concentration, a customized fluid replacement
plan meets each athlete’s individual rehydration needs.

[24,26,32,66,108,112,113]

4. Purposefully drink nothing during exercise. No professional sport medicine or sport nutrition organization recommends
this extreme option for prolonged endurance exercise.

5. Purposefully drink as much as possible, in excess
of thirst.

No professional sport medicine or sport nutrition organization recommends
this extreme option for prolonged endurance exercise. Nevertheless, a 2011

survey of runners (5 to 42.2 km finishers) determined that 8.9% plan to
drink as much as possible during racing and training.

[99]

5.1. Options 1 and 2

The distinction between option 1 (using perceived thirst as the only signal to drink)
and option 2 (consuming fluid whenever and in whatever volume desired) is subtle [101].
In fact, some professional organizations and experts have not recognized these as distinct
behaviors and some authors use these terms synonymously [6,26,84,98,99,101]. However, a
2014 field study determined that cyclists could identify whether they typically used option
1 or 2 and self-selected into one of two study groups (n = 12 in each). Despite the fact that
cyclists understood options 1 and 2 as distinct rehydration behaviors, no between-group
differences were observed in the following measurements: total fluid intake (L), body
mass change (%), time to ride 164 km (h), urine specific gravity, and rating of thirst at the
finish line [110]. Thus, the greatest value of distinguishing options 1 and 2 may exist in
communications among athletes.

During prolonged endurance exercise, the effectiveness of thirst and drinking in
maintaining whole-body fluid–electrolyte balance is challenged [32] by large water and
sodium losses in sweat, perturbations of intracellular volume or concentration, and plasma
volume depletion [6]. As one example of several in the literature, Greenleaf et al. [91]
reported that test subjects who drank ad libitum during exercise-heat stress, were not
thirsty and felt fully recovered despite a body water deficit of 4–5 L. This phenomenon was
named involuntary dehydration [6,12] because thirst was not sufficient to maintain body
water and fluid intake did not match the level of dehydration. Voluntary dehydration is
observed in most endurance athletes [17,102].

A field study involving 26 ultraendurance cyclists explored thirst during exercise [114].
Ratings of thirst were statistically compared to several other variables during 7 h of exercise
(mean ground speed, 25.4 km/h; Tamb, 35.5 ◦C). The total fluid intake of these male cyclists
varied greatly, ranging from 2.1 to 10.5 L during the 164 km ride. Post-event ratings of
thirst were not significantly correlated with any measured variable, including total fluid
intake (i.e., a measure of drinking behavior), body mass index, height, ground speed,
body water balance (ingested fluid volume—volume of fluid lost), and change of body
mass. In other words, the intensity of thirst did not represent the degree of dehydration
or the volume of fluid consumed. This observation is consistent with the known effects
of oropharyngeal sensations on drinking behavior. These sensory signals (e.g., mouth
dryness, swallowing fluid) rapidly reduce and limit fluid intake by modulating satiety
and opposing overdrinking [115]. Thus, whenever fluid is consumed, even if the volume
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is small, oropharyngeal signals diminish the sensation of thirst [93,115] and theoretically
reduce the risk of EHN by reducing fluid intake.

5.2. Option 3

Individualized planned drinking appeals to athletes who prefer to design their exercise
rehydration systematically. This approach to rehydration is recommended by the National
Athletic Trainer’s Association [26] and the American College of Sports Medicine [24].
The accuracy of this method relies on an objective measurement of sweat rate during
outdoor exercise. After sweat rate is determined, the athlete can design a customized fluid
replacement plan for use during endurance exercise, realizing that the predetermined rate
of fluid intake always should be less than sweat rate, to avoid overhydration and body
weight gain.

5.2.1. Determining Sweat Rate

The method to determine sweat rate involves voiding the bowel and bladder, weighing
body mass before exercise on a digital floor scale with a precision of 0.1 kg (i.e., 0.2 lb),
simulating a future competitive event (i.e., considering environmental conditions, exercise
intensity), and measuring body weight after exercise [116,117]. Sweat rate equals the
body mass change per hour. If fluid is consumed or if urine is excreted between the pre-
and post-exercise body weight measurements, the final sweat rate should be corrected as
follows: sweat rate (L/h) = body weight difference (1 kg = 1 L) + water intake (L)—urine
volume (L). All factors are measured over a 1-h or half-hour period; the latter is corrected
to 1 h mathematically.

5.2.2. Determining a Morning Baseline Body Mass

As body mass measurements may be impractical or impossible at the event site,
it is valuable for each athlete to determine his/her baseline body mass approximately
1 week before an event. This is done by measuring body weight upon waking, on
3–5 consecutive days, using an accurate digital floor scale (±0.1 kg or lb). The median
(middle) or average body mass serves as a useful baseline [116]. The important comparison
is made between this baseline value and the body mass measured on the morning after
an endurance event [118,119]. If the post-event body mass is notably less or greater than
baseline, fluid intake should be adjusted accordingly (i.e., avoiding overconsumption and
underconsumption) for 1–2 days; thirst and urine color changes will assist this adjustment
of fluid intake [5,118,119]. Three other details are important. First, wear little or no clothing
each time that body mass is recorded. Second, if dietary carbohydrate “loading” is used
during the days prior to competition, body mass may increase (0.5–1.5 kg) because water is
stored with glycogen in skeletal muscles. This extra water temporarily inflates body mass
measurements, and these values should not be used to determine one’s baseline. Third,
this technique may not be valid after an event lasting 7–24 h because loss of muscle mass
and/or fat mass may confound interpretation of body water status for several days after
an ultraendurance event [16].

5.2.3. Interpreting Body Mass Changes

During exercise lasting 0.5–4.0 h, body mass change (ΔMb) is the most commonly
used representation of body water change [120,121] because most of body weight loss is
water loss, muscle and adipose tissue losses are negligible, and ΔMb has a measurement
resolution of ±0.1 L (e.g., 100 mL out of a 42–47 L total body water volume) when using a
floor scale that reads to ±100 g. Within the time frame of 0.5–4.0 h, ΔMb essentially equals
water loss (i.e., when corrected for the mass of fluid and food intake, urine output, and
sweat loss), because no other body constituent is lost at a similar rate [120,122]. Option 3
in Table 5 is the only approach to rehydration that incorporates a known sweat rate
value (calculated using ΔMb measurements) and a planned rate of fluid intake (personally
monitored during competition).
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When endurance exercise lasts longer than 4 h, the contributions of other factors
confound the interpretation of ΔMb [13]. These include mass loss due to carbohydrate or
fat oxidation, cellular water generated during metabolic reactions, and skeletal muscle
and/or adipose tissue catabolism [15,16,71]. However, because athletes seldom know the
technical methods to calculate these internal gains and losses of water, measurements of
ΔMb remain the only realistic surrogate measure of dehydration for athletes and field-based
practitioners [15,77,119,122].

5.3. Options 4 and 5

The practices of drinking as much as possible (i.e., increasing the risk of EHN) and
drinking nothing (i.e., increasing the likelihood of a performance decrement) are discour-
aged. No professional sports medicine or sports nutrition organization recommends these
extreme options during endurance exercise.

6. Rehydration Recommendations for Endurance Athletes

Attempting to control all of the factors that influence thirst, drinking behavior, ex-
ercise performance, and health (described in the paragraphs above) is a formidable and
unreasonable task. Nevertheless, the aim of rehydration should be to consume a volume of
fluid that not only avoids dehydration greater than 2–4% of body mass, but also avoids
overhydration. Although no single recommendation will suffice for all individuals (e.g.,
across a range of ambient temperatures, and with varied sweat rates, body masses, and
exercise durations/intensities) [123], the following 9 recommendations are appropriate for
most endurance and ultraendurance activities.

1. Measure body weight before and after exercise (Section 5.2.1). Change of body mass
during exercise is a reasonable, albeit not perfect, surrogate measure of water gain
or loss [15,77,119,122]. If body weight cannot be assessed on the day of endurance
exercise, measure body weight on the morning after and compare this weight to a
pre-determined baseline morning body weight [119]. Detailed methods are described
above in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3.

2. Do not gain weight during endurance exercise. Weight gain typically indicates fluid
retention and increased risk of EHN [32,63].

3. Consume fluid at a rate less than 700 mL/h to reduce the risk of EHN. The proposed
rationale for this recommendation is described in Section 3.2.4, Table 4 (column 8, sym-
bols A–E), and Figure 2 (gray and yellow highlighted symbols). This recommendation
is consistent with the 2001 guidelines of the International Marathon Medical Direc-
tors Association [84], and the 2007 fluid replacement position stand of the American
College of Sports Medicine [24]. Both organizations recommend a 400 to 800 mL/h
rate of fluid intake during endurance exercise.

4. Be alert for physiologic and perceptual cues that discourage drinking. When stomach
fullness, bloating, or vomiting are experienced, decrease fluid intake [84].

5. Guide drinking behavior with this in mind: modest levels of dehydration up to 2–3%
of body weight are tolerated well, with little risk of morbidity, symptoms, or a decline
in exercise performance (Figure 1; Figure 3) [77].

6. According to the International Marathon Medical Directors Association [84], a weight
loss that exceeds 4% of body mass justifies a medical consultation. The number of
athletes affected by at least a 4% loss of body mass during prolonged endurance
exercise is considerable, as shown in Figure 2.

7. After endurance exercise, white salt deposits on a shirt, jersey, or shorts indicate both
a high sweat rate and a high sweat sodium concentration [124]. Consecutive days of
profuse sweating (e.g., during lengthy training sessions) or a day-long utraendurance
event in a hot environment may lead to whole-body salt deficiency [125,126] due to
large sweat sodium losses, inadequate sodium intake, or both [46]. If salt depletion
is suspected (e.g., increased salt appetite or salt craving), it is prudent to consider
adding specific dietary food items to ensure that daily sodium intake replaces exercise-
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induced sodium loss. Refer to [97] to identify the amount of sodium in common
food items. Sodium supplementation during meals should be guided by dietary
recommendations for daily sodium intake [127], and by considering the potential
negative health effects of chronic high dietary salt intake [128].

8. Sodium consumption in solid food or capsules has a minor influence on serum Na+ and
whole-body sodium balance during endurance exercise (Section 3.2.5) [88,89]. Athletes
should be aware that sodium intake, while not discouraged, may provide little or
no defense against EHN during prolonged exercise and the effects are unpredictable
(see Table 3). This recommendation is supported by observations of ultramarathon
runners [80]. Multiple regression analysis indicated that the amount of sodium
consumed during a 161 km race accounted for only 6–8% of the variance in post-
race serum Na+. This recommendation also is supported by the Wilderness Medical
Society Clinical Practice Guidelines [123], which advise that sodium and/or salty
snacks be consumed along with an appropriate fluid volume. Salt intake should not
be combined with overdrinking, which increases the risk of EHN despite sodium
consumption; see recommendations 2–4 above.

9. Experiment with rehydration options (Table 5) during training sessions, before using
them in competition or in hot environments.
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Abstract: Adequate fluid replacement during exercise is an important consideration for athletes,
however sweat rate (SR) can vary day-to-day. The purpose of this study was to investigate day-to-day
variations in SR while performing self-selected exercise sessions to evaluate error in SR estimations
in similar temperature conditions. Thirteen endurance-trained athletes completed training sessions
in a case-series design 1x/week for a minimum 30 min of running/biking over 24 weeks. Body
mass was recorded pre/post-training and corrected for fluid consumption. Data were split into three
Wet-Bulb Globe Thermometer (WBGT) conditions: LOW (<10 ◦C), MOD (10–19.9 ◦C), HIGH (>20 ◦C).
No significant differences existed in exercise duration, distance, pace, or WBGT for any group
(p > 0.07). Significant differences in SR variability occurred for all groups, with average differences of:
LOW = 0.15 L/h; MOD = 0.14 L/h; HIGH = 0.16 L/h (p < 0.05). There were no significant differences
in mean SR between LOW-MOD (p > 0.9), but significant differences between LOW-HIGH and MOD-
HIGH (p < 0.03). The assessment of SR can provide useful data for determining hydration strategies.
The significant differences in SR within each temperature range indicates a single assessment may
not accurately represent an individual’s typical SR even in similar environmental conditions.

Keywords: hypohydration; hyperhydration; hyponatremia; fluid loss; fluid balance

1. Introduction

The lean tissue of the human body is composed of approximately 73% water [1].
Variations in body fat will result in individual body water levels ranging from ~50–70%
of total body mass. This water is critically important for cardiovascular function and
thermoregulation. When the body has adequate fluid intake to match fluid losses indi-
viduals are considered to be in a state of euhydration. When fluid intake is in excess of
fluid loss individuals can become hyperhydrated and when fluid loss exceeds fluid intake
individuals become hypohydrated.

Hypohydration is the term used to describe a state of suboptimal body water. At
rest, internal factors that influence the body’s water status are mainly body composition,
hormonal activity, and sweating [2]. External factors with the greatest influence on body
water levels include fluid intake, medications, medical conditions, physical activity, envi-
ronmental conditions, and clothing [3]. Many athletes, from youth to professional, initiate
training in hypohydrated states [4–6], and dehydration through sweat loss with insufficient
fluid replacement will exacerbate this hypohydrated condition. As a result of hypohydra-
tion there is increased cardiovascular strain [7], thermal strain [8], perceived exertion [9],
and reduced oxygen and nutrient delivery to the exercising muscle [8,10,11]. Due to these
physiological responses to reductions in body water, exercise performance has been shown
to be diminished with as little as 2% hypohydration [12–18].

Hyperhydration is the term used to describe a state of overhydration. At rest excess
fluid consumption typically leads to increased urine output allowing for the maintenance
of a euhydrated state. In individuals with compromised kidney function, unnecessary
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increases in fluid intake above fluid loss can lead to fluid retention [19]. Similarly, exercis-
ing individuals can experience fluid retention due to the increased actions of antidiuretic
hormone and aldosterone upregulation during exercise [20,21]. Studies have demonstrated
hyperhydration does not aid in exercise performance or heat tolerance [22–26]. While hy-
perhydration does not benefit exercise it can be detrimental to health. Uncompensable fluid
intake can lead to dilution of electrolytes, particularly sodium, leading to hyponatremia,
and if untreated can result in cerebral or pulmonary edema leading to death [8].

The evaporation of sweat can remove ~580 kcal/L and serves as a valuable tool to
dissipate heat produced through metabolic processes [27]. As we exercise or perform
physical work, metabolic heat production increases to match the increased work output.
Sweat rate also increases in an effort to combat the increases in body temperature associated
with increased metabolic rate. Unfortunately, sweat that drips from the body and does
not evaporate does not provide a significant source of heat loss. In environments with
higher humidity, sweat rates can be elevated significantly without fully corresponding to
estimated metabolic heat production due to reductions in evaporative cooling as a result of
moisture in the air [28].

There have been numerous studies exploring average sweat rates and the impact of
intensity, duration, environmental conditions, and clothing [29,30]. Typical sweat rates are
reported between 0.5–2.0 L/h during activity [31], although due to the large number of
variables influencing sweat rate there is significant variability in the sweat rates reported
across and within sports. It has been previously reported that about 2% of athletes have
sweat rates that can exceed 3 L/h with the highest reported sweat rate during exercise is
5.73 L/h [29]. Within the extremes of the sweat rate range, little to no sweat is produced as
a result of conditions such as hypohidrosis and anhidrosis, while hyperhidrosis can lead to
extremely high sweat rates [32]. Reporting an average sweat rate when such large ranges
exist can result in athletes incorrectly using and applying the information as the foundation
for their individual hydration needs.

The most frequently used method to assess sweat loss in both laboratory and field
settings is through pre- and post-exercise body mass changes during exercise. This tech-
nique is recommended as a viable method of assessing exercise sweat rate by the American
College of Sports Medicine [31] and National Athletic Trainers Association [8]. Limited
research has explored the within-subject variability of sweat rate, with day-to-day variation
reported to be 5–7% in well-controlled settings. Due to the ease of measuring changes in
body mass pre- and post-exercise this technique is commonly recommended to profes-
sional and recreational athletes. While athletes have been exposed to this technique, many
athletes use it without the full understanding of the controls in place for laboratory-based
studies likely resulting in increases in sweat rate variation on a day-to-day basis. Therefore,
the purpose of this study was to determine the variability observed in day-to-day sweat
rate within endurance trained individuals carrying out regular training without artificially
controlled preparation, environmental, and exercise guidelines.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Participants

Individuals training as recreational runners and triathletes along with collegiate cross-
country runners were recruited from the local area to explore the variability in sweat rate
throughout multiple seasons. Data collection trials began in September and concluded in
February as a result of COVID-19 restrictions. Thirteen endurance-trained males (n = 3)
and females (n = 10) were included in the present study and were currently running a
minimum of 120 min per week for the previous three months. All participants provided
written consent prior to participating. This study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board at Mississippi State University.
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2.2. Experimental Design

Participants completed training sessions once per week for a minimum duration of
30 min in a case-series design. Sessions included either running or biking at a self-selected
pace and intensity between 5:30 and 9:30 am. Duration and distance were measured using
the athlete’s GPS watches, pace was then calculated from these values. Environmental
conditions were recorded using a Wet-Bulb Globe Thermometer (WBGT; QUESTemp
32, 3M, St. Paul, MN, USA) at exercise initiation and every 15 min during the training.
Sweat rates were calculated from the change in body mass measured (Defender 3000,
OHAUS, Parsippany, NJ, USA) before and after training, with correction for fluid intake.
Immediately prior to the initiation of exercise athletes weighed dry exercise clothes and
shoes alone, were asked to void their bladder, and then athlete body mass was collected
while wearing dry exercise clothes and shoes. To account for sweat trapped by clothes [33],
immediately post-exercise athletes’ body mass was collected while wearing exercise clothes
and shoes, athletes then changed to allow sweaty clothes and shoes to be weighed alone.

Sweat rate was calculated by:

Sweat Rate =
(CBWPRE − CBWPOST) + (CSWET − CSDRY) + (FBPRE − FBPOST)

Time(h)
(1)

where, CBW = clothed body weight (kg); CS = exercise clothing and shoes (kg); FB =
food/beverage (kg).

Due to the short duration of exercise no adjustments were made to account for respi-
ratory fluid losses.

Data collection took place outdoors in natural environmental conditions over 7 months
except during times of precipitation. The natural environmental conditions were separated
into three WBGT ranges: LOW (less than 10 ◦C), MOD (between 10–20 ◦C) and HIGH
(above 20 ◦C).

2.3. Statistical Analysis

All data were analyzed using SPSS v26 statistical software (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).
Participant comparisons were included if a minimum of two sessions were completed for
LOW, MOD, or HIGH conditions, and the highest and lowest sweat rates were used for
analysis, as well as the mean sweat rates. A Shapiro-Wilks test of normality was conducted,
there were no outliers, and the significance was above an alpha level of 0.05, therefore
the data is normal and is parametric. Not all participants completed multiple training
sessions in each range, therefore independent sample T-tests were used for comparisons
between WBGT, duration, distance, and pace for each temperature range. Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) tests with Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) pairwise
comparisons were used to analyze differences in mean sweat rates between temperatures.
The participants who completed multiple training sessions in all three temperature ranges
(n = 4) were included for subsequent analysis. A Friedman’s Rank test was performed to
test for differences between temperature ranges. Post-hoc analysis with Wilcoxon Signed-
Rank test was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied. Significance was set a priori
at p < 0.05.

3. Results

Participants displayed no significant change between first and last training session
(68.2 ± 14.7 kg vs. 68.4 ± 14.9 kg respectively; p = 0.61). Participant sessions were split
into WBGT ranges for analysis. There were no significant differences in duration, distance,
pace, and WBGT for any of the groups (p > 0.07). These data are shown in Table 1.

There were significant differences in sweat rate variability for all groups. LOW WBGTs
demonstrated an average difference of 0.15 L/h in sweat rate between highest and lowest
recordings (p < 0.01). MOD WBGTs showed an average difference of 0.14 L/h in sweat
rate (p < 0.05). HIGH WBGTs revealed an average difference in sweat rate of 0.16 L/h
(p < 0.01). Individual sweat rates are shown in Table 2 for each temperature range. Sweat
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rates for the four participants who completed training sessions within each WBGT range
are represented in Table 3.

Table 1. Differences in duration, distance, pace, and Wet-Bulb Globe Thermometer between temperature ranges.
(mean ± stdev).

Range WBGT (◦C)
Duration
(Minutes)

Running Distance
(Miles)

Running Pace
(Min/Mile)

Cycling Distance
(Miles)

Cycling Velocity
(Miles/Hour)

<10 ◦C 5.7 ± 3.2 42.67 ± 13.33
(n = 9)

6.05 ± 4.67
(n = 8)

8.40 ± 2.39
(n = 8)

21.04 ± 0.03
(n = 1)

17.43 ± 0.16
(n = 1)

10–20 ◦C 13.5 ± 2.2 40.63 ± 11.29
(n = 6)

5.19 ± 1.82
(n = 6)

8.07 ± 1.10
(n = 6)

>20 ◦C 22.5 ± 1.4 43.29 ± 14.11
(n = 11)

6.84 ± 5.60
(n = 10)

7.62 ± 1.67
(n = 10)

24.41 ± 4.53
(n = 1)

19.34 ± 0.83
(n = 1)

Table 2. Participant sweat rates (L/h) separated into highest, lowest, and mean values. 2A denotes Wet-Bulb Globe
Thermometer values below 10 ◦C, 2B values between 10–20 ◦C, and 2C values above 20 ◦C.

2A.

<10 ◦C

Subject Low High Mean Relative Mean High-Low Maximal Variation from Mean

(L/h) (L/h) (L/h) (mL·kg−1·h−1) (L/h) (%)

1 0.84 0.90 0.87 13.5 0.06 3.4
2 0.43 0.52 0.48 8.5 0.09 9.4
3 0.41 0.56 0.48 7.2 0.15 15.5
4 0.65 0.95 0.84 8.7 0.30 17.8
5 0.97 1.00 0.99 9.6 0.03 1.5
8 0.54 0.61 0.57 9.1 0.07 6.2
9 0.57 0.75 0.66 10.2 0.18 13.7
11 0.39 0.52 0.45 5.2 0.13 14.4
12 0.67 0.90 0.78 12.6 0.23 14.8

2B.

10–20 ◦C

Subject Low High Mean Relative Mean High-Low Maximal Variation from Mean

(L/h) (L/h) (L/h) (mL·kg−1·h−1) (L/h) (%)

1 1.13 1.23 1.18 11.6 0.10 4.2
2 0.43 0.68 0.60 9.0 0.25 21.0
3 0.58 0.78 0.64 11.9 0.20 15.5
4 0.83 0.84 0.84 10.2 0.01 0.6
6 0.46 0.79 0.57 9.2 0.33 29.1
10 0.49 0.49 0.49 8.5 0.00 0.0

2C.

>20 ◦C

Subject Low High Mean Relative Mean High-Low Maximal Variationfrom Mean

(L/h) (L/h) (L/h) (mL·kg−1·h−1) (L/h) (%)

1 1.32 1.35 1.33 13.44 0.03 1.2
2 0.81 1.10 0.90 13.9 0.29 16.1
3 0.75 0.96 0.85 16.1 0.21 12.3
4 1.16 1.16 1.16 13.0 0.00 0.0
5 1.62 1.70 1.67 23.0 0.08 2.4
6 0.63 0.81 0.72 12.5 0.18 12.5
7 0.76 0.91 0.82 13.8 0.15 9.2
8 0.64 0.74 0.69 11.9 0.10 7.2
9 1.01 1.22 1.11 17.6 0.21 9.4
10 0.58 0.59 0.59 10.4 0.01 0.9
13 0.79 0.81 0.80 11.6 0.02 0.1
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Table 3. Participant sweat rates (L/h) for the four participants that completed multiple training
sessions within each Wet-Bulb Globe Thermometer range. Sweat rate values shown as highest, lowest,
and mean values for each range.

Subject Temperature Low High Mean

1
<10 ◦C 0.84 L/h 0.90 L/h 0.87 L/h

10–20 ◦C 1.13 L/h 1.23 L/h 1.18 L/h
>20 ◦C 1.32 L/h 1.35 L/h 1.33 L/h

2
<10 ◦C 0.43 L/h 0.52 L/h 0.48 L/h

10–20 ◦C 0.43 L/h 0.68 L/h 0.60 L/h
>20 ◦C 0.81 L/h 1.10 L/h 0.90 L/h

3
<10 ◦C 0.41 L/h 0.56 L/h 0.48 L/h

10–20 ◦C 0.58 L/h 0.78 L/h 0.64 L/h
>20 ◦C 0.75 L/h 0.96 L/h 0.85 L/h

4
<10 ◦C 0.65 L/h 0.95 L/h 0.84 L/h

10–20 ◦C 0.83 L/h 0.84 L/h 0.84 L/h
>20 ◦C 1.16 L/h 1.16 L/h 1.16 L/h

Pairwise comparisons revealed no significant differences in sweat rate between LOW
and MOD temperatures (p > 0.9), but significant sweat rate differences were found between
LOW and HIGH (p < 0.03) and between MOD and HIGH (p < 0.01). These differences are
represented in Figure 1. In the four participants who completed sessions in each range,
there was a statistically significant difference in mean sweat rate depending on temperature
condition, χ2(2) = 6.500, p = 0.039. Post hoc analysis revealed changes in temperature
conditions did not elicit a significant change in mean sweat rate (Low-Mod, p = 0.144; Mod-
High, p = 0.68; Low-High, p = 0.68). However it should be noted the differences in mean
sweat rate mirrored those seen in the group totals. The differences between temperature
ranges are shown in Figure 2.

 

Figure 1. Mean sweat rates (absolute: L/h; relative: mL·kg−1·h−1) within each temperature range. a
= significantly different from LOW, b = significantly different than MOD.
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Figure 2. Mean sweat rates (L/h) for four participants that completed training sessions within each
temperature range.

4. Discussion

Hypohydration resulting from the avoidance of fluid ingestion during exercise re-
sulted in a number of publications and position stands in the 1990s promoting fluid
ingestion in an effort to prevent related detrimental effects [34]. These positions have been
updated as new data are released, moving away from statements such as “ . . . consume
the maximal amount that can be tolerated [34].” Initially, athletes used this guideline to
unexpected levels, consuming fluid at greater levels than needed to replace fluid losses.
This hyperhydration resulted in a number of deaths related to hyponatremia [35]. Due to
these unfortunate events, the update to the American College of Sports Medicine in 2007
changed their recommendation to drinking to prevent dehydration and acknowledged the
risk of hyponatremia with overdrinking. This position stand recommended the use of body
weight changes during exercise to create an individualized hydration plan [31]. The 2016
Position Stand for “Nutrition for Athletic Performance” [36], while stating the prevalence
of hypohydration and hypernatremia is thought to be greater, further expounded on the
greater risks associated with hyponatremia and again suggested the use of exercise-related
body mass changes for the development of an individualized hydration plan. The current
study found the variation in day-to-day sweat rate (±7.9–11.7% from the individual’s
average in those conditions) is greater than what has previously been reported [37,38].

Hypohydration is a result of inadequate replacement of body water lost mainly
through urine, feces, respiration, and sweat at rest. As the degree of hypohydration
increases, the subsequent increases in cardiovascular strain [7], thermal strain [8], and
perceived exertion [9] are exacerbated. Further, the reduction of oxygen and nutrient
delivery to the exercising muscle increase correspondingly as a result of reductions in
plasma volume [8,10,11]. Typically these responses do not significantly affect physical
activity performance until reaching a threshold of a 2% change in body mass [36]. However,
as plasma volume declines, heart rate increases to maintain cardiac output and blood flow
to the skin is reduced leading to more rapid elevations in body temperature [8,10].

The ingestion of hypotonic fluids (sports drinks) disproportionately to fluid losses
can lead to hyponatremia [39], defined as blood sodium levels below 135 mmol/L with
or without the presence of symptoms [40]. While hyperhydration and hyponatremia can
occur at rest, in team sports, and during shorter events, they are more commonly seen
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in endurance and ultra-endurance events. This hyperhydration is largely the result of
overzealous efforts to prevent the previously mentioned deleterious effects resulting from
hypohydration [40] and lack of exposure to the updated findings and takeaways in the
scientific publications on the topic.

The prevention of hyponatremia and hypohydration are both critically important. It
has been suggested that athletes primarily rely on thirst as a means to determine fluid in-
gestion in relation to exercise-associated fluid losses [41]. Contrary to this position, research
has suggested that the reliance on thirst as a mechanism for fluid ingestion can lead to
hypohydration, therefore, athletes should approach activity or exercise with an appropriate
hydration plan [42]. Recommendations from the American College of Sports Medicine
and the National Athletic Trainers Association both recommend the monitoring of body
mass changes during exercise as a method to prevent detrimental levels of hypohydration
while ensuring hyperhydration is also not occurring [8,31]. Through the simplicity of body
weight assessment even recreational athletes can develop an individualized hydration plan.

A number of variables within and outside athlete’s control affect sweat rate. Ath-
letes can often dictate the time of training, their hydration status at the beginning of
exercise, clothing, intensity, duration, and some medications. Outside of their control are
environmental conditions, hormonal activity, medical conditions, and the action of some
medications. During competitive events the variables that are under the athlete’s control
are typically reduced as a result of racing regulations and in an effort to remain competitive.
Most of our understanding related to the variability of sweat rate in athletes is based on
research in which athletes received guidance in preparation and execution. This results in
a basic understanding of the physiological responses for comparative purposes but offers
limited insight into the variability seen in athletes carrying out training in a more practical
and real-world setting.

This study reported relative sweat rates in the HIGH condition (14.5 ± 3.8 mL·kg−1·h−1)
similar to the 15.3 ± 6.8 mL·kg−1·h−1 sweat rates reported by Baker et al. [29]. How-
ever, this study also found higher day-to-day sweat rate variations (±7.9–11.7% from the
individuals’ average in those conditions) compared to previous research showing 5–7%
variation [37,38]. This data also demonstrates that estimations could differ by as much as
23.4% between the lowest compared to the highest sweat rate. While it would be expected
to see increased variation compared to more precisely controlled laboratory conditions, the
values observed in this study represent potential day-to-day variability experienced by
well-trained athletes in situations without well-defined preparatory guidelines.

The variable most frequently considered when assessing sweat rate is the environment,
as sweat rate typically increases with elevations in environmental temperature, radiative
heat load, and reductions in wind velocity [43]. Increases in humidity result in reductions
in heat transfer from the evaporation of sweat causing sweat remaining on the skin or
dripping off the athlete to result in reductions in heat removal. Prolonged exposure to
this wet skin and a still, humid environment can lead to the blockage of sweat glands
(hidromeiosis) resulting in a reduction in sweat rate [43,44]. Clothing is altered in response
to environmental conditions and sporting needs, these changes can influence the sweating
response due to the ability or inability to dissipate heat to the surrounding environment as
well as the microenvironment created by the clothing shell [3,45,46]. This clothing shell will
result in increased humidity around the athlete’s skin inhibiting evaporative cooling [47].
Cooler environmental conditions also lead to athletes increasing the clothing coverage
creating a microenvironment inside the clothing shell warmer than the surrounding atmo-
spheric air [47]. The current study found increases in sweat rate in the HIGH environment
but similar sweat rate responses to the LOW and MOD conditions. As the athletes were
given the freedom to choose exercise apparel it is likely that alterations in athlete clothing
in response to LOW conditions resulted in a microenvironment that resulted in similar heat
stress and sweating response to the MOD conditions.

As an individual acclimatizes to their training environment the body adapts to be
more efficient in its sweating response. As the thermal load was lower in the LOW and
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MOD conditions, athletes only required a percentage of the sweat rates seen in the HIGH
conditions. Adaptations to exercise in hot conditions lead to reductions in sweat sodium
concentration, earlier onset of sweating [43], and increases in sweat rate [48,49]. While these
adaptations were not assessed in this study, it would be expected that sweat sodium content
and maximal sweat rate shifted throughout the study as a result of seasonal variations in
environmental conditions and the corresponding sweat rates.

Another unaccounted-for variable in this study was hydration status at the beginning
of exercise. As mentioned previously, hypohydration at levels greater than 2% performance
decrements can be seen. Along with the declines in performance when an individual
becomes more than 2% hypohydrated [8], they may experience a decline in sweat rate [50],
assuming an initial euhydration status. Similarly, most research studies are conducted
with defined initial hydration levels as a requirement to participate, while without defined
guidelines a majority of athletes begin exercise in a hypohydrated state [8]. As a result of
hypohydration the sweating response can be altered resulting in an increased threshold for
onset of sweating [51] and reduced sweating sensitivity [52]. This study allowed athletes
to arrive at assessments as they would to any other workout or training session. As a
result, it is likely a majority of the athletes were hypohydrated at the initiation of exercise
which may partially explain the increase in variability reported in this study as compared
to previous studies.

Additionally, exercise intensity plays a role in the sweat response, as studies have
found higher sweat rates during competition and high-intensity exercise compared with
prolonged lower intensity [29,50,53]. This study found similar exercise intensities and
durations across the three environmental conditions. As athletes are developing hydration
strategies for training and competition attention needs to be given to the variations in
intensity in the different settings. As a means to develop a competitive hydration strategy
athletes may find it advantageous to perform mock races or training sessions at competitive
intensities on a number of occasions within various conditions. While a few athletes in this
study that had very little variation in estimates of hourly sweat rate, care needs to be taken
in extrapolating sweat rate to longer duration events.

More static factors such as age, sex, tattoos, and medications/medical conditions
have also been suggested or shown to also play a role in sweat rate. Adults have higher
sweat rates compared to adolescents due to adolescents producing less sweat in the sweat
glands [29,54,55]. Males have been shown to have higher absolute sweat rates as compared
to females largely driven by higher body mass [29]. When corrected for body mass the
increased sweat rate was seen to still be present based on age, but the sex differences
disappeared [29]. Some studies have suggested variations in sweat rate in females as a
result of menstrual cycle however, a majority of studies reports no difference in sweat
rate as a result of menstrual phase [56–58]. There is conflicting data in regards to the
impact of tattooed skin on sweat rate. Some studies have demonstrated a detrimental
effect on sweat rate with tattoos [59,60] while other studies have reported no significant
alterations in sweat rate as a result of tattoos [61,62]. Milaria rubia (heat rash), sunburn [63],
diabetes mellitus [64], and spinal cord injuries [65,66] highlight a small number (but a large
range in severity) of the medical conditions that can influence sweat rate. Likewise the
medications that treat many illnesses also can influence sweat rates both positively and
negatively [32,67]. While each of these variables can influence sweat rate and should be
considered with changes, changes will likely be infrequent but likely result in new sweat
rate estimates being needed when changes occur.

This study was observational leading to significant limitations. This study was con-
ducted as an observation of athletes in the normal activity without influence on their
training duration, intensity, initial hydration status, or clothing. The only disruption to
the athletes typical training was the requirement for exercise to initiate Monday through
Friday between 5:30 and 9:30 am beginning and ending at the laboratory to allow for body
mass assessment and changing of clothes. Additionally, only asking athletes to carry out
their exercise within these parameters resulted in some athletes not having sessions within
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all of the environmental (LOW, MOD, HIGH) conditions and resulted in varying numbers
of observations within participants due to missed weeks. Finally, the only control for
environmental conditions was the lack of trials during periods of precipitation. The use of
post exercise clothing mass was used to calculate sweat trapped in clothing or shoes, fluid
volume associated with precipitation invalidated this assessment. Environmental varia-
tions associated with radiative, convective, humidity, and dry temperature were combined
into WBGT for comparisons. Future studies should investigate the variations in sweat rate
throughout the various annual seasons within laboratory-controlled assessment conditions
mirroring external environmental conditions.

Estimating fluid needs by assessing body mass changes during exercise is a valid
technique and a useful tool for athletes [68,69]. However, even following the best practice
recommendations [28], a single assessment can result in over and underestimation of
true needs. Further this variation can be compounded as sweat rate test findings are
extrapolated to longer exercise durations. Compounded errors in sweat rate estimates
can place athletes at increased risk of hypohydration and hyponatremia. It should be
recommended that body weight changes be assessed across multiple sessions even within
the same conditions. The closer an athlete can replicate typical conditions (duration,
intensity, clothing, environment, time of day) on multiple occasions the more precise the
estimated average sweat loss will represent actual losses and provide more insight into
hydration strategies to optimize their training.

5. Conclusions

This data highlights interindividual sweat rate during similar exercise is variable
even within similar environmental conditions. Therefore, individuals should repeatedly
measure and record sweat rate along with environmental conditions along with exercise
intensity to have a reliable estimate of actual sweat rate for intensities and conditions.
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Abstract: Body water turnover is a marker of hydration status for measuring total fluid gains and
losses over a 24-h period. It can be particularly useful in predicting (and hence, managing) fluid
loss in individuals to prevent potential physical, physiological and cognitive declines associated
with hypohydration. There is currently limited research investigating the interrelationship of fluid
balance, dietary intake and activity level when considering body water turnover. Therefore, this study
investigates whether dietary composition and energy expenditure influences body water turnover.
In our methodology, thirty-eight males (19 sedentary and 19 physically active) had their total body
water and water turnover measured via the isotopic tracer deuterium oxide. Simultaneous tracking
of dietary intake (food and fluid) is carried out via dietary recall, and energy expenditure is estimated
via accelerometery. Our results show that active participants display a higher energy expenditure,
water intake, carbohydrate intake and fibre intake; however, there is no difference in sodium or
alcohol intake between the two groups. Relative water turnover in the active group is significantly
greater than the sedentary group (Mean Difference (MD) [95% CI] = 17.55 g·kg−1·day−1 [10.90, 24.19];
p = < 0.001; g[95% CI] = 1.70 [0.98, 2.48]). A penalised linear regression provides evidence that the fibre
intake (p = 0.033), water intake (p = 0.008), and activity level (p = 0.063) predict participants’ relative
body water turnover (R2 = 0.585). In conclusion, water turnover is faster in individuals undertaking
regular exercise than in their sedentary counterparts, and is, in part, explained by the intake of water
from fluid and high-moisture content foods. The nutrient analysis of the participant diets indicates
that increased dietary fibre intake is also positively associated with water turnover rates. The water
loss between groups also contributes to the differences observed in water turnover; this is partly
related to differences in sweat output during increased energy expenditure from physical activity.

Keywords: total body water; hydration; physical activity; nutrition

1. Introduction

Body water turnover refers to the movement and replacement of water through
the body, typically over a day, and denotes fluid homeostasis [1]. Therefore, accurate
assessment of body water turnover can be particularly useful in predicting (and hence,
managing) fluid loss in individuals to prevent potential physical [2], physiological [3,4]
and cognitive [5] declines associated with hypohydration [6]. The balance of body water, or
fluid, is the difference between total fluid gain (influx) and loss (efflux) [1,7]. The majority
of the fluid influx in humans is a result of the food and drink consumed, with a minor
contribution from water absorbed by the skin or inspired through breathing [8]. Most of the
fluid efflux occurs via urine and ‘insensible’ water loss (i.e., exhaled water vapour, or water
lost via the skin, but in the absence of sweating) [1,7]. Minor fluid efflux occurs via human
faecal matter [7]. Sweat production can also significantly contribute to an individual’s fluid
efflux either in times of heightened physical activity and/or in hot climates [9].
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Water loss that occurs because of exercise-induced sweating and respiration (non-renal
water losses), has been postulated as an important factor separating the water turnover
rates of active and inactive individuals [10–13]. Some studies observe that as physical
activity increases, thermoregulatory sweat output is primarily responsible for increases in
water turnover [11,14–16]. Fluid efflux in active populations resulting from urinary and
sweat losses, respiration, and to a lesser extent, substrate oxidation and carbon dioxide
removal, has been shown to exceed that of their sedentary equivalents [17,18]. Thus,
increased fluid intake in active individuals would be expected to maintain fluid balance.

Ensuring fluid balance can be achieved by consuming adequate fluid volumes, min-
imising sweat loss (which may not be possible), and/or through diet—by consuming high
moisture content foods or by increasing intake of nutrients that improve water retention
or reduce its elimination. Currently, there is a small pool of research that has examined
the comparison of fluid balance between active and inactive individuals [10–12,14,19,20];
however the contribution of total water intake from both fluid and foods has not been
consistently investigated, with just one study of young swimmers that accounted for the
moisture content of food [12]. While this study of eight swimmers and six controls identi-
fied that water turnover was greater in the swimmers, due to sweat losses, the seven-day
weighed dietary records were only assessed for the contribution of total moisture content of
the food to daily water intake. The contribution of key nutrients within moisture-containing
foods or involved with water retention was not reported.

Thus, this research aims to investigate the relationship between not only energy
balance and water turnover, but also the dietary composition and water turnover in both
active and sedentary individuals. It was hypothesised that relative body water turnover
would be faster in active individuals than their sedentary equivalents, relating to a greater
fluid intake and higher overall energy expenditure.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

A convenience sample of 38 healthy males volunteered to participate in this study;
19 were physically active, and 19 were sedentary. To distinguish between the two groups,
participants completed the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) [21] and
self-reported an activity level >150 min (moderate to vigorous exercise) per week, or
<90 min of low to moderate exercise per week for active and sedentary, respectively. In
addition, physically active participants were included to attain a maximal oxygen con-
sumption (VO2max) value ≥ 60 mL·kg−1·min−1. Participants reported being weight stable
(≤3 kg fluctuation in the previous three months) at the commencement of participation in
the study. Each participant gave voluntary and written informed consent to participate in
the study, which received ethical approval from the Queensland University of Technology
Human Research Ethics Committee.

2.2. Procedures

Before the commencement of the trial (minimum two days), a maximal aerobic capacity
(VO2max) test was performed by all active group participants, in the form of an incremental
test to exhaustion on a motorised treadmill, as per standard laboratory procedure [22]
and as previously described [23]. Given the sedentary participants had been undertaking
<90 min of low to moderate exercise per week, a VO2max test was not required, due to
safety concerns, as well as its perceived difficulty by the potential participants, resulting in
a barrier to the enrolment of this cohort.

Each participant was studied over seven consecutive days, and the study was under-
taken over four months between June and September in Brisbane, Australia, when the
mean minimum and maximum daytime temperature was 11.5 ± 1.2 and 23.4 ± 0.8 ◦C,
respectively. Total body water and water turnover rate were determined by water-soluble
tracer (deuterium oxide) administration, and its elimination rate throughout the study
(as determined by the enrichment of the tracer in daily urine samples). Daily body mass
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changes were monitored on participants’ home scales using seven consecutive daily mea-
surements. Body mass changes were also monitored using laboratory scales for three
measurements, each separated by 72 h (the time between laboratory visits). Each labo-
ratory visit also involved collecting specimens (i.e., blood and urine) for later analysis.
Participants were required to attend three testing sessions over seven days (every third
day). The first session involved collecting a baseline urine sample before the administration
of a deuterium oxide dose. Baseline body composition analysis was performed for the
determination of participants’ fat mass and fat-free mass. Walking and running stride
length measurements were also taken, to ensure accurate accelerometry tracking. Blood
samples were collected via venipuncture from a superficial forearm vein. Following the
initial laboratory session, the subsequent two sessions involved discussion surrounding
participants’ food diaries and accelerometry data that had been recorded by participants,
since the preceding laboratory visit.

During the study, participants were requested to maintain their normal pattern of
exercise, eating and drinking, and daily lifestyle. It was, therefore, planned during the
recruitment phase that participants did not have any atypical sporting activities or social
commitments that would elicit unusual activity levels or eating or drinking (alcohol)
behaviours. A seven-day test period was agreed upon that suited ‘usual’ participant
activity and dietary habits.

2.3. Measurements and Equipment

Total body water was measured using the stable, non-radioactive, non-toxic isotope
deuterium oxide, in the form of water (2H2O) and followed the methodology outlined by
Colley and colleagues [24]. Participants provided a baseline urine sample before consuming
an oral bolus equating to 0.05 g·kg−1 body mass of 2H2O, consumed from a cup through
a straw. The pre-dosing baseline urine sample was used to correct for background 2H2O
concentration values in the post-dose sample. The plastic cup and straw were weighed
following oral ingestion of the dose to account for any leftover dose in the cup. This was
then subtracted from the weight of the cup, straw, and dose to give the exact amount of
dose ingested. A single, mid-stream urine sample was provided six hours later (±10 min).
No void was made between the two collections. Participants were fasted at the time of
dosing and were asked to abstain from food or fluid during the equilibrium period to
ensure equilibration across participants occurred under similar conditions.

The subsequent methodology followed procedures outlined by Wishart [25]. The
enrichment of the local tap water, the dose given and the 2H2O in the pre-dose and post-
dose samples were measured using isotope ratio mass spectrometry (Hydra, PDZ Europa,
Crew, UK). Each urine sample was pipetted into 10 mL exetainers (Labco Ltd., Califon, NJ,
USA) for analysis. A catalyst, approximately 1 mg of platinum on alumina powder (Sigma
Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA) contained in a 0.5 mL vial (Chromacol Ltd., Herts, UK),
was introduced into the exetainer, ensuring no direct contact with the urine. Each sample
was evacuated for 5 min before being filled with 99% hydrogen gas for no more than 2
s. The samples were left at room temperature for a minimum of 72 h to equilibrate the
deuterium in the urine sample with the hydrogen gas above it. All reference waters were
prepared at the same time and in the same manner. Isotopic enrichments were expressed
as the difference per unit volume (%O) from standard mean ocean water. All assays were
performed in duplicate with repeat assays in the laboratory, demonstrating coefficients of
variance of <2.0% at low enrichment levels and <1.0% for higher values.

Participants reported to the laboratory between 500 and 1000 h after an overnight
fast. Nude body mass was measured upon arrival to each laboratory visit and after the
first morning void. The scales were accurate to the nearest 0.05 kg (Tanita BWB-600,
Wedderburn, Australia). On their first visit to the laboratory, participants were asked to
collect a mid-stream urine sample into a specimen cup. Participants thereafter collected a
mid-stream urine sample outside of the laboratory, from the second void each morning for
the next six days. It was preferable that the sample was the second void of the day, as an
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earlier sample would be a concentrated overnight sample and not representative of that
collection time point. Individual samples were stored together in a polystyrene storage
container for each participant until their next laboratory visit.

Whole nude body mass was measured on participants’ home bathroom scales (type
and measurement precision varied, including both digital and mechanical varieties) daily,
and these values were compared to the laboratory scales when ascertaining daily body
mass fluctuations. If participants consumed food or fluid or voided before being weighed,
the weight of urine produced, or foodstuffs consumed, before measuring body mass
was accounted for when calculating the change in body mass between home scales and
laboratory scales. Aside from a total of seven forgotten measures, as instructed, participants
mostly (97.4%) recorded their ‘home’ whole nude body mass after their first void, as close to
leaving home before travelling to the laboratory as possible; this elicited the most accurate
comparison between participants’ home scales and the laboratory scales (r = 0.999). The
second void was then collected once the laboratory nude body mass was recorded. Height
was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm, with shoes removed in an upright posture and during
inhalation. Body Mass Index (BMI) was then calculated.

Body composition was measured on a participant’s first visit via whole-body air
displacement plethysmography using the BODPOD body composition system (Life Mea-
surement, Concord, MA, USA) and performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions
and recommendations. Participants wore tight-fitting underwear or bike pants and a swim-
ming cap. The procedure involved a volume calibration with and without a 50.008 L metal
cylinder. Participants entered the BODPOD and sat inside the anterior chamber (450 L),
which was connected to a rear measuring chamber (300 L) via oscillating diaphragms
and breathed normally (relaxed tidal breathing). The recommended procedure, consisting
of two measurements of body volume (30 s each), was adopted [26]. Occasionally body
volumes differed by more than 150 mL, in which case a third measurement was performed.
The reported body composition result by the BODPOD instrumentation was the mean of
the two (or the two closest) measurements.

A 6 mL blood sample was drawn at each laboratory visit, from a vein in the antecubital
fossa, into a serum separating vacutainer to determine serum osmolality as an indicator of
acute hydration status. This sample was centrifuged after 20 min (4000 rpm for 10 min)
(Universal 320R, Hettich, Germany), and the serum refrigerated (at 6 ◦C) for later analysis
(within one week from collection). Serum osmolality was measured in duplicate using the
freezing point depression technique (Osmomat 030, Gonotec, Berlin, Germany).

Urine samples were analysed for specific gravity using a digital refractometer (PAL-10
S, ATAGO, Tokyo, Japan) within 24 h of collection, to measure individuals’ acute hydration
status. Each sample was measured in duplicate. A third reading was taken where these
two measures differed. The mean value of the two closest measures was taken as the urine
specific gravity.

2.4. Dietary Tracking

The first laboratory session familiarised participants with the iPhone® application,
Easy Diet Diary (Xyris Software Pty Ltd., Brisbane, Australia), including its use and func-
tion. Examples of daily intake were shown to participants to improve their understanding
of quality reporting methods, and any questions were fielded.

Participants kept a daily record of their dietary intake (both food and fluid consump-
tion). The six-day self-reported diet diary was entered into the iPhone® application (the
software used was only compatible with iPhone, and in the instance that a participant
owned an Android, a loan iPhone® was provided). Participants were trained in provid-
ing portion sizes by using measuring cup reference values and/or their personal kitchen
weighing scales where possible. FoodWorks commercial software (Professional Edition,
version 7.0, Xyris Software, Brisbane, Australia) was used to determine total daily water
intake (moisture content of foods, as well as consuming water and other fluids), as well
as daily intake of energy (kilojoules), macronutrients (grams), and specific micronutrients
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(sodium, potassium in milligrams). The accuracy of reporting was clarified during each
laboratory visit by an interview with an Accredited Practising Dietitian, with particular
emphasis on reported quantities of fluids and high-moisture-content foods, as well as
suspected diary omissions. Participants were asked to refrain from consuming alcohol
during the test period and were instructed to continue their habitual intake of caffeine, to
not produce significant anomalies in hydration measures.

2.5. Physical Activity Tracking

The first laboratory session was also utilised to familiarise participants with the
use of their activity trackers: The FitBit® Flex Wireless Activity Tracker (FitBit). The
FitBit is lightweight (16 g) and contains a microelectromechanical system (MEMS) triaxial
accelerometer. A proprietary algorithm estimates energy expenditure from the triaxial
accelerometer (FitBit® Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA). The participants’ height and weight
information, along with their age and gender, were entered into the FitBit® user website
(www.fitbit.com, accessed on 14 April 2021). According to the manufacturer’s direction,
the FitBit® Flex was worn on the non-dominant wrist to obtain a more accurate step count
(activities of daily living typically require higher non-step-related use of the dominant
wrist) [27].

Participants were asked to take 20 strides at their normal walking pace along an indoor
corridor. This was repeated for participants’ typical running pace in the active participant
group. Once familiarisation was complete, individual calibration of stride length was
undertaken to ensure accurate accelerometery tracking. Calibration involved the measure
of distance travelled over 20 average walking stride lengths, as well as 20 average running
stride lengths. The total distance was divided by 20, to calculate the average stride length.
Every 20 strides were repeated in triplicate, with the average of the three values reported.
Stride length was then entered into the user website.

Data from the FitBit® user website (total steps, distance travelled, energy expenditure)
was extracted and used to estimate the energy expenditure of participants at 15-min
intervals over every 24 h. In conjunction with this data, records of daily activities to
account for anomalies in step count data were collected, whereby participants were asked
to keep note (written or mental) of unusual activity that might disturb their FitBit® step
results (unusually low or high spikes in steps). Examples included: Cycling where physical
activity was occurring despite minimal FitBit® activity; driving where minimal physical
activity was occurring despite a higher representation in FitBit® activity, due to hand
movements at the steering wheel and/or uneven surfaces eliciting hand/wrist movement;
or specific tasks that required the FitBit® to be removed altogether, such as ‘no jewellery’
rules in team sport, or water immersion activity. This information was collected through
recall discussions with participants during each laboratory visit.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

All analyses were performed in R (Version 3.5.3) [28] using the RStudio environment
(Version 1.0.143). The analysis was completed in four main parts. First, linear regression
was used to determine differences in the descriptive variables of age, height, body mass,
BMI, and VO2max between active and sedentary participants. Second, a linear mixed-
effects model was used to determine the difference between groups for each individual’s
coefficient of variation of the hydration markers (body mass, serum osmolality and urine
specific gravity). The models included a random intercept for each individual to account
for the repeated measurements across days. Third, linear regression was used to determine
differences in total body water, body composition and body water turnover between
active and sedentary participants. Models included activity level as a fixed factor and
were implemented using the base R function ‘lm’. Hedges’ g [29] and 95% confidence
intervals (CI) were calculated for the standardised difference between active and sedentary
participants using the ‘effsize’ package [30]. A weighted pooled SD was used as the
denominator, and a non-central t-distribution for the 95% CI. Hedges’ g values were
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interpreted as small 0.2, medium 0.5 and large 0.8 [29]. Finally, a penalised regression
model was performed to predict water turnover based on the independent predictor
variables. A bivariate (Pearson) correlation was used to identify the variables that shared
at least a small association (i.e., r > 0.1 or < −0.1) with water turnover. The initial model
contained group and the following predictor variables: Fibre, sodium, energy expenditure,
carbohydrate and water intake that were standardised using the equation: y′ = y − x/s,
where ‘x’ is the sample mean, ‘s’ the sample standard deviation, and ‘y’ the observed
value. The least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (Lasso) models were used to
identify redundant predictors, by shrinking their coefficients to exactly zero [31], using
the R package ‘glmnet’. In comparison to more traditional variable selection methods,
namely, step-forward and step-back selection, the Lasso model identifies the best subset
of predictors, while accounting for co-correlation between predictors [32]. Potentially
important predictors identified via Lasso were fit in a ‘final’ linear mixed-effects model.
For all models, the assumption of normality was confirmed via histogram plots of model
residuals. Evidence of a statistical effect or difference was accepted at an α level of 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Participant Characteristics

Participants’ anthropometric characteristics are as displayed in Table 1. There was
statistical evidence of the active group having a lower body mass (mean difference (MD)
Hedges’ g[95% CI] = −0.72 [−1.39, −0.07]), BMI (g[95% CI] = −0.73 [−1.40, −0.08]), and
body fat percentage (g[95% CI] = −2.00 [−2.78, −1.21]) than the sedentary. There was no
evidence of a difference in age, height or lean body mass between the groups.

Table 1. Physical and anthropometric descriptors of study participants.

Sedentary (n = 19) Active (n = 19) Mean Difference

Characteristic Mean ± Standard Deviation Mean ± Standard Deviation (95% Confidence Interval), p Value

Age (yrs) 25.9 ± 3.6 24.7 ± 3.2 −1.2 [−3.42, 1.02], p = 0.281
Height (m) 1.80 ± 0.06 1.79 ± 0.06 −0.01 [−0.05, 0.03], p = 0.533
Mass (kg) † 87.6 ± 17.1 77.9 ± 7.2 −9.7 [−18.3, −1.0], p = 0.029

BMI (kg·m−2) † 26.9 ± 4.7 24.3 ± 1.5 −2.58 [−4.86, −0.31], p = 0.027
LBM (kg) 63.5 ± 9.0 68.3 ± 5.5 −5.6 [−0.12, 9.71], p = 0.056

Fat mass (%) † 24.7 ± 9.9 9.9 ± 3.5 −14.9 [−19.7, −10.0], p < 0.001
VO2 max (mL·kg−1·min−1) - 61.1 ± 2.6

† indicates statistical evidence for a difference between groups; LBM, lean body mass.

3.2. Hydration Marker Coefficients of Variation

There was no statistical evidence of a difference in the coefficient of variation between
groups for home body mass (β ± SE [95% CI] = 0.14 ± 0.12 [−0.10, 0.38]; t = 1.16; p = 0.251)
laboratory body mass (β ± SE [95% CI] = −0.05 ± 0.26 [−0.55, 0.45]; t = −0.20; p = 0.841),
serum osmolality (β ± SE [95% CI] = −0.14 ± 0.55 [−1.21, 0.92]; t = −0.26; p = 0.794) or
urine specific gravity (β ± SE [95% CI] = 0.14 ± 0.08 [−0.02, 0.30]; t = 1.75; p = 0.084).

There was statistical evidence of an increase in the coefficient of variation over the
days in both home body mass (β ± SE [95% CI] = 0.04 ± 0.01 [0.02, 0.06]; t = 3.48; p < 0.001)
and urine specific gravity (β ± SE [95% CI] = 0.04 ± 0.01 [0.02, 0.34]; t = 4.99; p < 0.001).
This outcome is the result of a few individuals displaying no change in their measurements
on the first two or three consecutive timepoints producing a zero percent coefficient of
variation. While this scenario occurred in the laboratory body mass (β ± SE [95% CI] = 0.01
± 0.06 [−0.11, 0.14]; t = 0.23; p = 0.820) and serum osmolality (β ± SE [95% CI] = 0.06 ±
0.14 [−0.21, 0.34]; t = 0.46; p = 0.651), these zero percent coefficient of variations influenced
each day equally.

3.3. Energy Intake and Expenditure

Participants’ energy expenditure and nutrient consumption data are displayed in
Table 2. There was statistical evidence of the active group having a higher energy expen-
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diture (MD g[95% CI] = 1.12 [0.44, 1.84]), intake of water (g[95% CI] = 1.21 [0.53, 1.93]),
CHO (g[95% CI] = 0.81 [0.16, 1.49]) and fibre (g[95% CI] = 1.28 [0.60, 2.00]), compared with
the sedentary. There was no evidence of a difference in sodium or alcohol intake between
the groups.

3.4. Water Turnover and Total Body Water

There was statistical evidence the active group had a significantly greater total body
water as a percent of body mass (MD g[95% CI] = 1.57 [0.86, 2.33]), but not absolute total
body water compared with the sedentary. This reflected the fact that active participants
tended to have a lower %FM (Table 1). Participants’ relative water turnover is displayed in
Table 2 and Figure 1. Relative water turnover in the active group was significantly greater
than the sedentary group (MD g[95% CI] = 1.70 [0.98, 2.48]).

Figure 1. Relative water turnover of active and sedentary participants. † indicates statistical evidence for a difference
between groups.

Penalised regression identified potentially important predictors that were included
within a final model. The final model provided evidence that the fibre intake (β ± SE [95%
CI] = 4.11 ± 1.85 [0.34, 7.87]; t = 2.22; p = 0.033), water intake (β ± SE [95% CI] = 4.87 ± 1.74
[1.34, 8.41]; t = 2.81; p = 0.008), sodium intake (β ± SE [95% CI] = −2.0 ± 1.5 [−5.1, 1.2]; t
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=−1.29; p = 0.207), and activity level (β ± SE [95% CI] = 7.38 ± 3.84 [−0.44, 15.21]; t = 1.92;
p = 0.063) predicted the relative body water turnover (F(4,32) = 13.7, p < 0.001; R2 = 0.585).

Table 2. Mean ± standard deviation participant body water turnover, body composition, and dietary influencing factors of
water turnover rates.

Sedentary (n = 19) Active (n = 19) Mean Difference

Characteristic Mean ± Standard Deviation Mean ± Standard Deviation
(95% Confidence Interval),

p Value

TBW (kg) 46.4 ± 6.8 48.0 ± 3.8 1.8 [−1.9, 5.4], p = 0.335
TBW (%) † 53.7 ± 5.6 61.9 ± 4.9 8.4 [4.9, 11.8], p < 0.001
WT (L/d) † 4.0 ± 1.0 5.0 ± 1.0 1.0 [0.3, 1.7], p = 0.004

WT (g/kg/d) † 46.0 ± 8.7 63.6 ± 11.3 17.6 [10.9, 24.2], p < 0.001
Daily H2O intake (mL) † 3008 ± 683 4105 ± 1050 1097 [514, 1680], p < 0.001

Daily Energy Expenditure (kJ) † 11,412 ± 1769 13,265 ± 1452 1853 [775, 2930], p = 0.001
Daily CHO intake (g) † 233 ± 58 296 ± 91 63 [12.9, 113.1], p = 0.015
Daily Na intake (mg) 3649 ± 973 3487 ± 1299 −162 [−917, 593], p = 0.666
Daily EtOH intake (g) 16.7 ± 17.9 11.9 ± 14.6 −4.8 [−15.5, 5.9], p = 0.368
Daily Fibre intake (g) † 20.6 ± 6.9 37.2 ± 16.5 17 [8, 25], p < 0.001

† indicates statistical evidence for a difference between groups. TBW, total body water; LBM, lean body mass; WT, body water turnover;
EtOH, alcohol.

4. Discussion

The main finding of this study was that the daily water turnover rates were faster
in active participants undertaking the regular strenuous activity and with greater energy
expenditure, than their sedentary counterparts who undertook little to no planned activity
during the assessment period. Absolute TBW content of the active group was not sig-
nificantly greater than that of the sedentary group; however, relative TBW expressed as
a percentage of body mass was greater in the active group. Participants in both groups
maintained stable body mass measures across the study duration, and therefore, presum-
ably also maintained stable TBW content, as evidenced by stable hydration measures (USG,
SOsm and body mass). This suggests that the exercise-induced energy expenditure among
active participants promoted greater water losses (renal or non-renal) daily, leading to
faster water turnover. Irrespective of this group effect, water turnover in both groups was
significantly influenced by increased water and dietary fibre intake.

This study suggests that active young adult men have a water turnover rate that is faster
than that of sedentary men of the same age group (Table 2, Figure 1). A comparison of previous
water turnover research and the findings from this study indicate that in the active group,
water turnover was observed to be 63.6 ± 11.3 g·kg−1·d−1 compared with data from other
water turnover studies ranging from 47–99.2 g·kg−1·d−1 [10–12,14,15,20,33]. In the sedentary
group, water turnover was observed to be 46.0 ± 8.7 g·kg−1·d−1 compared with data
from other water turnover studies ranging from 27.8–53.8 g·kg−1·d−1 [10–12,14,15,20,33].
Previous literature emphasises that there are large daily and individual variations in water
turnover rates. Water turnovers exceeding 70 g·kg−1·d−1 have been seen in individuals
undertaking long duration, strenuous activity in harsh environmental conditions, such as
firefighters working 12–16 h shifts combatting wildfires across rough terrain in very hot
conditions (94.8 g·kg−1·d−1) [15], and in altitude trekking for an average of 7.5 h (over 17
km) per day (78.7 g·kg−1·d−1) [19]. The current study values are more representative of
regular physical activity, which at times was strenuous (measured by ‘very active minutes’
according to FitBit® data), but not on average reflective of lengthy periods or excessively
harsh environmental conditions.

An accelerated water turnover can be explained by larger volumes of fluid intake,
as well as by increased body fluid losses. Despite the 24 h human water requirement
being linked to anthropometric characteristics (i.e., large individuals with a higher body
mass require a greater daily total water intake than smaller individuals) [34], increased
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fluid intake (via food and fluid) was observed in the active participant group (Table 2).
This increase may be explained by additional fluid intake associated with the increase
in consumption of overall energy (food), which was required to sustain higher levels of
energy expenditure in the active group. Increased exercise-associated energy expenditure
relates to an increase in energy intake (to maintain energy balance), which could increase
water intake as a by-product of increased calorie-containing fluids, or from the moisture
content in foods consumed. Several variables affecting fluid gain depend on physical
activity levels: Metabolic water production fluctuates depending on metabolic rate (higher
metabolic rates produce more water); and sweat volume can sharply increase in very hot
weather or during heavy exercise [1]. Fluid intake can also be enhanced by the presence
of greater amounts of food in the gastrointestinal tract, due to central nervous system-
mediated mechanisms for eating-induced drinking [35]. Urinary output was not measured
in this study, and hence, body fluid losses through urine and other mechanisms can only be
estimated. Research is mixed on whether urine output differs between active and sedentary
individuals despite increased water turnover rates; however, exercise-induced non-renal
water losses (skin, respiration, defaecation) appear to be at least partly responsible for
increased water turnover [11,12,14,36].

There is evidence that water turnover is influenced by physical activity—in the longer-
term (days to weeks), studies have commonly reported that water turnover is more rapid
in physically active individuals compared with their sedentary comparisons [14,19,20]. It
has also been found that trained status is significantly correlated to an increase in water
turnover [19], likely resulting from increased water intake to assist in thermoregulation
when physically active, as well as a physiological adaptation of more efficient sweat-
ing, due to an early onset and higher sweat rates. In two distinct studies, Leiper and
Maughan [11,14] saw a clear difference of increased fluid losses in their exercising cohort,
with one study showing non-renal water losses that were almost three times greater, sug-
gesting to some extent that fluid intake in exercising individuals is greater, to counter
exercise-associated increased sweat rates and respiratory fluid losses. Given the enhanced
water intakes of the active participants in the present study, this suggests is a requirement
to balance greater exercise-induced sweat and respiratory water losses than those of the
sedentary participants. These differences in fluid intake between active and sedentary
groups may be simply due to differences in habitual fluid consumption; however, it is also
possible that differences may be seen due to exercise-induced dehydration stimulating
thirst, particularly in the absence of adequate electrolyte replacement from sweat losses [37].
Furthermore, although these studies typically did not directly account for metabolic water
production, water intake from foods and fluids, respiration, or sweat production, it is
postulated that an increased metabolic rate during exercise elevates these factors, and thus,
increases water turnover [20].

The more physically active a participant was (measured via energy expenditure), the
greater the water turnover. This is perhaps due not only to increased water intake to
replace non-renal losses or an increased fluid intake resulting from increased energy intake,
but, in part, because of a metabolic water production derived from substrate oxidation.
There is a growing body of evidence supporting the production of metabolic water during
the oxidation of exogenous fuel sources in the body [18,38–40]; water gains have been
reported when glycogen stores are broken down within the muscles and liver [41,42].
Well-trained individuals may have a higher storage capacity for muscle glycogen combined
with a higher resting metabolic rate for substrate oxidation. In this situation, if water is
endogenously liberated via carbohydrate oxidation, this may explain faster water turnover
rates in the active group if this water production does, in fact, contribute to hydration
status [19]. As an example, the energy cost of running a marathon for an average 70 kg male
is roughly 12,000 kJ (4.18 kJ·kg−1·min−1) [43]. Estimates of carbohydrate oxidation during
this event would indicate that an elite male runner would utilise 400 g of glycogen [44];
given the accepted value of 3 g of water per gram of oxidised glycogen [18], this would
result in a 1200 mL endogenous water release.
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The link between dietary composition and water turnover remains an under-researched
area. This study identified that fibre appears to play an independent role in water turnover.
There is very limited literature relating to dietary fibre intake and its relationship to TBW
or water turnover; however, from the results of this study, it is apparent that increased fibre
intake is positively associated with increased water turnover, independent of participants’
level of physical activity. The human colon can absorb upwards of 5 L of water per day;
water and electrolyte absorption in the colon requires the presence of short-chain fatty acids
(SCFAs), which are produced by the fermentation of carbohydrates by colonic bacteria [45].
Microbially-fermentable ‘resistant’ starch is responsible for generating SCFAs in the colon
due to its indigestibility in the small intestine. SCFAs stimulate blood flow in the colon, and
importantly, fluid and electrolyte reabsorption. Resistant starch in an acute dose of around
50 g is documented as a common and effective addition to oral rehydration solutions that
are delivered for the management of dehydration caused by severe acute diarrhoea [45–48]
and more recently has shown promising application in treating exercise-induced fluid
deficits [49]. The proposed mechanism of action relates to the ability of the colon to absorb
sodium against substantial electrochemical gradients, as well as its considerable reserve
capacity to absorb fluid [50]. SCFAs are a potent stimulus for the absorption of sodium
and water from the colon, hence dietary fibre intake (specifically resistant starch) may
play an important role in promoting body water retention, thus slowing water turnover
rates [51,52].

While every effort was made to ensure accurate estimation of energy intake and
expenditure throughout the study period, recording and reporting bias were expected
given the arduous task of participants keeping food and exercise records for a 7-day period.
Another limitation of the current study was that 24-h urine collection was not carried out,
and hence, fluid loss origins (renal or non-renal) could not be identified.

5. Conclusions

This study confirms that water turnover is faster in individuals undertaking regular
exercise than in their sedentary counterparts, and is, in part, explained by the intake
of water from high-moisture containing foods. The nutrient analysis of the participant
diets indicated that increased dietary fibre intake was also positively associated with
water turnover rates. The water loss between groups also contributes to the differences
observed in water turnover; this is partly related to differences in sweat output during
increased energy expenditure from physical activity. Appropriate consideration of the
dietary composition of food, in conjunction with fluid intake, may give rise to preventative
strategies that could be used to positively manipulate hydration status to abate sweat
losses, whether in a clinical, occupational or exercise setting.
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Abstract: Euhydration remains a challenge in children due to lack of access and unpalatability of
water and to other reasons. The purpose of this study was to determine if the availability/access
to a beverage (Creative Roots®) influences hydration in children and, therefore, sleep quality and
mood. Using a crossover investigation, 46 participants were randomly assigned to a control group
(CON) or an intervention group and received Creative Roots® (INT) for two-week periods. We
recorded daily first morning and afternoon urine color (Ucol), thirst perception, and bodyweight of
the two groups. Participants reported to the lab once per week and provided first morning urine
samples to assess Ucol, urine specific gravity (USG), and urine osmolality (Uosmo). Participants
also completed the questionnaires Profile of Mood States-Adolescents (POMS-a) and Pittsburgh
Sleep Quality Index (PSQI). Dependent t-tests were used to assess the effects of the intervention on
hydration, mood, and sleep quality. Uosmo was greater and Ucol was darker in the control group
(mean ± SD) [Uosmo: INT = 828 ± 177 mOsm·kg−1, CON = 879 ± 184 mOsm·kg−1, (p = 0.037],
[Ucol:INT = 5 ± 1, CON = 5 ± 1, p = 0.024]. USG, POMS-a, and PSQI were not significant between the
groups. At-home daily afternoon Ucol was darker in the control group [INT = 3 ± 1, CON = 3 ± 1,
p = 0.022]. Access to Creative Roots® provides a small, potentially meaningful hydration benefit
in children. However, children still demonstrated consistent mild dehydration based on Uosmo,
despite consuming the beverage.

Keywords: euhydration; children; urine; thirst

1. Introduction

There is an increasing body of evidence showing that children are inadequately
hydrated [1]. A recent review examining water intake across 19 countries found that about
60% of children aged 4–13 years did not meet water intake guidelines [2]. Specifically, in
the United States, Kenny et al. [3] examined the prevalence of insufficient hydration using
urine osmolality and found that over 50% of their sample (n = 4134) aged 6–19 years were
inadequately hydrated. There are many barriers that may influence the consumption of
water among children including, but not limited to, lack of drinking water accessibility
while at school, unpalatable water, and the availability of competitive beverages (e.g.,
sugar-sweetened beverages, 100% fruit and vegetable juices) [4].

The hydration status has been associated with mood state, as well as sleep quality [5–7].
Evidence has demonstrated that dehydration adversely affects mood, with increases in
tension and anxiety, as well as fatigue [5,6]. Additionally, Fadda et al. [6] found a negative
correlation between hydration status (assessed as urine osmolality) and vigor, indicating
that hydration is beneficial in improving vigor. A short sleep duration has also been
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linked to a poor hydration status, and those with a sleep duration of 6 h were presented
higher urine specific gravity and greater odds of being dehydrated [7]. However, the
aforementioned study [7] examined adult male participants. There is limited evidence on
the hydration status and sleep quality in children.

Water is an essential component for many physiological functions within the human
body and plays a critical role in thermoregulation, cardiovascular function, as well as
transportation of nutrients and waste production [8]. Inadequate hydration can lead to
numerous negative health effects [3,8]. Even mild to moderate dehydration has been
associated with sleepiness, headaches, and muscle weakness [8]. Severe dehydration has
been associated with irritability and sleepiness, especially in children and infants, low
blood pressure, and rapid heartbeat [8]. These negative health effects can be detrimental
to the development of children and warrant further access to water, specifically during
school hours.

In an attempt to combat the hydration barriers in children, the Kraft Heinz Company
(Chicago, IL, USA) developed a coconut water-based beverage. Therefore, the purpose of
the present study was to determine if the accessibility to the beverage influences hydration,
as well as sleep quality and mood status, in children. We hypothesized that having access
to this beverage would improve the hydration status and, therefore, overall mood and
sleep quality.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Beverage

The Kraft Heinz Company (Chicago, IL, USA) developed an 8.5 oz (251 mL) coconut
water-based beverage (15% juice) with one gram of sugar and 11 calories, called Creative
Roots®.

Experimental Approach to the Problem

We utilized a randomized crossover study design to guide data collection. All proce-
dures were reviewed and approved by University of Connecticut’s Institutional Review
Board (H19-212). The participants provided verbal assent, and their parents or guardians
provided written consent prior to participation.

2.2. Participants

A sample of 46 children (n = 23 males, n = 23 females) ranging from 7 to 12 years
of age (10 ± 2 years old) at the time of consent volunteered for this study. Participants
were excluded from the study if they had a history of chronic kidney disease, diabetes,
sleep disorder, if used medication that might affect water balance (e.g., diuretics, laxatives,
antacids, antihistamines, NSAIDs, blood pressure medication) or mood and anxiety (e.g.,
antidepressants, anxiolytics, beta-blockers, ADHD medication), as well as other medica-
tions that might cause urine color changes (e.g., isoniazid, sulfasalazine, metronidazole,
nitrofurantoin, amitriptyline, cimetidine, indomethacin, zaleplon, methocarbamol, meto-
clopramide, warfarin, rifampin, and phenazopyridine). Participants were also excluded
from the study if they did not find any of the drinks palatable.

2.3. Overview of the Study Procedures

Participants reported to the lab once a week over 7 weeks for a total of 7 lab visits. A
timeline and overview of the study procedures can be seen in Table 1. Participants began
the study with a familiarization visit in which they completed all laboratory procedures
and were given detailed instructions by a research team member about how to properly
complete data collection at home. The participants returned to the lab at least one week later
and, following laboratory procedures, were randomly assigned to either an intervention
group or a control group. The intervention group received 40 bottles of Creative Roots©
(Kraft Heinz Company, Chicago, IL, USA). The parents/guardians of the participants were
instructed to ensure that the participants had the option to drink the beverage at each meal
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(i.e., breakfast, lunch, and dinner), as well as to allow the participants to drink the beverage
ad libitum throughout the day. Participants in the intervention group returned their empty
and unused bottles and were given a new batch of 40 bottles each week. The control group
did not receive the beverages and were not given any further instructions about fluid or
dietary intake.

Table 1. Dependent variables and collection time points.

Variable Familiarization Baseline
Daily Data Collection
During Weeks 1, 2, 4, 5

(at Home)

Weekly Visit with
Researchers

(End of Weeks 1–5)

Body mass X X X X
Urine Sample X X

Urine Specific Gravity X X
Urine Osmolality X X
AM Urine Color X X X
PM Urine Color X X X
Thirst Sensation X X X X

Sleep Questionnaire X X X
Mood (POMS) X X X

Following this two-week period, both groups (i.e., intervention and control groups)
entered a washout week, in which no beverages were given, and participants were in-
structed to cease the at-home data collection. Following the washout week, participants
returned to the lab and were assigned to their new groups (i.e., the intervention group
became the control group and vice versa). Both groups were instructed to resume their
bi-daily at-home assessments.

2.4. Weekly Lab Visits

Participants reported to the lab once a week over seven weeks for a total of seven lab
visits. On the first lab visit, the participants were familiarized with the testing variables
and taught how to assess their hydration. First, participants were given an iPod touch
(Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA) with the Qualtrics Survey Application (Qualtrics, Provo,
UT, USA) to self-assess their daily morning and afternoon urine color, thirst perception,
and bodyweight throughout the duration of the study. Additionally, participants tasted the
Creative Roots® drink to ensure palatability. If the participant did not like the drink, they
were excluded from the study; however, all participants enjoyed the beverage. Weekly
lab visits involved a hydration assessment, the completion of the Profile of Mood States
adolescent (POMS-a) [9] and of the Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) [10] questionnaires.
For the hydration assessments, participants were provided with a urine collection cup,
instructed to collect their first morning urine, and bring the sample to the laboratory. Urine
color was assessed with the urine color chart that has been validated for children [11].
Urine specific gravity (USG) was assessed using a handheld refractometer (Reichert TS 400,
Reichert Inc., Dewpew, NY, USA), and urine osmolality (Uosmo) was assessed using freeze-
point depression (OsmoPRO® Multi-Sample Micro-Osmometer; Advanced Instruments,
Norwood, MA, USA). Thirst perception was measured using a previously validated [12,13]
nine-point (1–9) Likert scale, where 1 is “Not Thirsty at All” and 9 is “Very, Very Thirsty”.
Additionally, body mass was assessed at this time (Defender R7000 Xtreme; OHAUS Corp.,
Parsippany, NJ, USA). In order to limit parent and peer influence during the POMS-a
and the PSQI, the participants were instructed to direct all questions to a member of the
research team.

2.5. At Home Data Collection

Participants were given an iPod touch (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA) with the
Qualtrics Survey Application (Qualtrics, Provo, UT, USA) to self-assess their daily morning
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and afternoon urine color, thirst perception, and bodyweight throughout the duration
of the study. Following urination in the urine collection cup at home, urine color was
assessed by the participant with the urine color chart in paper format or as a picture on the
iPod. Bodyweight was measured at home with a bodyweight scale (BalanceFrom LLC.,
Los Angeles, CA, USA), and the perceived level of thirst was assessed immediately upon
waking in the morning and upon return home from school in the afternoon (i.e., between
1600 and 1959 h) [14].

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Our sample size calculation was based on the comparison of a low water intake inter-
vention vs. an ad libitum water intake in preadolescent children [1]. To establish an estimate
of power and to project a proper sample size, the values for differences in 24 h urine osmolal-
ity from a low water intake intervention and an ad libitum water intake were utilized. It was
determined that urine osmolality values for low water intake were 912 ± 199 mOsm·kg−1,
and those for an ad libitum water intake were 790 ± 257 mOsm·kg−1. For a matched-pairs
test with 0.05 alpha level, effect size of 0.52, and desired power level of 0.95, the estimated
sample size would be a minimum of 42 participants. We utilized the power calculation
software G*power 3.1 to calculate the required sample size needed for this study.

Data are reported as means and standard deviations (M ± SD). Dependent t-tests were
used to determine differences between the intervention (INT) and the control (CON) groups
for urine color, Uosmo, USG, thirst sensation, PSQI, POMS-a, and daily percent bodyweight
changes [(Afternoon bodyweight–morning bodyweight)/morning bodyweight (×100)].
Alpha level was set a priori at 0.05. All statistical analyses were computed using SPSS
(SPSS Statistics version 25, IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

3. Results

INT samples presented lower Uosmo and lighter urine color compared to CON
samples, as shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The afternoon urine color from at-
home measures was lighter for the INT group compared to the CON group, as shown in
Table 2. INT also had greater percent body mass loss, as shown in Figure 3. For all other
measures taken at home, there were no differences, including for morning urine color as
well as morning and afternoon thirst sensation, as shown in Table 2. INT did not show any
effect on USG, thirst perception, POMS-a total score, or PSQI [USG: INT = 1.023 ± 0.005,
CON = 1.024 ± 0.005, p = 0.091], [thirst: INT = 4 ± 1.6, CON = 4 ± 1.6, p = 0.657], [POMS-a:
INT = −1.04 ± 5.6, CON = −0.26 ± 6.6, p = 0.233], [PSQI: INT = 2.91 ± 1.8, CON = 3.07 ± 1.5,
p = 0.425].

Table 2. At-home daily log of morning and afternoon urine color and morning and afternoon thirst
perception.

Morning
Urine Color

Afternoon
Urine Color

Morning Thirst
Perception

Afternoon Thirst
Perception

Intervention 4 ± 1 3 ± 1 * 4 ± 1 3 ± 1
Control 4 ± 1 3 ± 1 4 ± 1 3 ± 1

Intervention = flavored beverage. * indicates statistical significance (p < 0.05). n = 46
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Figure 1. Values are averages of lab visit urine osmolality in the intervention and control groups;
n = 46 after a two-week period. Intervention = flavored beverage. * indicates statistical significance
(p < 0.05). The lines within the individual data points represent each group’s mean and standard
deviation.
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Figure 2. Values are averages of lab visit urine color for the intervention and the control groups;
n = 46 after a two-week period. Intervention = flavored beverage. * indicates statistical significance
(p < 0.05). The lines within the individual data points represent each group’s mean and standard
deviation.
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Figure 3. Values are average daily bodyweight percent changes in the intervention and in the control
groups; n = 46. * indicates statistical significance (p < 0.05). The lines within the individual data
points represent each group’s mean and standard deviation.

4. Discussion

These results suggest that the INT group was able to improve their hydration status
based on the decreased Uosmo and urine color from weekly laboratory visits. Although
there was an observed decrease of dehydration in the INT group, both groups had clinical
signs of dehydration from the spot samples provided (Uosmo > 800mOsm·kg−1). This
would suggest that although the INT groups did see improvements to their Uosmo, the
INT condition was not sufficient to attain clinical euhydration. Despite being different at a
statistically significant level between groups, urine color during the lab visits was similar
for both groups, having a value of ~5 and a mean difference of only 0.5. Furthermore,
USG and thirst perception during the lab visits were not significantly different between
groups, suggesting that having accessibility to the Creative Roots® beverage may only
improve Uosmo. However, the improvements in Uosmo may suggest that the Creative
Roots® beverage offers a potential benefit for hydration, due to the validity of Uosmo for
assessing hydration [15]. The at-home morning urine color and morning and afternoon
thirst perception did not show any change in the INT group when the participants were
self-assessing their thirst perception and urine color.

Our results are similar to those of Khan et al. [1] who examined hydration markers
during a 4-day water intake intervention in children with a prescribed low intake, high
intake, and ad libitum intake of fluid. The authors reported Uosmo and urine color values
in their ad libitum group that would approach the threshold for clinical dehydration,
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similar to what we observed in our participants, who were able to consume fluid ad
libitum [1]. This similarity may suggest that children with an ad libitum beverage intake
may not see improvements in hydration and that a prescribed beverage intake may be
more beneficial for improving hydration.

Interestingly, the at-home data (i.e., morning and afternoon urine color, bodyweight,
and thirst perception) showed contradictory results. First, the afternoon urine color was
lighter for the INT group; however, due to the low reported mean difference, we speculate
that it is unlikely that these results have any clinical significance. Additionally, daily
percent bodyweight changes were found to be statistically significant between the groups.
The intervention group presented greater differences in daily percent bodyweight changes
when compared to the control group, suggesting the intervention group was less hydrated
than the control group. Bodyweight changes have been noted as one of the more practical
markers for hydration, whereas day-to-day bodyweight losses of more than 1% can be
an indicator of dehydration [16]. Although the intervention group did not lose over
1% of bodyweight, the group still lost more bodyweight than the control group, which
is contradictory with their afternoon urine color measures. However, the bodyweight
changes may be related to a reduced consumption of sugary beverages, thus a reduced
caloric intake, due to having access to Creative Roots®. Prior research has demonstrated
that reducing sugary beverage intake and replacing these beverages with non-caloric ones
can result in reduced weight gain [17,18].

Contrary to previous research, we did not find any differences in mood between INT
and CON, using the POMS-a. Fadda et al. [6] found that serving children 300–500 mL
of water during the school day can improve their mood. This was a prescribed amount,
whereas in the present study we utilized ad libitum fluid consumption and only assessed
mood in children once per week, which may explain why we did not find any differences
between our groups. This may suggest that acute changes in hydration may impact mood,
but it is possible that those differences are not observable when only assessed one time per
week. We also did not observe any differences in sleep quality, using the PSQI, between the
intervention and the control groups despite the intervention group having a lighter urine
color in the afternoon. This finding may simply be due to the intervention not changing
the hydration status. Further research is warranted, as there is little evidence available
regarding hydration status and sleep quality in children.

5. Limitations

There are several limitations to the present study. First, the intervention group was
not prescribed a specific amount of fluid. We required the participants to have drinks
available and accessible at each meal (i.e., breakfast, lunch, and dinner), as well as ad
libitum throughout the day, but did not require them to consume specific amounts. Second,
we did not ask the children or their parents to record what was consumed throughout each
week. We also used first morning urine samples for hydration analysis (i.e., urine color,
USG, Uosmo) in all lab visits in order to reduce scheduling conflicts with the participants
and their caretakers. Recent literature suggests that Uosmo of afternoon urine samples is
more representative of values observed in 24 h urine collection [14]. Lastly, the daily log
data collection was not supervised by the research staff, though research participants were
provided detailed instructions to promote compliance.

6. Conclusions

Our results indicate that having access to Creative Roots® seems to produce a small
but potentially meaningful benefit in hydration, as indicated by Uosmo and urine color.
However, even with the observed improvements, children were still consistently mildly
dehydrated regardless of the group. Our data show the intervention group did improve
some biomarkers of hydration, but no effect was observed in at-home measures, mood, or
sleep. Further research is warranted using a prescribed amount of fluid to determine if the
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beverage improves the hydration status and monitoring dietary and fluid intake during
the entirety of the study.
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Abstract: There is a paucity of research examining hydration and nutrition behaviors in youth
American football players. A potentially unique risk factor are league restrictions based on weight
(WR) or age (AR). The purpose of this study was to examine hydration status between WR and
AR leagues. The secondary purpose was to describe eating patterns in players. An observational
cohort design with 63 youth football players (10 ± 1 yrs, 148.2 ± 9.4 cm, 44.9 ± 15.3 kg) was utilized.
Independent variables were league (AR (n = 36); WR (n = 27)) and activity type (practice (PX = 8);
game (GM = 3)). Dependent variables were hydration status (urine osmolality; percent change in
body mass (%BM)), eating attitudes (Children’s Eating Attitude Test (ChEAT-26)) and self-reported
frequency of meals. On average, players arrived activity mildly hypohydrated (830 ± 296 mOsm/kg)
and %BM was minimal (−0.1 ± 0.7%) during events. Players consumed 2 ± 1 meals and 1 ± 1 snack
before events. The ChEAT-26 survey reported 21.6% (n = 8) of players were at risk for abnormal
eating attitudes. Among these players, eating binges, vomiting, excessive exercise and drastic weight
loss were reported. Youth American football players arrived activity mildly hypohydrated and
consumed enough fluid during activity to maintain euhydration. Abnormal eating attitudes and the
use of unhealthy weight loss methods were reported by some youth American football players.

Keywords: sweat rate; fluid consumed; pathogenic eating behaviors; hypohydration; American
tackle football

1. Introduction

Pop Warner is the largest youth American football organization in the world and
greater than 250,000 children participate per season. Pop Warner football, in an attempt to
make the sport safer, sometimes divide their players by age and weight [1]. To ensure these
rules are followed, players weigh-in at the beginning of the season and before each game
to confirm they are not over the weight limit for that specific team [1]. If they weigh-in at a
different weight, then the child may not be allowed to play that day or eventually have to
change teams. Leagues without weight restrictions divide their players into teams by age
only. However, if there is a larger child on a team (usually greater than 36.3 kg), playing
restrictions are typically enforced for that child to ensure safety and encourage fair play.

The National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, estimated 15.7% of boys
2–19 years old in the US are overweight, 19.1% obese and 6.3% severely obese [2]. When
examining boys closer to youth football age range, US boys aged 6–11 years old revealed
20.4% obese [2]. The health risks posed by hypohydration and improper nutrition are
heightened for athletes participating in sports that involve weight restrictions. The pressure
of these restrictions may lead to unhealthy weight loss methods, which negatively affect
the overall function of the body and may predispose athletes for exertional heat illness
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(EHI) [3,4]. As mentioned previously, youth weight and age play a major role in the
structure of the team composition in youth football. If a youth athlete is overweight, or
is in the early maturation stage, it is implied their larger size may put them at higher risk
for injury or potentially injuring other athletes. This not only puts an early stigma that
being overweight or obese increases higher risk for injury, but may also put a young athlete
at higher risk to engage in compensatory behaviors to induce weight loss (e.g., excessive
exercise, fasting, self-induced vomiting, use of laxatives, diuretics, appetite suppressants,
etc.). These behaviors align with previous research that revealed 12% of adolescent athletes
used one or more compensatory behaviors to control weight [5].

When working with youth athletes with weight pressures, it is important to recognize
hypohydration and improper diet are predisposing factors of EHI [6–8]. Hypohydration can
be intentional when athletes engage in activities that induce passive or active dehydration;
using a sauna or exercising in sweat suits were found to be the most common in adolescent
athletes [5]. Additionally, poor diet is considered a risk factor for EHI, as low electrolyte
levels alter normal muscle/organ function and low energy leads to early muscle fatigue
during physical activity [3,9,10]. When examining adolescent male wrestlers and the
influence of dietary restriction; a reduction in protein and muscular performance was
evident, but there was little effect on linear growth and maturation [11]. There is a robust
association between abnormal eating attitudes and behaviors (i.e., disordered eating, eating
disorders (ED), pathogenic behaviors) and their contribution to children being overweight
and obese [12]. It is important to recognize any association between dietary restraints,
dieting and ED risk in the context of pediatric weight management, particularly as the
onset of ED risk peaks during adolescence [13]. This early recognition will help in the
prevention of unhealthy weight loss methods in this young population.

Youth and adolescent males participating in American football compose the majority
of EHI cases that present to United States emergency rooms [14]. Research reveals youth
football has the highest EHI rate compared to high school and collegiate teams [15]. Risk
factors for EHI in the American football population include uniforms, high body mass index
(BMI), environmental conditions, poor physical condition, lack of heat acclimatization
and improper work to rest ratio [3,6,7,9]. Beginning physical activity and maintaining
a euhydrated state is crucial to support efficient thermoregulation and cardiovascular
function [3,9,10]. Studies have concluded high school athletes are hypohydrated before
the start of activity and underestimate sweat losses and fluid needs [16,17]. This has been
noted in youth football players at summer camp as well [18]. It is unknown if this is true
for youth football players during a regular season.

There is a substantial amount of research regarding hypohydration in adult athletics
and the effects of unhealthy weight loss methods in weight-restricted sports [11,19–28].
However, there is a scarcity of research in children and in football leagues who utilize
weight restricted (WR) or age restricted (AR) guidelines. Therefore, the primary purpose
of our study was to examine hydration and eating frequency (number of meals and snacks
per/day) among youth football leagues (WR vs. AR) during different activities (practice:
PX vs. games: GM). The secondary purpose was to determine the prevalence of ED risk
by assessing eating attitudes and compensatory behaviors. We hypothesized that the WR
league would have greater hypohydration than the AR league. We also hypothesized ED
risk and compensatory behaviors would exist in youth football players.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design

We utilized a cross-sectional research design. The independent variables were football
league (age (AR) and weight (WR)) and activity type (practice (PX) or game (GM)). The
dependent variables were hydration status (urine osmolality (Uosm), percent change in
body mass (%BM)), fluid consumed (FC), sweat rate (SR), eating attitudes (Children’s
Eating Attitude Test (ChEAT-26)) and self-reported eating frequency.
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2.2. Participants

Youth football players (n = 63) between the ages of 8–13 years from local recreational
leagues in the southeastern region of the United States participated. The convenience
sample was recruited during the team parent pre-season meeting. The WR league included
participants from 4 teams of specific weight and age categories. Each player within the WR
league had to be within the weight range before the season began to be eligible for that
division. Additionally, at each game, participants had to weigh in, with full pads and meet
requirements to play that day. Players within the AR league were assigned teams by age
only. There were no exclusions to participate in the study. The study was approved by the
University of South Carolina’s Institutional Review Board (Pro00024799) and written assent
and informed consent were obtained from participants and their parent/legal guardian
prior to baseline testing.

2.3. Instrumentation and Measurements

Hydration Status: A Multi-Sample Osmometer (Advanced Instrument model 2020)
was calibrated before each set of urine samples and determined player’s pre activity
Uosm [29,30]. Samples were run in duplicate. If the values were more than 15 mOsm/kg
apart, a triplicate sample was analyzed. The two closest samples were averaged to represent
the sample. Each athlete’s weight was obtained in kilograms (Tanita TBF 300A, Tokyo,
Japan) while wearing only shorts. Percent change in body mass (%BM) was calculated as:
[(pre event kg–post event kg)/pre event kg] × 100 [3].

Fluid Consumed and Sweat Rate: Each player was provided a 1 L bottle and could
fill it with their normal self-provided drink of choice. FC was tracked throughout PX and
GM with fluids added if desired by the player. At the end of activity, the remaining fluid
was measured to the nearest 10 mL mark on a graduated cylinder. Sweat rate (SR) was
calculated as: [(pre event kg–post event kg) + L of FC)]/hours of exercise [3].

Eating Disorder Attitudes and Compensatory Behaviors: Children’s Eating Attitude
Test (ChEAT-26) is a modified version of the Eating Attitudes Test (EAT-26) for children
between 7 and 14 years old [31–33]. The ChEAT-26 is composed of 26 questions with
subscales related to dieting, restricting, purging and food preoccupation and 5 questions
related to compensatory behaviors (e.g., binging-eating more than you would normally eat,
self-induced vomiting-made yourself throw-up, use of diet pills, excessive exercise, or lost
a significant amount of weight in a short period of time). Participants rated their responses
using a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 1 to 6 (i.e., never, rarely, sometimes, often, very
often, always). A higher score is representative of more problematic or maladaptive
eating attitudes and a cut-off score of 20 is indicative of risk for ED pathology. To be
considered at risk for ED, we used two criteria: (1) participants scored greater than 20
on the ChEAT-26 and/or (2) participants met the criteria for compensatory behaviors or
recent significant weight loss. This instrument does not diagnose an ED, but only aids in
identifying characteristics of an ED [33–35]. The ChEAT-26 has an internal consistency of
0.79 and for this study was 0.80 [36].

Self-Reported Eating Frequency: Participants were asked to self-report their eating
frequency prior to each observed PX and GM. We measured eating frequency by asking
how many meals and snacks were eaten prior to activity (PX and GM) the same day in
whole numbers.

2.4. Procedures

An informational meeting explained the study to parents and players before con-
sent/assent was obtained. Basic demographics were collected at this time (age, height,
weight). The ChEAT-26 was given to participants to complete after the first PX, but prior
to the first GM. Data collection occurred on 7 (AR) or 8 (WR) nonconsecutive practices
and the first 3 games of the season for both leagues. The WR had two practices on the
last observed day (9:00 am and 6:00 pm). For the most part, practices for both leagues
commonly occurred at 6:00 pm. Start times for WR games ranged from 10:00 am–1:00 pm
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whereas the AR leagues games started at 7:00 pm. Details regarding work to rest ratios of
PX and GM have been described previously [37]. When participants arrived at activity (PX
and GM) they self-reported their meal/snack frequency and were then given a collection
cup to provide a urine sample. Players were weighed before and after activity. There was
no intervention by the researchers during PX or GM. Players participated in football as
normal and asked to follow their normal hydration behaviors.

2.5. Data Analysis

Statistical Analysis Software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) was used for hy-
dration behavior variables; and we used SPSS Statistical Software (Version 27; SPSS Inc.,
Armonk, NY, USA) and alpha < 0.05 for eating behavior variables. G*Power software
(version 3.1.9.2., Heinrich Heine University, Dusseldorf, Germany) was used to calculate
power for ED risk [38]. Using an alpha of 0.05 and a large effect size (0.7), our power
calculation indicated we needed a sample of 34 participants, with estimated power being
0.90. Descriptive statistics were calculated for all dependent and descriptive variables. Dif-
ferences in Uosm, %BM, FC and SR least square means were assessed between leagues (AR,
WR) and activities (PX, GM) with ANOVA or general linear model procedures depending
on if the data was complete and balanced, or incomplete and unbalanced, respectively.
Frequencies and proportions with 95% confidence intervals were calculated for categorical
variables (e.g., ED risk, binge eating, purging, use of diet pills, diuretics and laxatives,
excessive exercise and drastic weight loss) along with means and standard deviations for
continuous variables (e.g., total ChEAT-26 score and dieting, restricting and purging and
food preoccupation subscale scores).

3. Results

A total of 63 youth football players participated in the study. The WR (n = 27,
10 ± 1 years old, 144 ± 9 cm, 37.6 ± 8.0 kg) and AR (n = 36, 11 ± 1 years old, 152 ± 8 cm,
50.1 ± 17.1 kg) players included all positions and levels of experience. Limited data were
available for ChEAT-26 (n = 37), whereas 63 participants completed the remaining measures
but data were missing at some time points.

3.1. Demographics

Participant demographics are presented in Table 1. Athletes in the WR and AR youth
football leagues were within the age range of 9–13 years old, but there was a statistically
significant difference in age between leagues (p = 0.003). Although the participants were
close in age, the AR players were taller (p = 0.001) and weighed more (p < 0.001) than WR.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of all participants (n = 63) and by league (WR: n = 27 and AR: n = 36).

Aggregated WR AR

M(SD) Min Max M(SD) Min Max M(SD) Min Max p-Value

Age (y) 11(1) 9 13 10(1) 9 12 11(1) a 9 13 0.003
Height (cm) 148(9) 127 167 144(9) 127 163 152(8) a 133 167 0.001
Weight (kg) 44.7(15.2) 26.2 95.7 37.6(8.0) 26.2 56.3 50.1(17.1) a 27.7 95.7 <0.001

All values are represented in mean (SD) and minimum and maximum values. WR: weight-restricted league; AR: age-restricted league.
a: AR > WR.

3.2. Hydration Status

Descriptive statistics for Uosm and %BM are presented in Table 2. Uosm ranged from
78 to 1383 mOsm/kg pre activity. There was no interaction between league and activity
type (F = 1.35, p = 0.240) for Uosm. The AR league had higher Uosm than the WR league
(F = 6.01, p = 0.015), but there was no main effect for activity type (F = 0.52, p = 0.471).
Percent body mass change within an activity session ranged from −2.4% to +2.0%. There
was a significant interaction between league and activity type for %BM (F = 5.44, p = 0.020)
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with WR having a greater %BM after games. A main effect existed for league (F = 4.51,
p = 0.034), but not activity type (F = 0.18, p = 0.666).

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for pre activity urine osmolality and percent change in body mass.

Agg WR AR

Agg PX GM Agg PX GM Agg PX GM

Uosm (mOsm/kg)
Mean (SD) 829 (296) 823 (307) 855 (251) 786 (291) 770 (312) 839 (200) 899 (290) a 903 (282) 886 (330)
Min–Max 78–1383 78–1383 184–1262 78–1321 78–1321 184–1262 196–1383 287–1383 196–1215

%BM
Mean (SD) +0.1 (0.7) +0.1 (0.6) +0.1 (0.9) +0.1 (0.7) +0.2 (0.7) 0.0 (1.0) b +0.2 (0.6) +0.1 (0.6) +0.4 (0.6)
Min–Max +2.4–−2.0 +2.4–−2.0 +1.5–−1.8 +2.4–−2.0 +2.4–−2.0 +1.5–−1.8 +2.1–−1.4 +2.1–−1.4 +1.2–−0.9

Agg: Aggregated; WR: Weight-Restricted League; AR: Age-Restricted League; Uosm: pre activity urine osmolality; %BM: percent change
in body mass after activity; a: AR > WR; b: WR > AR.

3.3. Fluid Consumed and Sweat Rate

Descriptive statistics for FC are presented in Table 3. FC between GM and PX was not
different (p = 0.272). There was a statistically significant difference in FC between WR and
AR during activity (PX and GM) (p = 0.045). There was no difference in FC between WR
and AR during GM (p = 0.072) or during PX (p = 0.378). The WR players consumed less
fluid during GM than PX (p = 0.048). There was no difference in FC when comparing GM
and PX for AR (p = 0.929). There was a positive correlation between FC and SR (r = 0.875).

Table 3. Sweat rate and fluid consumed of all youth football players (n = 63) from weight (n = 27) and age (n = 36) restricted
leagues, during combined practices and games.

Agg WR AR

(L/hr) Agg PX GM Agg PX GM Agg PX GM

SR 0.4 (0.2) 0.5 (0.2) b 0.4 (0.2) 0.4 (0.2) 0.4 (0.2) 0.4 (0.2) 0.5 (0.2) a 0.5 (0.2) 0.4 (0.2)
FC 0.4 (0.2) 0.4 (0.2) 0.3 (0.2) 0.4 (0.2) 0.4 (0.2) b 0.3 (0.2) 0.4 (0.2) 0.4 (0.2) 0.4 (0.2)

All values are represented in mean (SD). Agg: Aggregated; WR: Weight-Restricted League; AR: Age-Restricted League; a: AR > WR;
b: PX > GM.

Descriptive statistics for SR are presented in Table 3. The maximum SR value recorded
in a player was 1.3 L/hr during a PX. There was a significant difference in SR between GM
and PX (p = 0.013). AR had a greater SR during activity (PX and GM) than WR players
(p = 0.028). There was also a statistically significant difference in SR when comparing GM
and PX for WR (p = 0.004). There was no difference in SR when comparing GM and PX for
AR (p = 0.311).

3.4. Eating Disorder Attitudes and Compensatory Behaviors

Only 37 youth football players completed the ChEAT-26. The estimated prevalence for
ED risk for all youth football players was 21.6% (n = 8); of those, 5.4% (n = 2) were at risk
based on the ChEAT-26, 13.5% (n = 5) on compensatory behaviors and 2.7% (n = 1) from
both the ChEAT-26 and compensatory behaviors. WR league accounted for 87.5% (n = 7)
of ED risk and AR for 12.5% (n = 1). Overall, 16.2% (n = 6) of our participants reported use
of compensatory behaviors, with 10.8% (n = 4) reporting binge eating where they felt that
they may not be able to stop, at least 2–3 times per month; 2.7% (n = 1) had vomited to
control their weight or shape at least once a month, 5.4% (n = 2) had exercised more than
60 min a day to lose or to control their weight at least once a day and 2.7% (n = 1) noticed
they lost a significant amount of weight in the last 6 months. None of our participants
reported use of laxatives, diet pills or diuretics to control their weight. Overall, the player’s
self-reported current weight and their ideal weight only differed by 1.2 kg as 25% (n = 9)
indicated their current weight was their ideal weight. The remaining players indicated
both a lower ideal weight (29.7%, n = 11) and a greater ideal weight (43.2%, n = 16).
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3.5. Self-Reported Eating Frequency

Overall, youth football players had an average of 2 ± 1 meals and 1 ± 1 snack prior to
activity (PX and GM). This also represents the average eating frequency prior to PX. Before
GM, players overall self-reported 1 ± 1 meal and 1 ± 1 snack with WR reporting 1 ± 0
and AR reporting 2 ± 1. There were players who reported 0 meals and snacks prior to PX
(n = 2) and GM (n = 4). There were no statistical differences for meals and snacks between
leagues (p > 0.05)

4. Discussion

The purpose of our study was to examine hydration status and eating frequency in
WR and AR youth American football leagues during PX and GM. We found players from
both leagues were mildly hypohydrated. We hypothesized that the WR league would
have greater hypohydration than the AR league. Contrary to our hypothesis, we found
AR players experienced greater hypohydration compared to WR. Our data support our
hypotheses that youth football players exhibit ED risk and compensatory behaviors, finding
approximately 20% of players self-reported items that indicated ED risk on the ChEAT or
compensatory behaviors. Eating frequency seemed more dependent on event type.

4.1. Hydration Status

Urine osmolality indicated that our participants arrived to activity (PX and GM) hypo-
hydrated, with the exception of WR pre PX. According to generally accepted guidelines [29],
participants’ hypohydration was mild on average. There were individual players with
Uosm values that could be described as severe hypohydration at PX and GM (maximum
values recorded ranged from 1128–1383 mOsm/kg) [29]. Similar pre-activity hypohydra-
tion has been found in youth athletes participating in soccer and other sports [17,39,40].
Specifically in youth football, up to 70% of players arrived to camp and morning practices
hypohydrated with individual variances [18,41]. Our study confirms this, as on average
64% of our players arrived at least mildly hypohydrated for a PX or GM.

AR players were more hypohydrated than WR players, particularly before PX. Data
collection for WR PX started before school began in August, while school had started when
AR began PX in September. The WR players were likely coming to PX from home, while
AR may have been coming to PX straight from school or after-school care. This may explain
why AR had higher Uosm values, as they may not have had a chance to hydrate sufficiently
during school before PX. WR players had higher Uosm values before their GM than PX
(not statistically). One explanation may be the start time for WR games, which began at
10:00 am and players may have had less time between waking and the GM to consume
food and fluids. It is also possible WR players may have purposely not consumed as much
water if they were concerned about passing the weigh-in prior to the game.

Our participants had small changes in %BM during activity (PX and GM). This
indicates our participants maintained their pre hydration status throughout activity by
matching sweat losses with FC. Our results, coupled with previous research in young
athletes [17,18,39,41], solidifies a common theme: dehydration during activity is minimized
when fluids are accessible, but athletes do not optimize the time between activity sessions
to reach euhydration.

4.2. Fluid Consumed and Sweat Rate

The average FC of our participants was similar to studies with adolescent soccer,
volleyball and football players and youth campers [16–18,41,42]. Specifically, previous
research in youth football campers participating in three sessions per day recorded an
average of 0.76 L of fluid per hour during activity [18]. Campers consumed enough fluid to
account for sweat loss during activity [18]. Similarly, high school players consumed fluids
equivalent to two-thirds of their sweat loss [16,18]. Our participants, both AR and WR
players, consumed enough fluids to make up for their sweat losses during activity. Fluid
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consumed increased as sweat rate increased as noted by the positive correlation. However,
the strong relationship can be partly explained by FC calculated within the SR equation.

Sweat rates in our study were likely affected by a variety of factors including hydration
status of the players, intensity of activity and environmental conditions [10]. Age-restricted
players were larger than WR; therefore, AR players may have had greater increases in
metabolic heat generation resulting in higher SR. However, though there was statistical
difference in SR between leagues, any clinical significance in relation to anthropometrics
would need to be determined in future research. Practice SR was greater than GM in our
results, which is in contrast to McDermott et al. (2009) that reported a larger SR during GM
than PX. Differences may exist because of the timing of each activity was different in both
studies. SR is a valuable variable to calculate in athletes to determine fluid needs. If players
drink the amount of fluid that they are losing through sweat per hour, then hydration
status can be maintained.

4.3. Eating Disorder Characteristics and Behaviors

Our study is the first to examine ED risk in American youth tackle football players
(boys) who participated in either a WR or AR league. We found approximately 20% of
players were at higher risk for ED attitudes and compensatory behaviors compared to
previous research that estimated 14.4% of youth male athletes (from various sports) were
at risk for Eds [5,43–48]. Additionally, it has been noted in previous research that pediatric
EDs are more common than type 2 diabetes and the higher rates of EDs are evident in
younger children, boys and minority groups [49–51]. However, generally speaking, male
athletes typically have lower scores than their female counterparts, as well as their non-
athlete controls [43]. In our study, regardless of WR or AR league, we also found low
ChEAT-26 scores in our youth football players. Of those who were, the majority were in
the WR league. Youth football players who were at risk for an ED may find themselves in a
vulnerable developmental period in which they are faced with a range of general as well as
sport-specific risk factors. For example, adolescence is characterized by growth, physical
changes and personality development [5]; and/or adolescent athletes’ frequent drive to
“be their best” combined with performance pressures from coaches and/or parents can
create an overly competitive environment contributing to increase risk for ED attitudes
and use of compensatory behaviors [44].

Boys involved in sports that necessitate weight restrictions include not only wrestlers,
but also youth football players, gymnast, runners, swimmers, etc. In these sports, “cutting
weight” may provide an edge to qualify for competition, reduce restrictions for competition,
or to enhance performance. Vomiting, eating binges and excessive exercise to manipulate
weight was self-reported by a small number of youth football players in our study. These
behaviors have also been observed in high school wrestlers [23,25]. In approximately 2500
high school wrestlers during a single season, most took part in at least one unhealthy
weight loss method per week [23]. Findings across multiple youth sport revealed ~ 8%
of youth athletes reported they were trying to lose weight and 12% reported use of one
or more compensatory behaviors; with the most common behaviors included activities
inducing passive or active dehydration (e.g., sauna, exercise in sweat suite, etc.) [5]. Our
study revealed ~16% reported use of compensatory behaviors, with the most common
compensatory behaviors being binge eating and excessive exercise. Our participants who
reported use of unhealthy weight loss methods may have been utilizing these methods
to lose weight for football. Unhealthy weight loss methods cause hypohydration and
electrolyte imbalances, which alters normal thermoregulatory system and organ function.
In combination with exercise, this can lead to EHI and other health related risks [4,6,7].
Unhealthy compensatory behaviors in sport may commonly be perceived as a method to
“cut weight”; however, these behaviors may also be used to “gain weight”. Sports, such
as football, may unintentionally portray the message that “bigger is better” to enhance
performance for certain positions. Thus, in turn, possibly putting pressures on athletes to
binge eat to gain weight. Future research should examine if pressures related to eating are
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position specific. Our results indicated that some youth football players wanted a lower
ideal weight, while others wanted a greater weight.

4.4. Self-Reported Eating Frequency

Intensive physical training and participation in competitive sports during child-
hood/adolescence may affect athletes’ pubertal development. Contrarily, maturational
timing, early or late, may impact the athletes’ development and the selection of their
sport and/or sport position. Therefore, it is important to assure that youth athletes are
appropriately fueling. Although our study did not examine daily dietary intake and actual
number of consumed, calories, we identified the frequency of meals and snacks per day.
We reported general differences in self-reported eating behaviors between PX and GM.
This may have been due to the time-of-day PX and GM took place. Practices started at 6 pm
for both leagues and GM for AR were at 7 pm. However, GM started at 10 am, 11:30 am
and 1 pm for WR; therefore, WR players would not have eaten as many meals and snacks
as they would have eaten before PX. Food intake findings could have also been influenced
by WR players purposely not eating as much on game days because of the weigh-in prior
to the GM. Similar to WR youth football, wrestling also has weight restrictions and limiting
food consumption is sometimes used by wrestlers as a weight control method to ensure
participation [23]. Studies have shown that during high school wrestling season, there
is a decrease in protein consumption, body protein and fat stores in wrestlers [26]. In
addition, wrestlers’ weight and muscular strength and power significantly increase during
the post season when compared to mid-season [20,26]. Not eating enough nutrients prior
to activity can decrease energy levels and performance and it is a predisposing factor
for EHI [4,7,52]. It is recommended parents and coaches familiarize themselves with the
energy/nutritional requirements (incorporating total energy expenditure, plus exercise
energy expenditure/physical activity levels and energy deposits of growing tissues) for
youth populations which have been previously published [53]. This will provide parents
and coaches a better understanding not only of the fueling needs of youth athletes but how
to plan the frequency of meals when schedules do not align with standard mealtimes.

4.5. Strengths and Limitations

We are the first study to examine hydration status of American tackle football players
younger than high school during a regular practice and competition season. We are also the
first to examine eating attitudes in this population. A limitation included that PX and GM
started at different times during the day, confining the comparisons of hydration status and
eating behaviors of players between PX and GM. Environmental conditions were different
on each day of data collection which has the potential to impact sweat rates. Variables
were self-reported data and questions could have been answered untruthfully. There was
also inconsistency with participation due to the young age of the players, parents not
getting their children to PX and GM early enough and participants playing at different
field locations at the same time resulting in some datasets being incomplete or unbalanced.
These reasons also explain the low numbers of players completing the ChEAT questionnaire.
Future research should focus on evaluating hydration and nutrition knowledge of youth
football parents and coaches. It would also be beneficial to repeat this study with youth
football players for an entire season. Examining specifically what types of food youth
football players are eating and reasons for their eating behaviors would provide additional
insight into the patterns presented in our study.

5. Conclusions

Overall, youth football players arrived to PX and GM slightly hypohydrated, although
players in the AR league were more hypohydrated than WR. It seems that the players
understood the importance of hydrating during physical activity and consumed enough
fluids during PX and GM to match SR. Meal and snack frequency were adequate for
practices but could be considered limited for game days. As we hypothesized, we observed
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the existence of ED risk and compensatory eating behaviors in this group of youth football
players. This was noted in both leagues, but particularly in the WR league. This may be a
result of players trying to alter their weight for football. The incorporation of hydration
guidelines (similar to wrestling) and nutrition education for athletes and their parents
should be considered for youth football leagues to help prevent the use of unhealthy weight
loss methods.
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